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Abstract 

Multiresonant coherent multidimensional spectroscopy (MR-CMDS) is a fully coherent mixed 

frequency/time domain technique that selectively characterizes vibrational and electronic 

energetic structure and dynamics.  The work reported here describes technique development with 

1-picosecond pulses on model vibrational systems, application of this technique to PbSe 

quantum dots, and recent adaptation to include use of 50-femtosecond pulses.  An overview of 

the quantum mechanical theory behind experimental design and interpretation, with an emphasis 

on the perturbative limit, is included.  A record of the instrumentation and optical component 

selection associated with both laser systems is provided, which is particularly important for the 

development of the femtosecond laser table.  Initial experiments on the femtosecond system 

revealed environmental artifacts that have now been identified and characterized.  Picosecond 

pulses are not a good match for studying PbSe quantum dots with MR-CMDS because the pulses 

are too long to isolate coherence lifetimes and fully coherent processes.  Frequency domain 

results previously acquired on the picosecond system revealed coherence lifetimes near 50fs, 

which directed the selection of a more appropriate laser system.  Experiments with femtosecond 

pulses are now confirmed to directly measure coherence lifetimes and selectively emphasize 

spectral signatures from fully coherent processes that were not visible with longer pulses.  These 

confirmations reveal that the flexibility of MR-CMDS techniques, as developed on the model 

vibrational systems, is available for quantum-confined semiconductor structures.  Future 

directions include laser system improvements and suggestions of samples that may better inform 

dye-sensitized solar cell core charge transfer events. 
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Introduction 

 Steve Lee began the first series of experiments on what is now called coherent 

multidimensional spectroscopy following a group experiment that used two nitrogen-pumped 

dye lasers for multiresonant nonlinear spectroscopy. 1  A recent subset of these techniques, 

collectively called multiresonant coherent multidimensional spectroscopy (MR-CMDS) has been 

developed through the study of systems with prominent or interesting vibrational modes. 2, 3, 4, 5  

MR-CMDS uses ultrafast laser pulses to selectively create and observe sequences of coherent 

superposition wavefunction states.  By varying frequencies and pulse time-orderings, this 

technique can study molecular energetic structure and dynamics simultaneously with great 

specificity.  Explorations on model systems confirmed that MR-CMDS can detect and measure 

potential well energetic structure, coupling between states, coherent and incoherent energy 

transfer, and some photochemistry. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11  The model systems used for the fundamental 

studies built MR-CMDS capabilities to the point of shifting the focus of further technique 

development to materials of interest for direct application. 

I.1. Quantum-Confined Structures and Solar Applications 

 The energetic structure of semiconductor systems has allowed them to become ubiquitous 

in modern computing and electronic technologies of all kinds.  When the physical size of the 

semiconductor material is decreased to a certain threshold, the energetic properties undergo a 

qualitative change. 12  The threshold is determined by the native exciton size characteristic of the 

particular material. 13   

When energy is added to a semiconductor (usually in the form of an applied voltage or 

incident light) in excess of its bandgap, an electron is promoted from the molecularly-localized 
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valence band to the delocalized conduction band, leaving a vacancy in the valence band called a 

hole.  The positive charge of the hole and the negative charge of the electron experience 

Coulombic attraction that defines their range of separation.  This attraction, combined with the 

molecular orbital structure, determines the effective size (Bohr radius) of the electron, hole, and 

exciton as a whole.  If the lattice of atoms comprising the semiconductor material occupies a 

volume (or, in fact, even space in a single dimension) that is smaller than the exciton diameter 

(see Figure 1a for an illustration of a system confined in all three dimensions), the system is said 

to be quantum-confined.  As the degree of confinement becomes more extreme the electron and 

hole are forced to occupy less than their optimal volume, increasing the energy of the excited 

state. 14, 15  Lattice size reduction decreases the density of conduction band states until the band 

edge states come to be resolvable as single (or at least collections of very few) state, as illustrated 

in Figure 1b.  Further, the delocalized electron and hole become forced into the shape of the 

containing structure.  The container shape, then, determine the nature of these quantum-confined 

excited states.  For example, quantum-confined semiconductor spheres, called quantum dots, 

have excitonic states that can be characterized by the spherical harmonics (1S, 1P, etc.).  Figure 

1c shows a series of absorption plots for quantum-confined PbSe quantum dots.  As the diameter 

of the dots decreases, the energy of the absorption features increase, allowing a certain amount of 

transition energy tunability. 

 There are few technological needs that are greater for a world that is undergoing rapid 

modernization than the availability of abundant, clean energy sources.  There is no currently-

accessible source of energy more abundant than solar radiation.  The properties of quantum-

confined semiconductors have led to some attempts to incorporate these structures into existing 
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photovoltaic cell designs. 16, 17, 18, 19  Figure 2a shows a conceptual diagram of a dye-sensitized 

solar cell.  Here a chromophore absorbs incident radiation, then transfers charge through a 

molecular structure, required to retain electrical contact between components, to a charge 

acceptor.  The charge accepting states are usually in the conduction band of a large bandgap 

semiconductor (see Figure 2b), such as TiO2, which then conduct the charge through a circuit 

before replenishing the chromophore.  Quantum dots are appealing dyes for these types of cells 

because their absorptive cross-sections are high, they can be synthesized to absorb light in any 

wavelength range, and they can be grown directly onto the surface of the charge-accepting 

material.  High absorptive cross-sections diminish the required material thickness, allowing 

conducting electrons easier access to donor/acceptor interfaces.  Wavelength range absorption 

can be adjusted to better align with the band edge of the acceptor or to access a region with 

greater spectral irradiance.  The ability to grow a chromophore directly on the surface of a charge 

acceptor eliminates the need for any bridging molecules, increasing the probability and rate of 

transfer, and therefore also the efficiency.  Here the small length scale is critical so that the two 

different semiconductor materials can be in contact without the mismatch of their respective 

lattices becoming significant.  When the lattices are well-aligned, the native exciton radius could 

extend into the acceptor material, as illustrated in Figure 3a, enabling the possibility of ultrafast 

charge transfer. 

 Advances in nanostructure synthetic technique have made possible creation of complex 

morphologies that can serve as tailored scaffolding for quantum-confined materials that would 

serve as chromophores.  Incorporation of chromophore material into customized structures 20, 21 

(Figure 3b) in various ways (Figure 3c) can allow a system to be optimized according to optical 
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path length and donor/acceptor interaction.  The possibility of using inexpensive, non-toxic, 

earth-abundant materials adds appeal to the use of nanomaterials for these types of cells.  For 

example, Figure 3d shows an Fe2O3 (hematite) nanowire decorated with PbSe quantum dots. 22 

 The synthetic capabilities are increasingly available, but much remains unknown about 

how to characterize the energetic and dynamic properties of these heterostructure systems and 

their charge transfer processes.  For example, the role and identity of interfacial states in charge 

transfer phenomena are difficult to study.  Without characterization of the processes and 

identification of critical features, it is impossible to meaningfully guide synthetic efforts and 

development. 

I.2. Ultrafast Spectroscopy of Quantum-Confined Semiconductor Systems 

 Spectroscopy offers promise to help answer the questions that are critical to informing 

the development of improved photovoltaic devices.  Many projects have developed an 

understanding of incoherent quantum dot and quantum well relaxation dynamics by transient 

absorption and pump-probe techniques. 23, 24, 25, 26  Some work has directly studied the lifetimes 

of various multiexcitonic coherences in quantum wells. 27, 28, 29  Other reports indicated 

significant formation of multiexciton states from single high energy photon absorption, 30, 31, 32 

but the importance of this phenomenon has been strongly questioned. 33  These studies have 

provided extensive insight into the behavior of various quantum confined states on a 

femtosecond timescale, even to the point of watching incoherent electron injection into TiO2 

nanocrystals. 34  The fastest and most efficient energy transportation will occur by processes that 

can only be described quantum mechanically and observed by techniques that preserve coherent 

information. 35  
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 MR-CMDS has demonstrated the capability to identify the states involved in coherent 

energy transfer and incoherent energy transfer and distinguish between the two types of effects.  

The complete picture provided by the full use of these methods can also inform synthetic 

developments by measuring rates of charge transfer, reporting the states involved in transfer 

processes, and characterizing the changes in electronic structure resulting from incorporation of 

nanocrystals into various heterostructures.  To achieve these goals, the technique must be 

adapted to fit the structural and dynamical properties of the system of interest. 

 Initial experiments in this project altered the laser system used to study vibrational modes 

and behavior. 36, 37, 38  The alterations primarily revolved around shifting instrumentation from 

producing and detecting mid-infrared frequencies to doing so with near-infrared radiation.  

Changes in sample handling and pulse fluence were also important.  These adaptations allowed 

the study of incoherent dynamics and basic quantum dot excitonic structure.  The 1-picosecond 

pulses used were too long to distinguish between or directly measure coherent phenomena, 

eliminating some of the unique strengths of MR-CMDS. 

 Once it became clear that the coherence lifetimes of quantum-confined semiconductor 

materials were too short to be accessed by picosecond pulses, a laser system with sub-50 

femtosecond pulses was assembled to complete the transfer from vibrational system studies to 

these electronic systems.  This document provides an overview of the theoretical framework 

behind the spectroscopic techniques used, details the instrumentation used and developed for this 

project, and reports and evaluates the preliminary studies resulting from the use of femtosecond 

pulses for the application of MR-CMDS methodologies to PbSe quantum dot electronic structure 

and coherent dynamics. 
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Figure 1—Depiction and effects of quantum confinement. (a) A quantum dot (small sphere) 
compared to the native exciton size (larger sphere) in a case of strong confinement.  (b) The 
effects of quantum confinement on semiconductor band structure.  The density of energy 
levels decreases to the point of becoming discrete states.  Further, as the degree of 
confinement grows stronger, the separation between the band-edge states (shown in red) 
increases.  (c) Near-infrared absorption spectra of PbSe quantum dots of the sizes 
indicated.  Samples were synthesized and diameters determined by TEM by Rachel 
Selinsky.  Absorption profiles are artificially offset to more clearly show the blue shift in 
the 1S exciton peak as dot diameter decreases. 
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Figure 2—Illustrations of dye-sensitized solar cell cores.  (a) The physical structure of this 
type of solar cell involves a chromophore, some molecular structure to keep it in electrical 
contact with the receptor, and the electron acceptor (shown here as TiO2).  (b) An energy 
level diagram of the donor-acceptor system.  The double arrow shows absorption of a 
photon, promoting the dye to an excited electronic state.  The excited state then relaxes by 
transferring an electron into the conduction band of the neighboring semiconductor.  A 
large-bandgap (ECB) material is usually chosen to minimize direct relaxation to the 
semiconductor valence band.  The conduction band is placed in contact with a circuit 
running through a device and back to a redox couple that replenished the HOMO of the dye.
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Figure 3—Semiconductor heterostructures.  (a) An illustration of a quantum dot resting on 
the surface of an electron acceptor.  No lattice matching is shown.  The native exciton size 
of the quantum dot is included as a reminder; given minimal interfacial barrier, the exciton 
will already overlap with the charge acceptor.  (b) Illustrations of various potential 
acceptor scaffolding/donor decoration systems.  Here the acceptor is shown in red and the 
dye-substitute is shown in blue. (c) A TEM image of a hyper-branched PbS “pine tree”.  (d) 
A TEM image of an Fe2O3 nanowire decorated with PbSe quantum dots.  System 
synthesized by Mark Lukowski and Rachel Selinky. 
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Chapter 1: Non-Linear Spectroscopy Theory Overview 

 Discussion of MR-CMDS techniques requires an understanding of light-matter 

interactions at a quantum mechanical level.  This section explains the theory and terminology 

required for understanding the rest of this work. 

The techniques highlighted regard light as a perturbation to a system wavefunction that 

creates or manipulates a linear combination of component time-independent wave states.  A two-

state system demonstrates the reasoning, but data interpretation calculations expand the 

wavefunction to include as many states as are needed. 
Ψ �  � ��

�
�� �  ���� 	  �
�
                                                             �1 

Here Ψ is taken to be the total wavefunction, the ci are the contributions to the total 

wavefunction provided by component states �i, and the subscripts g and e denote the ground 

state and an arbitrary excited state.  This approach isolates all time-dependence on the constants 

ci so that the eigenfunctions are unchanged by the applied perturbations. 

In most experiments of interest, the only perturbation to the system is that of the 

oscillating laser electric field.  The time-dependent Schrodinger equation is  

�Ψ
�� � � �

� H�Ψ � � �
� �H��Ψ 	 V�Ψ � � �

� �H��Ψ �  µ�� · E���Ψ�                             �2 

where H� is the Hamiltonian operator, H�� is the time-independent portion of the Hamiltonian, V� is 

the perturbation from the electric field (E���), and µ�� is the transition dipole moment.  All subsequent 

explanations will treat the transition dipole and electric field as parallel (µ�� · E��� � |µ��| E��� ! µE).  

This treatment is an excellent approximation for the spherical symmetry of quantum dots, and is 

still instructive when compared to the rigorous case of an ensemble average over all relative 
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orientations.  Using the two-state wavefunction described in (1) and recalling that all temporal 

dependence in the wavefunction exists in the weighting constants, 

�Ψ
�� � ����� �� 	 ��
�� �
 � � �

� ���"��� 	 �
"
�
� 	 �
� �µE���� 	 µE�
�
�              �3 

 The terms that now need to be isolated in order to characterize the change in the system 

brought about by the incident radiation are 
$%&
$'  and 

$%(
$' .  Isolation of either one is accomplished 

by multiplying the entire relation (3) by the complex conjugate of one of the component 

wavefunctions and integrating over all space.  Using the orthonormality of the component 

wavefunctions and noting that ) ��* µE��+, � 0, 

.���*
����� �� 	 ��*

��
�� �
 +, � ����� . ��* ��+, 	 ��
�� . ��* �
+, � ����� * 1 	 0 � ����� � 

� � �
� . ��* ��"���+, � �

� . ��* �
"
�
+, 	 �
� . ��* µE����+, 	 �

� . ��* µE�
�
+, � 

� ����/� . ��* ��+, � ��
/
 . ��* �
+, 	 �
� �� . ��* µE��+, 	 �

� �
 . ��* µE�
+, � 

� ����/� 	 0 	 0 	 �
� �
 . ��* µE�
+, ! ����/� � �

� �
0�
                           �4 

where /� is the frequency of state i.  Therefore, 

����� � ����/� � �
� �
0�
  and, similarly, ��
�� � ���
/
 � �

� ��0
�                        �5 

Equations (5) neglect all perturbations other than those of interest, i.e. those introduced by the 

incident electric field and those inherent to the system.  Because of interactions with the 

surrounding environment, there will always be some loss of quantum mechanical information.  

Though there are constructs for rigorously addressing these fluctuating interactions,
 1

 the 
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treatment presented here will add this term phenomenologically under the Markovian limit.  And 

so, 

����� � ����/� � �
� �
0�
 � Γ���                                                       �6 

As the total wavefunction is perturbed from its initial stationary state, it becomes a 

simultaneous superposition of multiple eigenstates.  The superposition state oscillates at 

frequencies determined by the difference between pairs of contributing eigenstates.  If the 

transition dipole between those two states is non-zero, the oscillations will emit an electric field.  

Before considering observables, it is instructive first to consider the state itself in the form of a 

probability distribution. 
Ψ*Ψ � � � ��*

@i
�@��*�@ �  ��*���A* �A  	  �
*�
�B*�B  	  �
*���B*�A  	 ��*�
�A* �B           �7 

This product has two types of terms: those for which the two wavefunctions are adjoints 

and those for which they represent different wave states.  When i ≠ j, the term describes a 

coherence.  When i = j, the term describes a population.  These terms are often described using 

density matrix elements, 

D��*�� ��*�
�
*�� �
*�
E !  FG�� G
�G�
 G

 H � I                                                       �8 

 To describe the observable changes in a system, then, the goal becomes the calculation of 

$I
$'.  Consider first an element that describes a coherence: 

�G
��� � �
�� ��*�
 � ���*�� �
 	 ��*

��
�� � 

� K���*/� 	 �
� �
*0�
 � Γ���*L �
 	 K���
/
 � �

� ��0
� � Γ
�
L ��* � 
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� K�/�G
� 	 �
� 0�
G

 � Γ�G
�L 	 K��/
G
� � �

� 0
�G�� � Γ
G
�L �                  �9 

� G
���/� � �/
 � Γ� � Γ
 � �
� �0
�G�� � 0�
G

 ! G
���/�
 � Γ
� � �

� �0
�G�� � 0�
 G

� 

Notice from this expression that the changes in time produced by the electric field (any term with 

0
�  or 0�
) involve feeding the coherence from populations.  Additionally, the changes in 

coherence magnitude produced by the electric field acting to change a gg population to an eg 

coherence are of an opposite sign to the changes produced by an interaction with an ee 

population.  A change from gg to eg, indicating an alteration to the non-complex conjugate side 

(or ket-side when using Dirac bra-ket terminology) then affects the opposite change to the 

magnitude of the coherence as that affected by an interaction with the complex conjugate (or bra) 

side. 

The terms of (9) that do not involve the electric field reveal other properties of a 

coherence.  The loss term added phenomenologically leads to decay.  Additionally, the real part 

of the coherence feeds the imaginary part, and vice versa, via the �/�
G
� term.  Solution of just 

this part of (9) (or for the entirety of it, if there is no perturbing electric field and we ignore the 

dephasing rate, Γ
�) reveals that a coherence oscillates at the difference frequency between its 

two composing states (/�
).  When discussing any observations pertaining to coherences, it is 

important to realize that the decay experienced by a coherence can come from losses either of the 

component state magnitudes or of phase memory.  Interactions with the surrounding 

environment will disrupt the memory that a coherence has of its phase in the past, even if the 

values of the density matrix are unchanged.  This additional loss of memory is usually called 

pure dephasing, Γ
�* , and then  Γ
� �  Γ
 	 Γ� 	 Γ
�* . 
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The changes in the populations can be determined in a similar manner. 

�G

�� � �
�� �
*�
 � ��
*�� �
 	 �
*

��
�� � 

� K��
*/
 	 �
� ��*0
� � Γ
�
*L �
 	 K���
/
 � �

� ��0
� � Γ
�
L �
* � 

� K�/
G

 	 �
� 0
�G
� � Γ
G

L 	 K��/
G

 � �

� 0
�G�
 � Γ
G

L � 

� � �
� �0
�G�
 � 0
�G
�� � 2Γ
G

 ! � �

� �0
�G�
 � 0
�G
�� � Γ

G

               �10 

Here again characteristics of populations become clear.  Note that coherences feed populations 

when they interact with an electric field and that populations also experience decay.  Again 

electric field interactions with the bra- and ket-side of a system produce opposing changes.  As 

populations do not oscillate (revealed here by the absence of a high frequency feeding term), 

there will be no pure dephasing, so Γ

 � Γ
 	 Γ
. 

 Each of these interactions with light induces a polarization in the exposed material.  The 

relationship between the electric field and the macroscopic polarization created in the sample is a 

proportionality constant called the electric susceptibility.  The polarized sample in turn launches 

its own electric fields.  In general, the relationship can be written as a Taylor expansion, 

P��� � O�PE��� 	 O�QE���Q 	  …                                                          �11 

Where P��� is the polarization, E��� is the electric field, and O�S is the corresponding nth-order 

susceptibility tensor.  In an isotropic sample, all even terms cancel out because of inversion 

symmetry.  In a four-wave mixing experiment, the signal measured corresponds to the 

polarization created cooperatively by three excitation beams, so the lowest-order term observed 

is O�TEPEQET.  Higher order terms (such as O�UEPEQTET) will also contribute to the measured 
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signal, but in general O�S V O�SWQ, 2 so the electric fields must be very strong for these 

contributions to be significant. 

1.1. Steady-State Limit 

In MR-CMDS experiments, electric fields produce a sequence of coherences and 

populations.  Coherences, as oscillating charges, produce detectable electric fields when the 

transition dipole between the two states in the superposition is nonzero.  The amplitudes of these 

electric fields are directly proportional to the magnitudes of the coherences that produce them.  

As such, it is desirable to isolate the factors leading to an increase or decrease in the magnitude 

of the observed coherence.  An informative conditionality is the steady state limit, in which the 

applied electric field lasts considerably longer than the coherence dephasing rate.  Under these 

conditions, the coherences are always forced to oscillate in time at the driving frequency, /, 

instead of their native frequency, /
� , and oscillate in space according to the driving wave vector 

X�� (where  X�� � n//� and n is the index of refraction).  The coherence can then be characterized 

as G
� � G
�Z B[�\'[�]^, where G
�Z  is the magnitude of the coherence.  Then the expression for 

the variation of a coherence in time (9) becomes 

�G
��� � �G
�Z  
�� B[�\'[�]^ � �/G
�Z B[�\'[�]^ � 

� G
�Z B[�\'[�]^���/
� � Γ
�� � �
� �0
�G�� � 0�
G

�                               �12 

Isolating the change of the magnitude of the coherence yields 

�G
�Z  
�� � G
�Z _���/
� � /� � Γ
�` � �

� �0
�G�� � 0�
G

�B�\'W�]^                     �13 
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Magnitudes of coherences driven by pulsed electric fields can still be calculated using this 

approximation by changing the electric field profile.  If the pulse is short in time relative to the 

dephasing rate, however, the intensity of the driven signal will be low relative to the native free 

induction decay oscillations, which are most easily calculated by treating the electric field as an 

instantaneous perturbation.  When the applied electric field is a continuous wave, 0
� �
�a
�E� cos�/� 	 Xd and 0
� � 0�
 .  Expressing the cosine term as a sum of exponents changes 

(13) to 

�G
�Z  
�� � G
�Z _���/
� � /� � Γ
�` 	 �a
�E�2� �B[�\'[�]^ 	 B�\'W�]^��G�� � G

�B�\'W�]^  �14 

 If the light pulse is long relative to the frequency of oscillation, then the rotating wave 

approximation asserts that the fast oscillations (BQ�\'WQ�]^) produce effects that average out.  (14) 

can then be simplified to 

�G
�Z  
�� � G
�Z _���/
� � /� � Γ
�` 	 �a
�E�2� �G�� � G

�                          �15 

As soon as the system has reached the steady state, 
$e(&Z  

$' � 0, so 

G
�Z � �a
�E�2�
��G�� � G



_���/
� � /� � Γ
�` � a
�E�2�
�G�� � G



�/
� � / � �Γ
�                    �16 

This expression reveals that the magnitude of a driven coherence is highest when the driving 

frequency is resonant with the transition (/
� � /), the electric field is strong, and the transition 

dipole moment is large. 

 The procedure for deriving G��Z , G�
Z , and G

Z  is analogous to the one shown above.  

Because a new population can only be created after two interactions with light, the incident 

electric fields are shown as / and /Q. 
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G��Z � a
�E�2�
�G
� � G�


�/�� � /Q 	 / � �Γ��                                            �17 

G�
Z � a
�E�2�
�G

 � G��

�/
� � / 	 �Γ
�                                                   �18 

G

Z � a
�E�2�
�G�
 � G
�

�/

 � /Q 	 / � �Γ

                                             �19 

1.2. Isolating Particular Light-Matter Interactions 

 As described above, an interaction with light allows populations to feed coherences and 

vice versa.  Four-wave mixing techniques select a sequence of three light-matter interactions to 

observe the energetic and dynamical properties of the system.  If there were no restrictions 

placed on the interactions, interpretation of data would require extensive effort to isolate the 

processes that provide information about states and properties of interest.  Two experimental 

parameters reduce the number of processes observed—temporal sequencing of the electric field 

interactions and spatial isolation of light produced by particular field interactions. 

 Suppose the excitation fields used have different frequencies.  It has already been 

demonstrated that electric fields with frequencies that are not resonant with transitions produce 

coherences and populations with less efficiency than resonant fields.  If one field is resonant with 

a transition fundamental and another field with the corresponding overtone (assuming that the 

system is anharmonic), one sequence of interactions will be doubly-resonant and the other 

sequence will not be resonant at all.  A situation of this kind occurs with the experiment labeled 

IVα in Figure 1, to be described shortly.  This kind of response to pulse time ordering may then 

reveal the existence of combination bands or overtones in a manner that would be obscured if the 

sequence of the electric field interactions was unclear. 
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 The expressions derived above (equations (16)-(19)) report that a final state can be fed by 

a transition from multiple initial states.  An extension of this observation reveals that a single 

initial state evolves into multiple final states when the electric field is observed to interact with 

the complex conjugate side (bra) of the density matrix element describing the initial state or the 

non-complex conjugate side (ket).  An increase in the energy of the ket-side of a state requires a 

transfer of energy from the electric field to the system (as evidenced by an increase in the 

frequency of the final state; /
� f /��).  This process of energy removal from the electric field 

can be observed as a change in the momentum of the electric field equal to the momentum of a 

single photon, �X��.  An increase in the energy of the bra-side of a state involves the addition of 

energy from the electric field, as well, but from the component of the field that is propagating 

with opposite phase.  Similarly, the change in momentum has the opposite direction.  Thus for 

every electric field interaction, there is a corresponding transfer of momentum from the 

excitation field to the polarization of the system.  Each positive interaction can add energy to the 

ket side of the state or stimulate the decrease of energy from the bra side; each negative 

interaction can perform the parallel actions.  These capabilities appear in the derivations of (16)-

(19) as the fast oscillating terms that average out according to the rotating wave approximation—

the component of the electric field oscillating as �X�� averages out of the feeding term for G
�Z  and 

the 	X�� averages out of the feeding term for G�
Z . After three successive electric field interactions, 

then, the final momentum of the driven oscillator polarization is X��gh' � iX��P i X��Q i X��T.  If all 

excitation beams enter the sample parallel to each other, the final output coherence will emit in 

the same direction, regardless of how it interacted with each pulse.  By changing the angles of 

the incoming beams, X��gh' will have different directions for each combination of interactions. 
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 Even when resonant, not all outputs will have identical intensities.  In any experiment, 

energy must be conserved.  If a system interacts with the three fields such that /j�Skl � /P �
/Q 	 /T, then the light emitted by this polarization has momentum characteristic of its 

frequency—X��j�Skl.  The intensity of this beam is dependent on the coherent build-up of light 

from an entire array of such oscillators.  If the light from each polarized oscillator is out of phase 

with others, the intensity of the output will be low.  As each oscillator is polarized by the laser 

electric fields (X��P, X��Q, and X��T), the output direction is defined by X��gh'.  The intensity losses due 

to the mismatch of phase between polarizations created in one part of the ensemble and those 

created others is I � I� sincQ�∆ X��o, where I and I� are the observed and maximum possible 

output intensities, o is the sample pathlength, and ∆X�� � X��j�Skl � X��gh' is the phase-mismatch.  

Appendix B shows an example calculation pertaining to this consideration. 

 As explained further in Experimental Design, the experiments discussed in this work all 

made use of the phase-matching condition X��gh' ! X��P � X��[Q 	 X��Qp.  X��[Q and X��Qp are labeled as 

such because the pulses to which they correspond are generated from the same optical parametric 

amplifier (see Instrumentation) and hence have equal frequencies.  By choosing a pulse 

sequence, then, an experiment can isolate particular sets of interactions.  These interactions are 

shown from left to right as they occur in time in Wave-Mixing Energy Level (WMEL) diagrams 

in Figure 1.  The relationship between a WMEL diagram and the corresponding Feynman 

diagram and Liouville representation are shown for reference in Figure 2.  In WMEL diagrams, 

solid arrows show ket-side transitions; dashed arrows show bra-side transitions, and the final 

coherence output is shown by the dark double arrow.  The positive k-vectors (from X��P and X��Qp) 

show donation of energy to the system by either increasing the energy of the ket-state or 
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decreasing the energy of the bra-state, and the negative k-vector (X��[Q) is shown doing so in the 

opposite manner.  Pathways labeled I through VI pertain to each possible pulse time-ordering.  

Figure 3 shows a plot of the relative timing of the pulses in which these six pathways are labeled. 

 The expression for the magnitude of a coherence created by a single four-wave mixing 

process in the steady state limit appears as a product of the individual interaction terms in 

equations (16)-(19).  Consider, for example, the sequence labeled pathway IIIα in Figure 1.  If 

the system begins in the ground state, G�� � 1, then all other density elements are zero.  By 

specifying this pathway, only the G�
calculated from the first electric field interaction is 

important when calculating G
′
 , so the G�
  term effectively becomes the numerator for G
′
 . 

G
′
Z � qa
�E�2�
�0 � 1

�/
� � /Q 	 �Γ
�r Da
′�E�2�
1

�/
′
 � �/Q � /P � �Γ
′
E            �20 

Similarly, only the G
′
created by the first two interactions is important for the creation of the 

final output G
′�  coherence, so substituting (20) for G

  in (16) gives 

G
′�Z � KE�2�LT q �a
��/
� � /Q 	 �Γ
�r D a
′��/
′
 � �/Q � /P � �Γ
′
E q �a
��/
′� � /P � �Γ
′�r �21 

 Confining experiments to low electric field intensities and a set phase-matching condition 

eliminates processes not shown in Figure 1.  Specific pulse sequences select certain pathways 

within that experimental space.  The only ways to observe α-pathways and not β-pathways 

require a difference between an accessed fundamental transition and the corresponding 

combination band.  If a narrow band source cannot be resonant with the fundamental and the 

combination band, as in pathway IVα, then the detuning will decrease the contributions from 

that process.  Similarly, if coupling separates the energies of output light generated by α and β 
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processes, spectral resolution of the output can distinguish between the processes.  Further, 

signal from α and β pathways destructively interfere.  (21) shows the magnitude of the 

coherence created by pathway IIIα.  When each incident field is resonant with the corresponding 

transition, (21) becomes 

G
′�Z � KE�2�LT q �a
���Γ
�r D a
′����Γ
′
E q �a
���Γ
′�r � KE�2�LT �a
�a
′�a
��Γ
�Γ
′
Γ
′�                    �22 

The coherence created at the end of pathway IIIβ has a magnitude (23): 

G
′W
,
′s � KE�2�LT q �a
��/
� � /Q 	 �Γ
�r D a
′��/
′
 � �/Q � /P � �Γ
′
E q a
′W
,
′�/
′W
,
 � /P � �Γ
′W
,
r 

When each excitation field is resonant for this pathway, (23) becomes 

G
′W
,
′s � KE�2�LT q �a
���Γ
�r D a
′����Γ
′
E q a
′W
,
′���Γ
′W
,
r � KE�2�LT a
�a
′�a
′W
,
′�Γ
�Γ
′
Γ
′W
,
             �24 

which clearly shows an absence of the additional factor of -1. 

 In some cases, pulse fluences are high enough to allow a system to interact with the 

electric field multiple times.  In most cases, these multiple interactions result in output beams 

that are directed away from the optical path isolated for the desired signal beam.  However, in 

certain cases it is possible to generate an output that overlaps in space with the intended observed 

light.  For example, if the ω1 pulse is allowed to interact three times, then X��gh' � X��P � X��P 	 X��P �
X��[Q 	 X��Qp can describe the phase-matching for a process that accesses higher overtones or that 

interferes with other processes yielding output at fundamental transition frequencies, as shown in 

Figure 4.  The direction of this k-vector is the same as X��gh' ! X��P � X��[Q 	 X��Qp, so spatial 

isolation will not distinguish between the two.  The destructive interference between the first 

process shown in Figure 4 and pathway IIIα becomes clear when magnitude calculations are 
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juxtaposed as between (22) and (24).  If all transitions are resonant, this higher order process 

produces a final coherence G
′�Z  with magnitude 

G
′�Z � KE�2�LU �a
��Γ
�
a
′���Γ
′
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′���Γ
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As discussed earlier, these additional interferences only become important when electric field 

strengths are high enough to overcome the disparity in magnitudes between O�T and O�U. 

1.3. Incorporating Inhomogeneous Broadening 

 Synthesis of colloidal quantum dots always yields a distribution of particle sizes.  As 

exciton energies depend directly on the extent of the confinement, this distribution of sizes 

results in a broadening of the observed sample transition.  To appropriately model data, it is 

important to represent the effects of this inhomogeneous broadening.  Although the Central Limit 

Theorem predicts a Gaussian distribution of quantum dot sizes, the calculations performed here 

approximate the distribution as Lorenzian in order to arrive at a closed-form solution.  This 

broadening is incorporated into calculations by setting the transition frequency to /
� 	 t and 

integrating over t, which is the independent variable in the Lorenzian distribution.  Ignoring 

constants, (21) becomes  

Gu
′� � q 1
�/
� 	 t � /Q 	 �Γ
�r D 1

�/
′
 � �/Q � /P � �Γ
′
E q 1
�/
′� 	 t � /P � �Γ
′�r �26 

This expression assumes that e and e’ are perfectly and positively correlated, meaning that the 

shift t for each is identical.  The total Gu
′�  is found by integrating across the distribution with 

width parameter v. 

. Gu
′�
v

tQ 	 vQ dtw
[w

                                                              �27 
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 This integral can be solved using the Cauchy Residue Theorem.  According to this 

theorem, an integral across the real numbers is related to the contour integral around either half 

of the complex plane bound by the real axis.  The value of this integral is found using the sum of 

the residues for each pole encompassed by that contour.   

. Gu
′�
v

tQ 	 vQ dtw
[w

� 2x� � yS
S

                                                �28 

where the yS are the residues corresponding to the nth pole.  A residue is the value of a function 

evaluated at a pole without diverging factor.  The integral above, then, has a total of four poles 

(each defined as a tS), and there is a residue for each. 

tP � /Q � /
� � �Γ
�                                                           �29 

tQ � /P � /
′� 	 �Γ
′�                                                          �30 

tT,z � i�v                                                                      �31 

 For this integral, there are two poles with positive and two with negative imaginary 

contributions, and either pair may be used.  Arbitrarily choosing those in the positive half of the 

plane (tQ and tT) directs the calculation to two residues: 

yQ � q 1
�/
� 	 tQ � /Q 	 �Γ
�r D 1

�/
′
 � �/Q � /P � �Γ
′
E q v
tQQ 	 vQr  �32 and �33 { 

yT � q 1
�/
� 	 tT � /Q 	 �Γ
�r D 1

�/
′
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′
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�/
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′�r F v
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Finally, then, for pathway IIIα, 
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Complete expressions for all of the pathways can be calculated in similar ways.  Frequency 

domain spectra for the most common pathway contributions are calculated and discussed further 

in Appendix A—Frequency Domain Simulations. 

1.4. Interference from Non-Resonant Background 

 Electronic transitions tend to have fast dephasing rates and large transition dipole 

moments.  As excitation frequencies used in experiments increase, the non-linear signal 

originating from the tails of these broad transitions becomes more significant.  Though these 

contributions can make data more difficult to interpret on inspection, they can also serve as a 

standard reference if their source is a common solvent.
 3, 4

  Carbon tetrachloride was used as the 

solvent for all near-IR experiments described in this work.  CCl4 both has a strong third-order 

susceptibility and is a well-characterized material.
 3

  In earlier work, when narrow-band 

excitation sources were used, CCl4 Raman contributions were significant.
 5, 6

  For experiments 

with femtosecond pulses, the broad background resulting from electronic transitions (from the 

solvent or the analyte) was more significant, and could be treated as invariant with excitation 

frequency over the ranges used in experiments.  In simple calculations, the contribution can then 

be treated by adding a complex constant to the magnitude of the electric field created by the 

near-resonant non-linear polarizations of the analyte.  This constant can then be related back to 

the known properties of to CCl4 provide quantitative information about the analyte polarizability.  

Appendix A demonstrates and discusses the qualitative effects of non-resonant background on 

frequency domain spectra. 
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Figure 1—WMEL Diagrams for all six possible three-pulse time orderings, with the first 

pulse appearing furthest left and time proceeding to the right.  Arrows are labeled 

according to the pulses they represent.  Solid arrows correspond to ket-side transitions; 

dotted arrows represent bra-side transitions.  The dark, double arrow is drawn between 

the ket and bra states of the final coherence, which emits the observed electric field.  Alpha 

pathway emission leaves the system with no more energy than it had initially (they are 

parametric pathways).  Beta pathways leave the system in an excited state (they are non-

parametric pathways).  Gamma pathways are observed when ωωωω1-ωωωω2 is either zero or 

resonant with a vibrational state (not shown). 
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Figure 2—Four-wave mixing processes represented in common depictions.  (a) A WMEL 

diagram, as explained in Figure 1.  (b) A Feynman diagram tracing out changes to the ket 

(left) and bra (right) of the system.  Electric field interactions are shown as labeled arrows 

proceeding in time from bottom to top.  The output coherence is shown as the top, 

unlabeled arrow.  (c) A Liouville diagram showing the progression of coherences.  Arrows 

are labeled according to the pulses whose action they represent. 
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Figure 3—The pathways from Figure 1, as they would appear in a plot varying the relative 

delays of the three pulses.  Positive values along either axis describe a condition in which 

the corresponding ωωωω2 pulse arrives after ωωωω1. 
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Figure 4—WMEL diagrams showing six-wave mixing variations of 

pathway IIIαααα when ωωωω1 is allowed to interact three times according to 

the phase matching condition described in the main text.  These 

pathways destructively interfere with pathway III four-wave mixing 

signal. 
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Chapter 2: Picosecond Instrumentation 

 The research group of John Wright has been developing non-linear spectroscopic 

techniques for several generations of graduate students.  The experiments highlighted in this 

work evolved out of triply vibrationally-enhanced (TriVE) four-wave mixing techniques for 

studying systems with vibrational transitions in the mid-infrared. 1, 2, 3, 4  While the laser system 

did require adaptation to access the near-infrared transitions of PbSe quantum dots, much of the 

instrumentation setup underwent no change.  A thorough presentation of laser system 

components and alignment procedures can be found in the dissertation of Dr. Nathan A. Mathew.  

A more extensive reporting of the modifications required for PbSe work is included in the 

dissertation of Dr. Lena Yurs.  A comparatively brief overview of each follows. 

 Both near-IR and mid-IR picosecond pulse generation required simultaneous pumping of 

picosecond optical parametric amplifiers (OPAs).  Production of a suitable pump for these OPAs 

(Spectra Physics OPA-800c) began with a 650mW beam of 100fs 800nm seed pulses generated 

in a titanium sapphire Tsunami oscillator pumped by a continuous wave Spectra Physics 

Millennia V frequency-doubled Nd:YVO4.  A Spectra Physics Spitfire titanium sapphire 

regenerative amplifier, pumped by a Spectra Physics frequency-doubled Nd:YLF Empower-15, 

stretched, amplified, and recompressed the seed pulse. The regenerative amplifier produced a 

1.10mJ beam of 800nm picosecond pulses at a 1 kHz repetition rate, which was then split by a 

45/55 800nm beamsplitter and directed into the OPAs. 

 The OPAs provided independently-tunable picosecond output throughout the infrared.  

The 800nm pump light was split into three beams.  The first and weakest beam generated 

continuum light by being focused into a small, undoped YAG crystal and undergoing self phase 
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modulation.  One of the remaining 800nm beam lines amplified this white light pulse in a beta-

barium borate (BBO) crystal.  Alteration of the BBO angle relative to the incident beam 

polarization allowed optimal phase-matching (   ) for the process of 

diverting light from the pump to desired signal and idler beams according to     .  A 

grating selected a desired wavelength (always the wavelength of  for these experiments) and 

redirected the beam through the BBO, where it overlapped and was amplified according to the 

same parametric process by the last 800nm beam.  The signal and idler beams from this 

amplification processes were aligned to spatially overlap and were focused into a AgGaS2 crystal 

rotated to an angle optimized for difference frequency generation (DFG) between the chosen 

signal and idler.  Dichroic filters removed all remnant near-IR light. 

 The output from one of the OPAs was split by a 65/35 mid-IR beamsplitter before all 

three beams were directed down the table to the sample.  Retroreflectors fixed on delay stages 

positioned by Nanomover motorized actuators controlled the path length, and relative pulse 

sequence in time, of the two beams produced by a single OPA (called ω−2 and ω2’ in anticipation 

of their use in the most common experimental phase-matching condition).  A silver, 100mm 

focal length off-axis parabolic mirror focused the three beams into the sample cell.  Transmitted 

beams and light resulting from coherent non-linear processes were collimated in a second off-

axis parabolic mirror and directed toward the entrance slit of a monochromator.  Irises and other 

beam-stops provided spatial isolation for the signal beam.  The light was then focused onto the 

entrance slit of a McPherson model 218 monochromator, which provided spectral 

characterization of the light before it was passed into a liquid nitrogen-cooled Infrared 

Associates model MCT-10-1.0 HgCdTe detector.  Current from the detector was converted to a 
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voltage, passed through a Stanford Research Systems SR250 gated integrator/boxcar averager, 

and digitized for Labview processing by a National Instruments AT-MIO-16E-1 data acquisition 

card. 

 Reproducible alignment and calibration are critical for reliable experiment development.  

A small fraction of each OPA output was diverted to a pyroelectric detector 5 for power 

normalization.  The voltage from the pyroelectric detectors had a low enough DC-offset to 

normalize without conversion to energy or power units.  With every significant change to the 

optical table, however, these detectors were calibrated against a Scientech Model 360001 

thermopile with known conversion efficiency (see Appendix D: Power Measurement With “The 

Pig”).  A HeNe laser, overlapped in space with each infrared beam, allowed all beams to be 

aligned according to the desired experimental phase-matching condition.  An additional HeNe 

line passed through the sample cell area in a direction predicted to overlap with four-wave 

mixing signal of interest.  This line was then directed through the corresponding irises and 

apertures with the intended consequence of successfully guiding the signal light to the 

monochromator. 

 With beams overlapped in space at the sample cell position, the intensity of sum-

frequency light generated in a AgGaS2 crystal was measured as a function of the delay time 

between pulses.  The dependence was fit to a Gaussian to define the position and width of the 

temporal overlap of the pulses.  The width characterized the temporal profile of the pulses. 

 Silicon produces efficient four-wave mixing signal from three temporally and spatially 

overlapped infrared pulses.  The last stage of alignment involved generation of non-linear signal 

from a silicon wafer.  The HeNe tracer was used to produce approximate spatial alignment for 
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output light; the signal produced by the silicon wafer was then aligned with more precision 

through irises and into the monochromator. 

2.1. System Adaptations for Near-Infrared Quantum Dot Experiments 

 Very few changes to the alignment and calibration procedure were required to convert the 

laser system from the developed mid-IR experimental techniques to use for study of PbSe 

quantum dots.   

 BBO-based OPAs pumped by 800nm light efficiently produce light across the near-IR.  

The signal and idler light emerging from the BBO can be tuned across a wavelength range from 

1.1-1.6μm and 1.6-2.7μm, respectively.  The signal beam had the same polarization as the 

difference frequency light for which the table was built, so the adaptation seemed easy—simply 

remove the DFG crystal and find a way to filter out the idler and any residual 800nm pump light.  

The 800nm light was removed by an optically-dense cut-on filter.  As the idler propagated with a 

polarization perpendicular to the signal, polarization filters were thought to be sufficient for final 

isolation of the signal.  The parametric processes that amplify the signal and idler in the BBO 

also provided an array of sum-frequency and second harmonic beams.  The second harmonic of 

the idler beam carries the same polarization as the pump.  Further, the wavelength of the 

doubled-idler in the desired signal frequency ranges is either close to or slightly blue-shifted 

from that of the signal.  These similarities rendered both spectral and polarization-based isolation 

techniques ineffective.  The solution to this dilemma came in the form of an alteration to the 

OPA alignment procedure—align the seed and the second amplification beam in such a way that 

the output beams are no longer spatially overlapped.  As a fair amount of effort was usually 

required to attain overlap in the first place, this adaptation was a rare example of a desired 
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modification that was immediately easier to implement than familiar techniques.  Use of irises 

spatially isolated the signal, doubled signal, and some of the divergent 800nm light from all other 

processes.  The cut-on filter became the only optic required for complete isolation of the signal 

beam. 

 The seemingly-idyllic solution for converting the OPAs to operation in a new spectral 

range was tested for robustness.  The slight pointing changes induced by tuning the BBO and 

grating angles for the generation of various wavelengths was found to be small enough to impact 

neither the passage of signal light through its irises nor the spatial overlap of the three pulses at 

the sample cell location.  The competition between doubled-idler and signal production 

processes when ωs = ω2i = 2ωi did yield a local dip in the power of the signal beam, but careful 

normalization was usually enough to account for this change.  A discussion of the impacts of 

power fluctuations on multi-photon effects is included in the Experimental Design section. 

 Laser intensities and fluences used at first were high enough to cause quantum dots to 

detach from their passivating surface capping ligands and fuse to each other.  Figure 1 shows the 

appearance of this destruction on both the macroscopic and microscopic scales.  Removing the 

150mm off-axis parabolic mirror increased beam diameters by a factor of about 20 (from 

~100μm to 2mm), reducing the peak intensities and pulse fluences by a factor of 400.  The 

unfocused beams produced more scatter than smaller beams of identical intensities because they 

could not be easily shifted away from cuvette surface defects and deposited films.  Attenuation 

with neutral density filters allowed use of a 250mm lens for a balanced solution to intensity and 

beam size concerns. 
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 The changes in wavelength range and electric field intensity decreased the sum frequency 

generation efficiency of the AgGaS2.  Attempts to calibrate the delay lines took a few forms.  

Saturable absorbers such as Q-Switch 5 and a thin germanium wafer were not solutions because 

the intensities required to produce noticeable saturation with homodyne detection were too high.  

A 6mm-thick BBO crystal, discarded as damaged by a home-built OPA in the research group of 

Fleming Crim, provided sum frequency light of high enough intensity to be visible to the naked 

eye.  A silicon diode detector provided the signal response. 

 A liquid-nitrogen-cooled Teledyne Judson J10D-M204-R01M-30-SP28 Indium 

Antimonide detector replaced the MCT for all CMDS experiments. 
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Figure 1—Photo-damaged PbSe quantum dot samples.  When incident laser fluences were 
too high, dots shed ligands and clumped together.  (a) The agglomerations fell out of 
suspension when they grew too large.  (b) and (c) TEM images collected by Rachel Selinsky 
showing the agglomerations. 
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Chapter 3: Femtosecond Instrumentation 

 After exploring the capabilities of our experimental techniques using pulses with 

temporal widths on the order of one picosecond, it became clear that there was much to be 

gained by developing a similar laser table with shorter pulses.  To produce these pulses, the 

Tsunami was adjusted to output 35fs seed pulses.  A 70/30 800nm beamsplitter split the resulting 

beam with the reflected 70% aligned into the picosecond regenerative amplifier and the 

transmitted 30% directed toward the new 35fs amplifier (see Figure 1 for the complete table 

layout).  A 20W Nd:YLF Empower beam pumped the new SpectraPhysics Spitfire Pro 4W.  Its 

output was split and pumped a pair of Topas C OPAs, which produced tunable 40fs pulses for 

the desired experiments.  OPA outputs were then split (into a total of three lines—ω1, ω-2, and 

ω2’) and directed through a series of optics before being focused into a sample cell.  Irises 

spatially isolated the resulting four-wave mixing output before it was focused into a 

monochromator.  The detected light produced a current in a semiconductor detector, which was 

subsequently converted to a voltage and passed to a boxcar integrator (Stanford Research 

Systems) and a shielded connector block (NI-BNC-2110) before being digitized by a data 

acquisition card for LabView data collection. 

3.1. Optical Component Selection 

 Successful use of the femtosecond pulses required careful component selection and initial 

setup.  To avoid pulse elongation from chirp, the table was designed to use almost exclusively 

reflective optics.   Whenever possible, the surface of these mirrors was chosen to be protected 

silver.  Silver has high reflectivity throughout the visible and near-infrared.  The protective oxide 
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coating increases the damage threshold by preventing silver oxidation by the surrounding air in 

the event of ionization by the high intensity instantaneous electric fields. 

The few non-silver optics used deserve specific additional explanation.  The output from 

the OPAs has enough energy to slowly damage even protected silver optics and more than 

enough to destroy any of the semiconductor nanocrystalline samples of interest.  Consequently, 

each OPA output beam is reflected off the front surface of a thick glass wedge, reducing the 

beam energy by a factor of 25.  The lack of parallelism between the faces of this wedge and the 

wedge thickness each serve to ensure that the reflection off the back surface of the glass is as 

spatially separated from the desirable beam as possible.  In addition to the power reduction from 

the wedge, each OPA output was passed through a linearly-variable neutral density filter.  These 

filters allowed experiments and calibration routines to tune pulse energies for each task without 

changing the optical path length through which the pulses traveled. 

  The only other non-reflective optic used on the table is a near-IR beamsplitter, which 

served to generate a pair of pulses from OPA2, labeled -2 and 2’ to anticipate the most 

commonly used experimental phase-matching condition.  Careful spectral calibration of each 

beam’s energy was important because the splitter varied from 70/30 to 40/60 over the course of 

the tuning range of the OPA signal beam (λ = 1.1-1.6 mm). 

Each beamline passed into a retroreflector mounted on a translation stage with precise 

position control.  Two stages controlled by manual actuators allowed x- and y-axis translation for 

retroreflector output alignment.  A third manual stage provided a large range of imprecise z-axis 

translation.  All delay scans and precise positioning were performed by Newport MFA-CC DC 

motorized linear stages with a minimum step size of 100nm (corresponding to a change in delay 
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of 1.33fs) and a resolution of 17.5nm (58as).  A set of three perpendicular manual translation 

stages was also used to reproducibly control the sample cell position. 

A 1000mm focal length silver spherical mirror focused the three beams into the sample.  

Parabolic mirrors are a common choice for focusing element because they lack focusing 

aberrations.  The production of these mirrors, however, relies on a machining technique that 

leaves small, repeated imperfections capable of refracting light with wavelengths as long as some 

portions of the visible spectrum.  A spherical mirror was chosen in the hope of eventually using 

visible light pulses for experiments.  To avoid problems with spherical aberration, alignment 

procedures intentionally spaced each incoming beam an equal distance from the center of the 

mirror.  The long focal length was chosen to allow higher pulse energies without introducing 

destructive pulse fluences to the sample.  An added advantage to this selection is the improved 

ease of phase-matching across large tuning ranges made possible by the low relative angles of 

the incoming beamlines.  (See Appendix B—Phase-Matching Near Absorptive Features for 

further explanation.) 

Sample cells used in all femtosecond experiments reported in this document were 1mm-

thick IR-quartz cuvettes.  These cells offered minimal absorption over the wavelength ranges of 

interest and short enough path lengths to minimize problems associated with phase-mismatch 

and the reabsorption of non-linear signal by optically dense samples. 

A monochromator was used for all experiments to provide spectral resolution of non-

linear signal beams.  Because of the wide spectral bandwidth of the excitation beams, and 

consequently of the signal beam, high spectral resolution would have only decreased the 

intensity of the light reaching the detector; it would not have provided significant additional 
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information.  Consequently, the monochromator chosen was the Horiba Yvon MicroHR, with a 

focal length of only 140mm.  The grating used for these experiments in the near-IR had 150 

lines/mm and was blazed for 1μm light.  This combination of focal length and grating groove 

spacing yields a reciprocal linear dispersion of about 48nm/mm.  The exit slit was commonly 

used between 350μm and 500μm, yielding a detected bandwidth of between 18nm and 24nm.  

These slit settings ensured that the monochromator defined the spectral resolution rather than the 

excitation pulse bandwidth (typically 35nm-to-50nm-wide).  The monochromator model chosen 

also uses only toroidal focusing mirrors and has two exit apertures—one for an imaging CCD 

and one with an adjustable exit slit for a single element detector.  In time, this device should 

easily adapt to use in multiplex detection experiments. 

Lastly, the detector selected was a liquid-nitrogen-cooled Teledyne Judson J10D-M204-

R01M-30-SP28 Indium Antimonide photodiode.  This detector has high sensitivity throughout 

the wavelength ranges of interest in the near-IR and much of the visible spectrum, with a 

specified sensitivity range of 0.5-2.8μm. 

3.2. Initial Arrangement and Calibration 

 The optical table was initially designed to allow independent alignment of each of three 

parallel-polarized beamlines.  From an arrangement intended to yield approximately equal path 

lengths (explained below), it was important to ensure that all beam travel occurred either parallel 

to the table or in periscopes and retroreflectors that would not change the polarization of the 

electric fields.  Linearly polarized light rotates when its pointing is changed in both the direction 

of its polarization and any perpendicular direction.  To verify that no optic introduced vertical 

deflection of the beam, a fixed-height aperture of fixed height was translated along the optical 
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path.  Restrictions accounting for this polarization rotation concern can be relaxed if all beams 

reflect off the same optics—the polarization may not be vertical or horizontal, but the 

polarizations should be mutually parallel—and the sample is centrosymmetric.   

To enable independent alignment of each line, table design ensured that there were 

always two adjustable reflective optics available before any beam target—an early optic to adjust 

position on a later optic whose angle would provide desired directional changes.  (See Appendix 

C—Daily Calibration Routine for examples).  Once the alignment procedure had been 

determined, a collection of irises positioned around the table allowed every adjustable optic to be 

directed through a unique aperture. 

 Day-to-day fluctuations in ambient condition can change pointing into and out of the 

OPAs.  It is critically important that beams enter the retroreflectors parallel to the travel direction 

of the delay stages.  If this condition is not met, a change to the z-axis actuators intended to 

change path length will also change the position of the outgoing beam.  To avoid this problem, a 

pair of irises were positioned such that alignment to these apertures would also direct a beam into 

the retroreflectors correctly. 

 Once the basic design was established, the relative path lengths were adjusted so that the 

pulses would arrive at the sample simultaneously or with known relative delays.  A piece of thin, 

flexible wire used to trace trajectories through the optics provided the first rough path length 

measurements.  Introduction of an extra optical loop, in the form of two additional mirrors, 

accounted for the majority of the initial path difference.  When the relative pathlengths were 

close, the manual actuators on the retroreflector delay stages provided precise adjustments.   
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 Determination of temporal overlap between any two pulses required use of a 100μm-

thick BBO crystal.  With the two beams spatially overlapped in the BBO crystal, slow 

adjustment of the z-axis position of one of the retroreflector delay stages changed the relative 

pulse timing.  When the pulses overlap in time, they produce light at the sum-frequency.  Their 

direction is determined by the sum of the contributing wave vectors.  The very first calibrations 

were performed with high intensity 590nm (orange) beams.  When overlapped, they produced 

ultraviolet light that made the BBO fluoresce and direct a visible violet beam to a white note card 

positioned behind an absorption filter that removed the bright transmitted orange light. 

 Isolation of the desired four-wave mixing beam from the transmitted excitation beams 

became possible once all three beams were aligned to temporal and spatial overlap at the sample.  

A thin silicon wafer yields a high intensity non-linear signal when the excitation energies are 

lower than the bandgap (whereas near the bandgap or higher, absorption effects become more 

significant).  The resultant beam had enough energy that it was easy to locate and direct through 

the monochromator.  An aperture positioned to block the transmitted beams isolated the four-

wave mixing signal.  This isolation allowed mirrors directing the signal beam to the 

monochromator to be adjusted to optimize the passage of only the desired light. 

 Because the holders for samples, the silicon wafer, alignment pinholes, and the BBO are 

different, it was necessary to identify a method for reliably positioning each.  The temporal 

profile of the pulses at various z-axis sample cell positions determined the sample locations.  For 

example, suppose BBO calibration is performed at a particular sample stage z-axis position.  

Watching silicon output should yield signal maxima and temporal widths as the delays are 

scanned.  These widths and intensities should change as the z-axis position of the silicon wafer is 
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changed because the wafer will be located at positions of varying beam overlap and cross-

section.  Starting with the pinhole used in daily calibration, it was determined that the BBO 

should be 0.2in closer to the beam source than the pinhole and that both the silicon wafer and the 

sample cell should be 0.4in closer.  The shallow beam focus used minimized the positioning 

effects, but slight differences in beam overlap and imperfect beam mode-structure made 

assurance of consistency important. 

 The relationship of OPA output power and neutral density filter position to the pulse 

energy incident upon the sample required calibration.  A Spectra Physics 407A detector is the 

most convenient way to measure OPA output energy, but its sensitivity is not high enough to 

accurately measure beams with powers as low as those needed for experiments on 

nanocrystalline samples.  The ThorLabs PM100D detector is more sensitive, in general, but the 

detector head does not respond to light with wavelengths longer than 1μm.  “The Pig”, a 

carefully calibrated thermopile is both sufficiently sensitive and accurate for the pulse 

characteristics used in these experiments, but it is cumbersome and has a very slow response 

time.  Consequently, The Pig was used to measure the power of each beam line at an array of 

different wavelengths and neutral density positions.  Comparison of these energy measurements 

to readings taken from the 407A allowed all subsequent energy measurements to be translated 

from 407A values to real pulse energies, simply by knowing the natural density position and the 

wavelength. 

 Comparison of results with existing literature requires some measure of either pulse 

fluence or intensity at the sample.  With pulse energies measured, the only remaining unknown 

parameter is the beam cross-section area.  This value can be determined by placing a razor in the 
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position of the sample cell and translating it across the beam path while measuring the beam 

power that passes the blade edge.  By knowing how far the razor must be moved to block various 

percentages of the beam power, it is possible to calculate the corresponding beam waist, 

assuming a TEM00 profile.  The position versus power plot is an error function (as each slice in 

position is itself the area of a Gaussian peak), which can then be integrated to find the full width 

at half maximum.  Typical beam diameters were between 450μm and 650μm. 

3.3. Later Table Developments 

 It became clear that further alterations would be necessary as more experiments were 

performed.  Most of these changes simply brought more careful control or more stability, but 

they are worth noting. 

 It was understood from the time the femtosecond amplifier was being installed that the 

system would be extremely sensitive to air currents and temperature fluctuations.  The laboratory 

had recently been equipped with new air conditioning units, and the output of these units had 

been directed above the ceiling tiles so as to cool the room evenly by way of carefully placed 

filtered grates.  Nevertheless, air currents threatened to cause problems, so an enclosure was 

constructed around the amplifier, its seed beam, its pump, and part of the area occupied by the 

OPAs.  Few enough stability problems seemed to arise, so the OPAs remained in the open. 

 Scattered light frequently interfered with experimental scans.  To solve this problem, a 

chopper synchronized to one half of the amplifier repetition rate was added to one of the 

beamlines (initially ω1) and the boxcar integrator was configured to perform active baseline 

subtraction.  While the signal-to-noise ratio did improve, some of the data accumulated when the 

pulses were overlapped in time still had unacceptable fluctuations.  The increase in signal 
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intensity as the pulses approach temporal overlap is very sensitive to the exact relative delays, so 

the relative pulse timing was measured each minute to compare the differences between having 

the chopper turned on or off for several minutes.  The start of the chopper wheel was revealed to 

induce a substantial change in delay (see Figure 2, particularly from 2:15 to 3:15).  All 

subsequent use of the chopper provided at least an hour for the created air currents to either 

stabilize or reach steady state.  It was also discovered, however, that even with the chopper off 

there was a small periodic fluctuation to the relative pulse timing. 

 The only variables changing over the course of the experiments, other than the chopper 

wheel turning or not, were the ambient conditions.  Data that tracked the air conditioner cycles 

were collected the following day (see Figure 3).  The temperature fluctuations at the location of 

the thermometers used for air conditioner feedback had a period equal to that seen in the changes 

of relative pulse timing.  Completion of the enclosure for the OPAs diminished the magnitude of 

the fluctuations. 

 Because most experiments performed in this work force the monochromator to track with 

ω1, active baseline subtraction failed to eliminate scattered light from the ω1 beam that would 

always be resonant with the light passing through the monochromator.  When the chopper was 

transferred to one of the ω2 lines, scatter was confined to only those scans or portions of scans 

when ω2 = ω1 (= ωm).   

 Several early concerns regarding alignment surrounded the choice of focusing optic.  

While the reasons for choosing a long focal-length spherical mirror have already been described, 

a change to the table alignment was required for optimal use of this mirror.  When the three 

excitation beams were directed into the mirror while parallel to each other, their position of 
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overlap fell earlier than the location of each individual beam waist minimum.  This difference is 

caused by spherical aberration.  The separation from one end of a beam to another is small, so 

the shortening of the focal length is minimal.  The separation between beams is comparatively 

large, so the distance to the point of overlap is significantly diminished.  Introduction of a 

scheme to align the beams in such a way that they were diverging from each other as they 

reached the focusing optic extended the distance to overlap until it better matched the focal 

length of each individual beam.  This alignment added further benefits: the incidence angles of 

the three beams at the sample were lower and the beam cross-sections were smaller at the point 

of overlap.  These two effects further relaxed any intensity decreases due to phase-mismatch, 

improved the temporal resolution of experiments by decreasing the relative profiles of the pulses, 

and enabled use of the pulses where their phase front curvature was minimized. 

 The insertion of a 6mm-thick BK7 window in the beam path between the amplifier and 

OPA2 was a late addition to the table, designed to improve the temporal profile of the pulses 

produced by the OPAs.  The line pumping OPA1 passes through a 4mm-thick beamsplitter at a 

45-degree angle relative to incidence.  That beamsplitter, then, introduced about 5.6mm of BK7 

path—thick enough to effect the sensitive calibration of the OPA.  The amplifier compressor was 

adjusted daily to yield the highest OPA1 output power, but the difference in chirp between the 

OPAs meant that OPA2 was then being pumped by sub-optimal pulses.  The additional window 

was added to match the chirp produced prior to OPA1.  The optic has 800nm broad-band anti-

reflection coating on both surfaces. 

 The element that focused light onto the monochromator entrance slit was one of the few 

non-reflective optics on the table.  For many early experiments, the element chosen was a simple 
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plano-convex BK7 lens.  As all concerns for temporal profiles are limited to the form of the 

pulses at the sample, a mirror was not deemed necessary.  It was observed that beams reaching 

the lens to the left or right of its center required realignment when their wavelength was changed 

from one end of a tuning curve to the other.  Initially, this was feared to be due to changes in 

OPA output pointing, but a beam hitting the top of the lens did not seem to experience this need 

for realignment.  Because of the typical position of the signal beam on the lens (almost directly 

below the center of the lens), then, there was little problem with initial experiments.  The 

problem still required attention, as it was determined that the magnitude of deflection due to 

chromatic aberration by such a lens was significant enough to send incoming beams up to 100μm 

toward or away from the intersection of optical axis with the plane of the monochromator 

entrance slit.  This deviation presented little problem in situation where beams were deflected up 

or down.  In the cases of beams deflected to the left or right, the change was significant enough 

to shift the spot into or out of the monochromator entrance slit, which was usually held at 200μm 

wide.  The purchase of a near-IR achromatic doublet eliminated this problem. 
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Figure 1— Laser table after addition of femtosecond laser system.  For either table, the red 
beam traces the path of w1, the blue beam traces the path of w2 and w2’, and the light blue 
path shows the desired four-wave mixing output.  Purple lines show 800nm light from either the 
seed or a regenerative amplifier.  Green lines show doubled Nd:YLF or ND:YAG pump light. 
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Figure 2—Zero Delay Value Drift and Fluctuation.  Shown above is the retroreflector 
position (converted to femtoseconds away from the initial calibration of the day) yielding 
maximum pulse overlap at the sample cell as this value changed over the course of the 
afternoon.  Vertical red lines indicate times when chopper wheel settings were changed.  
Notice both the drift in delay after turning the chopper on and undulations with 25-minute 
period. 
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Figure 3—Lab Temperature Fluctuation.  The data plotted show the temperature 
measured by digital thermometers located above the Tsunami.  Notice the 25-minute 
period of the oscillation. 
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Chapter 4: Experimental Design 

 The power of MR-CMDS lies in its flexibility.  For every experiment, there are easily-

adjusted experimental parameters chosen and a combination of variables scanned.  Pulse 

fluences, phase-matching condition, beam polarization, and pulse duration are a few of the 

parameters chosen before the start of any given experiment.  Scans then vary some subset of the 

two excitation frequencies (ω1, ω2), the monochromator frequency (ωm), and the temporal 

spacing between the pulses (τ21, τ2’1) while measuring the intensity of light produced, isolated, 

and passed through the monochromator.  Experiments varying excitation frequencies reveal 

energetic structure and state couplings; experiments varying time delays explore lifetimes and 

dynamics.  Thoughtful selection of dimensions for one-dimensional and two-dimensional slices 

in this five-dimension variable space provides detailed characterization of the properties hard-to-

study samples. 

4.1. Sample Preparation 

 The experiments discussed in this work focus on colloidal PbSe quantum dots.  MR-

CMDS techniques were developed on systems with vibrational transitions of interest.  Technique 

descriptions, then, will make use of experiments performed on (1) rhodium dicarbonyl 

acetylacetonate (RDC) dissolved in hexane and (2) octane diluted by CCl4.  The significance and 

detailed analysis of these experiments is reported elsewhere. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7  Sample cells used for 

vibrational system studies featured a pair of 2mm-thick calcium fluoride windows separated by 

Teflon spacers according to the optical density needed for each experiment.  Path lengths were 

usually chosen to be between 100 and 250μm. 
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 Rachel Selinsky synthesized the quantum dot samples used in most picosecond PbSe 

experiments.  Yanghai Yu synthesized the third batch studied with the picosecond laser system.  

Dan Kohler prepared all samples studied on the femtosecond laser system.  Each used a colloidal 

synthesis technique developed and described by Guyot-Sionnest. 8  Absorption scans provided 

the first characterization of each sample.  The wavelengths of the 1S and 1P exciton absorption 

peaks determine the range over which the OPAs must be tuned.  The 1S absorption location 

provided a measure of the nanoparticle diameter, 9, 10, 11 as well.  Calculation of particle 

dimensions allowed better comparison between this work and results from around the field.  

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) characterization verified dimension calculations, but 

also revealed the presence of particle agglomeration, deformity, and polydispersity.  

Agglomeration was the chief result of exposure to too much laser energy.  Deformity, 

polydispersity, and the alignment of dots into wires indicated flaws in synthesis or its component 

reactants. 

 The first attempted experiments with PbSe made use of the same sample cells as those in 

mid-IR studies.  Sapphire windows improved the transparency of the cell in the near-IR.  Initial 

explorations revealed two significant problems in the sample handling—sample absorbances that 

were too low for strong four-wave mixing signal and laser intensities leading to the destruction 

of samples, as described further with discussion of other picosecond instrumentation adaptations.   

If excitation lasers are aligned such that phase-mismatch in a sample is minimized, then 

four-wave mixing signal strength will increase monotonically with sample absorbance until 

reabsorption processes become significant. 12, 13  As the substance under study fixes the 

absorptive cross-section of interest, path length and concentration became the varied parameters 
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when absorption values were found to be too low.  PbSe quantum dot samples have low 

saturation concentrations when suspended in the long chain organic acids used as capping 

ligands 14 for surface passivation.  It was not possible to increase the sample path length enough 

to achieve the desired absorbance with oleic acid as the solvent.  Other stronger solvents, carbon 

tetrachloride and chloroform, in particular, were capable of providing much higher 

concentrations.  The use of oils as capping ligands caused the sample to diffuse through the 

grease used to seal the sample cells, which in turn gave these stronger solvents access to the glue 

used to fix the sample cell windows to the rest of the cell.  The solvents then dissolved this glue.  

The slow leaks that formed exposed the samples to ambient atmospheric conditions, greatly 

increasing their rate of oxidation.  Further, even these higher concentrations required path 

lengths on the order of 1mm. Consequently, experiments came to use quartz cuvettes with 1mm 

widths.  To avoid oxidation, these cuvettes were filled under an inert atmosphere in a glove box, 

capped with a Teflon stopper, and further sealed with Parafilm. 

4.2. Experimental Parameters 

 Every line of MR-CMDS experiments required that certain parameters be set before 

alignment and calibration.   

 The phase-matching condition used in all experiments included here was fixed.  Earlier 

work 1, 7 used an alternative phase-matching condition in order to emphasize certain energy-

transfer processes.  This work used the condition    , where  and  

correspond to the pair of beams produced by a single OPA output.  By choosing a pathway with 

both a positive and a negative interaction at ω2, it is possible to use that pair to create populations 

that can be probed by an independently-tuned ω1.  Experiments with intermediate populations 
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allow MR-CMDS results to be directly compared to work that uses the comparatively-common 

pump-probe and transient grating techniques. 

 Though not an option for the first year of the PbSe quantum dot studies, pulse duration 

must be chosen to match the coherence lifetime of sample of interest.  In order to retain the full 

flexibility of a mixed time/frequency domain technique, pulse widths must be able to resolve 

quantum states in frequency space and observe coherent dynamics in the time domain.  

Experiments performed with picosecond pulses offered the right balance for vibrational mode 

investigations, but were largely equivalent to a frequency-domain approach for PbSe quantum 

dot exciton state studies.  Though a lot of information can be extracted from frequency-domain 

studies, attention shifted to femtosecond experiments as soon as the system had been 

constructed. 

 It can be advantageous to adjust the relative polarizations of the excitation pulses.  When 

one pulse is rotated from being vertically polarized to horizontally polarized, the resulting four-

wave mixing signal is also rotated. 15  A polarization filter then eliminated scatter from two of the 

three excitation beams.  Polarization rotation can also selectively excite modes with well-defined 

relative angles or be used to create polarization gratings 16, 17 and the angular momentum 

dynamics they access, but was not used with that intention for any explorations reported here. 

  The most frequently-adjusted parameter for MR-CMDS experiments was pulse fluence.  

An increase in fluence opened a category of experiments with RDC and W(CO)6 that explored 

the 2- and 1-dimensional vibrational potential wells of each up to seven quanta in vibrational 

modes. 5, 18, 19   
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The first PbSe experiments sought to control laser powers in order to avoid damaging the 

samples.  Original plans made use of pulse intensities that matched those used in similar existing 

studies. 20  When TEM results showed that the samples were still deteriorating due to QD 

agglomeration, it became clear that fluence was a better measure of sample damage.  The 

targeted intensities originated from experiments using 100fs pulses.  When pulse fluence values 

were adjusted to match those in other work, sample longevity improved greatly. 

The high native energy output of the femtosecond OPAs (250-300μJ/pulse) required 

dramatic attenuation before being useful for the study of PbSe quantum dots.  The high 

maximum available energy, and hence capability to damage samples or unintentionally generate 

multiexciton states, made it imperative that pulse energies be carefully characterized.  Those 

pulse energies, combined with measured beam cross-sections at the sample, were converted to a 

calculation of the number of photons absorbed per quantum dot per pulse.  Studies by Moreels, 9 

provided a calibration curve relating quantum dot size to integrated molar absorptivity.  For 

consistency, the center of the 1S exciton absorption feature was used to identify the quantum dot 

diameter for each sample according the relationship determined by Moreels: 

0.278
1

0.016 0.209 0.45 

where  is the energy of the 1S exciton in electron-volts and  is the diameter of the quantum 

dot in nanometers.  This calculated diameter was then shown to relate to the integrated 

absorptivity (in meV*cm-1/μM) by 

 3.1 .  
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 Assuming it can be described by a Gaussian profile, the peak molar absorptivity, and 

hence the absorptive cross-section, can be calculated from this integrated value: 

  
√2

 NA 10  

where  is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution across which the absorptivity is 

integrated,  is the absorptive cross-section in cm2, and NA is Avogadro’s number.  The standard 

deviation was determined by fitting the linear absorption scan profile to a Gaussian distribution 

function, as    because   and neither the path length  nor the concentration  

depend on incident light frequency. 

 The product of the calculated absorptive cross-section and the measured pulse fluence 

(adjusted from J/cm2 to photons/cm2) gave a measure of the expected number of photons 

absorbed by each quantum dot.  In order to satisfy the established phase-matching condition, any 

higher order effects require an odd number of interactions with each pulse.  At low fluence, 

processes interacting only once with each pulse dominate, but it is important to calculate the 

significance of higher-order effect contributions at the pulse fluences used during each 

experiment.  The ratio between Poisson probability density for three-photon events and for 

single-photon events provides a measure of this significance.  Unless otherwise noted, 

experiments on the femtosecond system used pulse energies chosen to keep this ratio below 1:10 

for each beam.  (See Appendix E: Fluence Calculations for an example calculation using values 

for fs Batch 8 in the Mathcad worksheet developed for this work.) 
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4.3. Technique Development and Overview 

 MR-CMDS projects typically proceed through a common set of initial experiments, 

motivated by a combination of understanding gained in previous work and system-specific 

hypotheses.  The picture formed by these initial investigations informs the subsequent 

experiments that flesh out the unique properties of the sample of interest.  Prior to even the 

simplest of non-linear experiments, an OPA tuning range is set according to results gained from 

linear absorption profiles.  This overview of common techniques displays some data collected in 

studies of RDC and octane.  Figures 1 and 2 show the FT-IR profiles of these two samples to 

provide context for the discussion.   

Two-dimensional scan collection times can vary between an hour and 30 hours.  It is both 

wise and common, then, to choose the bounds of these long scans only after exploration with 

brief one-dimensional slices in the ω1, ω2, ωm, τ21, τ2’1 five-dimension space. 

 Scans that change a single set of frequency variables while holding pulse timing and all 

other frequencies constant can provide information about the coupling between a single mode 

and all others.  For example, Figure 3 shows a scan in which ω1 and ωm are scanned together.  In 

this experiment, the ω2 frequency was fixed to be resonant with the methylene asymmetric 

stretch.  The delays were chosen to allow ω-2 and ω2’ to create a population in that mode and then 

allow ω1 to interact with the existing population.  As ω1 became resonant with modes that are 

coupled to the established population, the intensity of the four-wave mixing signal increased 

dramatically.   

 Studies performed on RDC revealed an interaction with solvent molecules that allowed 

coherent energy transfer from one vibrational mode to another. 6, 7  Coherence transfer is revealed 
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by free induction decay signal at frequencies shifted away from the modes that are accessed by 

simple laser-driven transitions.  The spectral resolution granted by use of a monochromator 

permits distinction between the signals produced by each type of process.  Figure 4 shows an 

example of signal observed at different frequencies when ω1 is resonant with the symmetric 

carbonyl stretch and ω2 is resonant with the antisymmetric stretch.  The strongest signal still 

appeared at the frequency predicted by usual processes, but the appearance of light at 2015cm-1 

indicated significant coherent energy transfer. 

 Energy transfer dynamics also appear as the relative timing of the excitation pulses is 

varied.  In some cases, the desired information is simply the lifetime of a particular state.  A 

population can be prepared by tuning ω-2 and ω2’ to be resonant with a state and overlapping 

them in time.  A profile of the population lifetime can then be acquired by scanning the delay 

between these pulses and ω1 and recording the subsequent change in intensity.  In some cases, ω1 

will only be resonant with a state coupled to the population if the state prepared by ω-2 and ω2’ 

first relaxes to another state.  Figure 5 shows a pair of profiles corresponding to changes in signal 

created by changing the delay between population creation and probing.  By convention, 

negative values for τ21 and τ2’1 indicate that the corresponding ω2 pulse arrives that many 

picoseconds prior to ω1.  In one case (shown by the red trace), the state accessed by ω1 was 

directly coupled to the state prepared by ω2.  In the other case (black trace), the signal only grew 

in a few picoseconds after the creation of a population by ω2—a signature of population 

relaxation.  Both traces reveal excited state lifetimes, but each also has decay components 

resulting from different relaxation pathways.  By observation of grow-in times and fits to the 

exponential decay profiles, both qualitative (population-relaxation-assisted vs. direct transition) 
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and quantitative (population and coherence lifetimes) information can be acquired by single 

delay scans. 

 As soon as preliminary scans reveal basic information about the five-dimensional 

experimental space, two-dimensional scans can be chosen to provide more complete pictures of 

the sample properties and provide extensive constraints leading to more significant simulations 

and fits. 

 Experiments collected while varying excitation laser frequencies provide detailed 

structural information.  Figure 6 shows an example of this type of experiment, performed in 

RDC, in which ω-2 and ω2’ are timed to allow the formation of a population before the arrival of 

ω1.  Peaks along the diagonal appeared in the same locations as peaks in the FT-IR scan.  Peaks 

slightly red-shifted in ω1 space from the diagonal correspond to overtones.  Four-wave mixing 

signal is only generated at off-diagonal frequency pairs when the modes accessed by ω1 and ω2 

are coupled.  The signal appearing to the red of cross-peak fundamental transitions revealed the 

properties of combination bands.  This type of scan can provide different information when 

different pulse time orderings are chosen 21 or when higher pulse energies are used. 5  Figure 7 

shows an example of a scan with parameters roughly matching those used in Figure 6, but in 

which all laser intensities were increased to allow each pulse to interact with the sample multiple 

times.  The higher number of interactions allowed the first two pulses to create populations in not 

only the first excited vibrational state, but in higher overtones as well, creating a progression of 

red-shifted peaks each corresponding to new modes in the two-dimensional potential well. 

 Variation of pulse timing at fixed excitation frequencies produces a picture allowing 

simultaneous measurement of all resonant population and coherence lifetimes.  Figure 8 shows 
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such a scan with ω1 = ωm set equal to one RDC stretching mode and ω2 set equal to the other (the 

lower-right cross-peak in Figure 6).  The slow decay of intensity along the diagonal where both 

τ21 and τ2’1 values are negative showed the slow relaxation of the vibrational population.  The 

comparatively swift losses away from that diagonal correspond to coherence dephasing rates (see 

Theory chapter for details).  The absence of signal in most of the top half of the plot resulted 

from pulse time orderings that would have required different excitation frequencies in order to be 

resonant. 

 As changes in experimental parameters allow acquisition of different information from 

frequency scans, so such changes can be helpful for delay scans.  Figure 9 is a delay scan that 

mimics Figure 8 in all settings except the position of the monochromator.  When the 

monochromator is set to pass light with a frequency equal to that of ω2 (seen as the lower-

intensity peak in Figure 4), the only light reaching the detector is that produced by coherence 

transfer events.  The beating pattern shown in this scan is a signature of coherence transfer, and 

the period of the beats is determined by the energy difference between the initial and final modes 

involved in the transfer. 

 The last common scan type used in this work mixes dynamical and energetic information, 

usually by fixing one excitation frequency and scanning population lifetimes corresponding to 

variations in the other excitation.  Figure 10 shows a Wigner plot of octane in which ω2 was 

fixed and was tuned to resonance with the methylene asymmetric stretching mode.  The vertical 

axis shows the frequencies of modes coupled to the population created by the first pair of pulses 

(as in Figure 3).  The horizontal axis reveals how that coupling changed based on the length of 

the population waiting time (as in Figure 5).  In this system, the only mode coupled to the 
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directly excited state was itself (when ω1 = ω2 = 2927cm-1); all other modes only came to be 

coupled to the population after some relaxation time was allowed to pass.  The behavior shown 

by this plot revealed that a mode other than the methylene asymmetric stretch must be 

preferentially excited at 2927cm-1.  The methylene symmetric stretch (ω1 = ωm = 2854cm-1) is 

mechanically coupled to the asymmetric stretch, so its peak should have shown the same grow-in 

behavior as the ω1 = ωm = 2927cm-1 cut.  The simultaneous comparison of dynamics possible in 

plots like that shown in Figure 10 make this type of scan an appealing choice when single delay 

scans present apparently-inconsistent information. 
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Figure 1—Absorption Spectrum of RDC dissolved in hexane in the spectral neighborhood 
of the symmetric (2084cm-1) and anti-symmetric (2015cm-1) carbonyl stretching modes.  
Inset is a representation of the structure of RDC. 
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Figure 2— Absorption Spectrum of octane diluted by carbon tetrachloride in the spectral 
neighborhood of methyl (2956cm-1 and 2870cm-1) and methylene (2927cm-1 and 2854cm-1)  
asymmetric (2956cm-1 and 2927cm-1) and symmetric (2870cm-1 and 2854cm-1) stretching 
modes.  Inset is a representation of the structure of octane. 
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Figure 3—A frequency scan of octane.  As labeled, ω2 is held at a resonance with the 
methylene asymmetric stretch mode and the delays are fixed such that ω1 arrives 1ps after 
ω2 and ω2’.  As ω1 becomes resonant with modes that are coupled to the existing population, 
non-linear signal intensity increases. 
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Figure 4—Monochromator scan revealing coherence transfer in RDC.  All pulses were 
overlapped in time.  Processes involving no energy transfer produce light at ωm = ω1 = 
2084cm-1.  Only coherences interacting with the solvent, while retaining their phase, 
produce light at the antisymmetric stretch frequency 2015cm-1. 
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Figure 5—RDC Population lifetime scans collected by overlapping ω-2 
and ω2’ in time and varying the delay before the arrival of ω1.  For these 
scans, ω2 was set equal to 2080cm-1 and the pulse intensity was increased 
so as to create various overtone states.  ω1 was made resonant with a state 
either directly coupled to this overtone (red trace) or coupled to a state 
only populated by the relaxation of the prepared overtone (black trace). 
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Figure 6—2D Frequency Scan of RDC, normalized and shown on a logarithmic intensity 
scale.  τ-21 = -5.0ps and τ2’1 = -3.5ps, so a population is formed before ω1 arrives.  Peaks 
along the diagonal correspond to modes seen in 1D absorption scans.  Peaks slightly red-
shifted from each diagonal peak correspond to overtones.  Off-diagonal peaks appear only 
when their respective modes are coupled.  Peaks shifted to the red of the each fundamental 
correspond to combination band transitions. 
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Figure 7—2D frequency scan of RDC with high excitation pulse intensities, normalized.  
This scan reveals what happens to a scan like the one seen in Figure 6 when pulses are 
intense enough to interact with the sample multiple times—peaks corresponding to 
overtones and combination bands higher and higher up the potential well appear, red-
shifted according to the increasing well anharmonicity. 
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Figure 8—RDC 2D delay scan, normalized and shown in logarithmic scale.  ω1 = ωm = 
2084cm-1, ω2 = 2015cm-1.  The signal plotted along the lower-left diagonal corresponds to a 
population lifetime.  Decays similar to the one shown along the positive x-axis measure 
coherence dephasing rates.  No signal appears in the upper left quadrant and half of the 
upper right quadrant because those time orderings require transitions to states with which 
the excitation pulses are not resonant. 
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Figure 9— RDC 2D delay scan with quantum beating, normalized.  ω1 = 2084cm-1, ω2 = 
ωm = 2015cm-1.  The monochromator isolates signal produced by oscillators 
experiencing coherence transfer events.  The beat frequency corresponds to the energy 
difference between the initial and final states in the transfer. 
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Figure 10—Octane Wigner plot, normalized.  ω2 = 2927cm-1.  Notice that the ω1 = ω2  peak 
grows in with the excitation pulse profile, but the other peaks only grow in after the initial 
population has already been allowed to decay.  The state directly excited is then shown to 
not be coupled to other neighboring transitions, but relaxes quickly to a longer-lived state 
that is coupled to the others. 
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Chapter 5: Review of Picosecond Experimental Capabilities 

 Though it became clear that full use of MR-CMDS techniques to study quantum-confined 

semiconductor systems would require femtosecond laser pulse durations, it was also important to 

ensure that the capabilities of picosecond pulse experiments were understood.  Most results are 

discussed elsewhere,
 1, 2, 3

 but a brief overview is included here for comparison with later 

developments.  Unless otherwise stated, the data discussed here were collected on a sample with 

an absorption spectrum shown in Figure 1. 

 Laser pulses on the order of 1 picosecond in duration cannot directly observe PbSe 

coherent dynamics, but they can access structural information and study incoherent dynamics.  

Delay scans such as the pair shown in Figure 2 demonstrate the dynamics directly observable 

with picosecond pulses.  The width of the features matches the convolution of the two Gaussian 

pulses used to establish the population.  The quality of fit between the data and simulations does 

not have a local maximum as coherence lifetimes are changed; only an upper limit to the 

coherence lifetime can be determined from this type of experiment. 1  Traces along the τ21 = τ2’1 

diagonal can be fit to reveal population lifetimes which are typically on the order of tens-to-

hundreds of picoseconds. 

 Being unable to directly measure coherence lifetimes limits MR-CMDS to being a 

frequency domain approach when only picosecond pulses are available.  This limit still allows 

direct study of quantum dot energetic structure.  Figure 3 shows a pair of two-dimensional 

frequency scans scaled and positioned to show relative shape and frequency location.  OPA 

tuning ranges were unable to stretch across both regions simultaneously, so the picture had to be 

assembled in parts.  These experiments revealed that MR-CMDS could extract the 1P exciton 
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peak from the rising PbSe band edge background.  Peaks only appear away from the diagonal 

when modes are coupled.  In this case, the 1P exciton is coupled to the 1S exciton created by ω2 

and ω2’, but the rising background is not, so it yields no signal.  The 1P exciton peak is also 

visible when all excitation lasers are resonant with it (see Figure 4), but the intensity is much 

lower owing to the smaller 1P transition dipole (as is immediately apparent from the linear 

absorption plot) and its short lifetime.  Figure 5 shows a population lifetime scan with all lasers 

tuned to the 1P exciton transition.  The fit shows a fast decay lifetime of 1.8ps treats the slower 

decay component as a constant.  The fast decay matches the range of expected lifetimes for the 

1P-to-1S relaxation,
 4, 5, 6

 and the slow decay that is obscured by fluctuations then shows the 1S 

exciton lifetime.  The high relative-amplitude fluctuations are explained in the following section.  

Tuning ω1 to the 1S exciton frequency should have provided higher four-wave mixing signal, but 

sample degradation created increasingly severe scattered light interference before the tuning 

range could be appropriately adjusted.  

The continuous wave limit becomes a very effective approximation for simulating 

spectral scans varying excitation frequencies.  Spectra collected at various relative pulse timings 

clarified the observed features and improved frequency domain simulations used to extract PbSe 

characteristic parameters.  Experiments performed when all pulses were overlapped in time 

included contributions from multiple population pathways—those probing populations created 

by ω1/ω-2 and those created by ω2’/ω-2.  Figure 6 shows a pair of scans—one with (a) and one 

without (b) contribution from pulse time-orderings allowing ω1/ω-2 populations.  Simulation fits 

(6c and 6d) allowed extraction of coherence lifetimes that could not be directly measured from 
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delay scans.  The lifetime measured was 46fs—comfortably within the upper limit established by 

the direct time domain experiments.
 1

   

5.1. Crossed-Polarization Studies 

 Colloidal quantum dot suspensions tend to scatter incident laser beams.  When samples 

have aged or are poorly passivated, the component quantum dots can acquire surface defects
 3, 7, 8,

 

that can cause agglomeration or assembly into nanobead chains (see Figure 7), which scatter 

near-IR light very effectively.  Contaminated reagents resulted in one sample (absorption scans 

of which is shown in Figure 8) that was particularly poorly passivated, leading to ultrafast 

surface charge trapping
 3

 and problematic scatter intensities.  The scattered light acted as a 

heterodyning field, that modulated the detected signal as relative pulse delays changed.
 1, 2

  A 

trace along the border between pathways V and VI measures the excited state population as a 

function of time and should have provided a smooth decay profile even in the presence of the 

described heterodyning scatter, as the relative delay between ω-2 and ω2’ was not changing over 

the course of the experiment.  The relative delay of the picosecond pulse envelopes is largely 

insensitive to the small changes in beam overlap and pointing with delay stage position, but the 

relative phase is considerably more sensitive.  These subtle changes resulted in erratic 

interference patterns, shown in Figure 9, that made fitting the scan profile to a simple 

exponential decay meaningless.  It was possible to measure the population lifetimes by setting ω1 

equal to ω-2 so they created an excited state probed by ω2’ (see Figure 10), but this technique did 

not prevent the erratic interference from manifesting in scans showing signal changes due to 

alterations in other variables. 
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 One attempt to improve the isolation of the four-wave mixing signal from scattered light 

was a line of experiments with crossed excitation field polarizations.  Rotation of one beam from 

vertical to horizontal polarization rotates the polarization of the output field to horizontal.
 9

  

Placing a polarizer before the monochromator then eliminates all scatter from the vertically 

polarized beam lines.  As long as the ω1 beamline was vertical, the scatter it produced, which 

also served as the heterodyning field, would be eliminated by the polarizer. 

 Figures 11 and 12 show two-dimensional delay scans with all beams vertically polarized 

and with ω2’ horizontally polarized and the signal filtered by a polarizer.  The most obvious 

difference is that the population created by ω-2 and ω2’ (usually visible along the pathway V/VI 

diagonal, where τ2’1 = τ21 < 0) seems to have disappeared except for a slight preferential 

weighting for τ21 < 0 near τ2’1 = 0.  The signal along the positive τ2’1 –axis (the border between 

pathways I/III) probes the population created by ω-2 and ω1, seems unchanged.  One-dimensional 

scans collected along this axis with a variety of excitation frequencies are shown in Figure 13.  

The character of the decay shown by this experimental configuration is identical to the pathway 

I/III decays with all beams parallel polarized (as in Figure 10). 

The character of frequency scans in a crossed-polarization scheme confirms that 

processes from time orderings other than pathway I/III do not contribute substantial signal, even 

when all pulses are overlapped in time.  Figure 14 shows a scan of this batch of quantum dots 

when all beams were vertically polarized and τ21 = τ2’1 = -2ps.  Though interference with 

scattered light distorted the spectrum from a shape that looks roughly like an oval positioned 

along the diagonal (characteristic of samples with significant inhomogeneous broadening), the 

scan still provided information about the energetic structure of the quantum dots.  When the 
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polarization of ω2’ was rotated, there was no signal at τ21 = τ2’1 = -2ps (shown in Figure 12).  

When all pulses were overlapped in time, the frequency scan had lost all the characteristics seen 

in corresponding parallel polarization studies and instead exhibited signal only along the 

diagonal where ω1 = ω2, as shown in Figure 15.  Studies on other quantum dot samples reveal 

that this characteristics matches that when τ2’1 is positive and τ21 = 0ps (pathway I/III).  Figure 

16a shows a representative scan of PbSe dots when all pulses are overlapped in time (as in 

Figure 15), but all pulses are vertically polarized.  Figure 16b shows a scan in pathway I/III, 

which is qualitatively identical to the scan produced with one horizontally polarized beam.  

Comparison of Figures 15 and 16 reveals that the only four-wave mixing signal in the cross-

polarized experiment resulted from processes where ω1 and ω-2 form a population.   

Cross-polarized transient grating (CPTG) experiments have been used to study quantum 

wells
 10

 and CdSe quantum dot
 11

 fine structure relaxation.  Transient grating experiments with 

parallel-polarized light create a spatial population grating from the first two excitation beams, 

then scatter a probe beam from the grating at varying delay times.  The intensity of the diffracted 

probe light diminishes as the fringes lose their visibility with population decay.  When two 

linearly- and perpendicularly-polarized excitation beams cross, they create a spatial polarization 

grating instead of an intensity grating.  This polarization grating oscillates in space between 

orientations of diagonally-polarized light and circularly-polarized light.  Light with different 

circular polarizations can cause transitions with different changes in angular momentum (+1 or -

1).  In semiconductors, exciton fine structure is usually inaccessible to common spectroscopic 

methods because peak widths are large enough to obscure the comparatively small splittings.  As 

the fine structure states do have distinct angular momenta, circularly polarized light can 
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selectively excite transitions to certain states.  The polarization grating, then, creates a spin-state 

(or angular moment state, more generally) grating.  As various fine structure states relax, the 

fringes of this grating become less visible and the non-linear signal intensity decreases. 

Attempts to use CPTG techniques on PbSe have proven to be more difficult.
 12

  The 

electronic fine structure states are close enough that phonon-mediated relaxation at room 

temperature occurs through multiple pathways at timescales below 100fs.  Dynamics on that 

timescale are not accessible to picosecond experiments, such as those reported here.  The angular 

momentum fringes created by picosecond cross-polarized pulses lose their visibility fast enough 

that the process yields no observable signal.  The population grating formed by the vertically-

polarized ω1 and ω-2 decays at its usual slow rate in time ordering I/III; the only penalty to using 

a perpendicularly-polarized probe is a uniform decrease in four-wave mixing signal intensity by 

a factor of one third.
 9

  

Use of cross-polarized beams is not a helpful adaptation for removal of scattered light in 

picosecond quantum dot CMDS experiments.  Though the interference of scattered light is 

mostly removed in this polarization regime, it only yields signal in a time-ordering that also 

shows decreased interference with scattered light when all beams are parallel-polarized.  The fine 

structure properties accessible to CPTG experiments are of interest to a technique that can study 

both structure and dynamics, but sub-100fs pulses would be required to observe the behavior in 

PbSe, and cryogenic temperatures would still be very helpful for accessing some of the 

relaxation rates.
 12
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Figure 1—Linear absorption spectrum of PbSe quantum dots used in 

picosecond experiments.  The 1S exciton peak is centered at 7000cm
-1

 and 

the 1P exciton peak is centered around 8700cm
-1

. 
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Figure 2— Two-dimensional delay scans collected on the picosecond system.  (a) ωωωω1 = ωωωω2 = 

ωωωωm = ωωωω1S, so ττττ21 = 0 and ττττ2’1 > 0 traces the dynamics of a population state, just as ττττ21 = τ τ τ τ2’1 < 

0 does. (b)    ωωωω1 = ωωωωm = ωωωω1P and ωωωω2 = ωωωω1S, so now ττττ21 = 0, ττττ2’1 > 0 traces the lifetime of a zero 

quantum coherence between the 1S and 1P exciton states. 
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Figure 3—A pair of two-dimensional frequency scans positioned and scaled to show 

relative size and location.  ττττ21 = τ τ τ τ2’1 = -2.0ps.  Each scan was normalized independently, so 

relative intensity cannot be determined from this figure.  In each scan, ωωωω2 and ωωωω2’ are 

resonant with the 1S exciton transition.  The absence of appreciable four-wave mixing 

signal at lower ωωωω1 frequencies in the scan on the right reveals that the 1P exciton is directly 

coupled to the 1S exciton, but the non-quantum-confined excitons with frequencies between 

the 1S and 1P transition are not. 
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Figure 4—Frequency scan with ωωωω2 = ωωωω1P = 8600cm
-1

.     ττττ21 = τ τ τ τ2’1 = -2.0ps.  The 

range over which ωωωω1 varied shows the presence of a 1P exciton diagonal 

feature.  Creation of a 1P population allowed the incoherent dynamics of 

the state to be studied (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5—1P exciton population lifetime.  Here ωωωω1 = ωωωω2 = ωωωωm = ωωωω1P = 8600cm
-1

.  The red 

trace shows a fits to the product of a Gaussian distribution centered near zero and an 

exponential decay.  The decay lifetime is 1.8ps, corresponding to the relaxation from 1P to 

1S.  The long-time signal above the baseline, which is shown at positive values for ττττ, 

corresponds to the 1S exciton lifetime, but is treated as a constant because any decay is 

obscured by the high amplitude modulations (explained in the text). 
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Figure 6— Two-dimensional frequency scans and simulations at different time delays. (a)    ττττ21 

= τ τ τ τ2’1 = 0ps, so contributions from all pulse sequences are visible.  Notably, the sharp feature 

along the diagonal results from populations created by ωωωω1 and ωωωω-2 (see pathway I/III figures 

in Appendix A—Frequency Domain Simulations).  The color bar shows the logarithmic scale 

used to represent the intensity values in the plot.  (b)    ττττ21 = τ τ τ τ2’1 = -2.0ps, so only populations 

created by ωωωω2’ and ωωωω-2 (see pathway V/VI figures in Appendix A) provide significant 

contributions.  The scale here is linear. (c) and (d) The corresponding frequency domain 

simulation results. 
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Figure 7—TEM images of nanoparticles that efficiently scatter laser light.  (a) TEM of 

agglomerations caused by heating.  (b) Chains formed by the aligned fusion of quantum 

dots, enabled by imperfect surface passivation. 
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Figure 8— Absorbance profiles for the 1S exciton peak of picosecond batch 3.  

The blue shift of this peak over the course of two months suggests the possibility 

of significant structural alteration. 
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Figure 9—Population decay profiles with erratic heterodyne interference.  Scans collected 

at the center, to the blue, and to the red of the 1S exciton absorption feature are shown. 
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Figure 10—Scans comparing population 

lifetime traces as measured by time-

ordered pathway V/VI scans (red) and 

pathway I/III scans (black).  ωωωω1 = ωωωω-2 = ωωωω2’ 

= (a) 7100cm
-1

, (b) 7400cm
-1

, (c) 7700cm
-1

. 
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Figure 11—2D delay scan with all excitation beams vertically polarized.  ωωωω1 = ωωωω-2 = ωωωω2’ = 

7400cm
-1

.  Notice the erratic interference patterns along the negative ττττ21 = ττττ2’1 diagonal.  

Signal along the positive ττττ2’1 axis is weaker, but decays at the excited state relaxation rate, 

as shown by pathway I/III plots in Figure 8. 
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Figure 12—2D delay scan with ωωωω2’ horizontally polarized.  Again ωωωω1 = ωωωω-2 = ωωωω2’ = 7400cm
-1

.  

Notice the lack of signal along the pathway V/VI diagonal, showing vanishingly short 

lifetime in the angular momentum grating formed by ωωωω-2 and ωωωω2’.  The splitting between the 

two peaks is the result of interference between four-wave mixing signal (the phase of which 

is determined by the relative timing of the two pulses that create the population grating) 

and scattered light from ωωωω2’, made possible only because the monochromator does not 
spectrally discriminate against this scatter.

 1
  A 7400cm

-1
 modulation, sampled at the step 

size used in this experiment (200fs), results in a beating pattern with 67fs period. 
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Figure 13—Population lifetimes studied with a crossed-polarization scheme.  In these 

scans, ττττ21 is held at zero, while the delay between the population created by ωωωω-2 and ωωωω1 is 

varied.  The probe of the population grating, ωωωω2’, has a polarization perpendicular to the 

other two fields.  The rotation of the probe polarization does not allow it to observe any 

dynamics other than those visible in similar scans with parallel polarization (see Figure 9). 
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Figure 14—Two-dimensional frequency scan of PbSe quantum dots with all beams 

vertically polarized.  ττττ21 = ττττ2’1 = -2.0ps.  Peak elongation along the diagonal is a common 

feature of CMDS studies on systems with inhomogeneously broadened peaks.  The anti-

diagonal width corresponds to the homogeneous line width.  Notice that there are some 

minor abrupt cut-off (as around ωωωω2 = 7000cm
-1

) and distortion (the ridge at ωωωω2 = 7360cm
-1

) 

artifacts associated with varying interference of heterodyning scatter. 
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Figure 15—Two-dimensional frequency scan of PbSe quantum dots with ωωωω2’ horizontally 

polarized.    ττττ21 = ττττ2’1 = 0ps.  The intensity of light along the diagonal varies as the excitation 

lasers scan across the 1S exciton peak (see Figure 7), but little other information can be 

gained. 
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Figure 16—Frequency scans of PbSe quantum dots featuring contributions from (a) all 

pulse time orderings and (b) only the time ordering allowing the creation of a population 

with ωωωω-2 and ωωωω1.  The center of the 1S exciton absorption feature is 7000cm
-1

 for this 

sample, so only the blue half of the peak appears in these scans.  (a) ττττ21 = ττττ2’1 = 0ps, so 

signal from pathways involving a population created by ωωωω-2 and ωωωω2’ appears to the sides of 

the sharp peak along the diagonal.  (b) ττττ21 = 0ps and ττττ2’1 = 3.0ps.  The rising background on 

the high ωωωω1 half of plot (b) (and to a lesser extent also in plot (a)) is scattered light, which 

becomes more visible as its frequency shifts away from regions of high absorption in the 

sample, such as the 1S exciton feature. 
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Chapter 6: Femtosecond Experimental Results and Discussion 

 A report and discussion of femtosecond system PbSe quantum dot experimental progress 

follows.  Spectra from three syntheses are used to demonstrate capabilities, limitations, and 

technique development.  Linear absorption scans for these three samples are shown in Figure 1 

and are numbered according to the records of Dan Kohler, who synthesized the batches. 

6.1. Early Results and Exploration 

 Although the fundamental principles of electronic multiresonant CMDS are identical to 

vibrational multiresonant CMDS, there are many subtle experimental differences that arise from 

the femtosecond implementation. This section adopts an historical description so future readers 

can learn from the issues that motivated the development of this femtosecond MR-CMDS 

system. 

The earliest experimental goal on the new laser table was simply the spatial and spectral 

isolation of four-wave mixing signal.  In order to find this signal and provide early 

characterization, high laser fluences were used.  The earliest experiments showed the highest 

intensity when the pulses were overlapped in time, with a fast decay that lasted no longer than 

the pulse duration.  Figure 2 shows a two-dimensional delay scan with all laser frequencies tuned 

to the center of the 1S exciton transition.  Example cross-sections along the τ2’1 = τ21 diagonal 

from multiple days are shown in Figure 3.  Rough pulse fluence measurements led to the 

assumption that experiments were performed in energy regimes matching those of similar 

experiments performed on the picosecond table.  Picosecond experiments did not show the 

dramatic spike at zero delay observed here.  The higher peak laser intensity (at matching fluence) 
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likely created short-lived multiexciton states by multiphoton processes,
 1, 2

 but the absence of 

fluence calibration data makes it impossible to assess with certainty.   

Use of lower excitation fluences became possible as daily alignment procedures 

improved.  A study designed to reveal the effects of varying excitation intensity helps identify 

the nature of the sharp peak in the earliest experiments.  Figure 4 shows three population lifetime 

scans performed in sequence at varying ω2 and ω2’ energies (the pulses creating the population 

state).  Only qualitative information is available to describe the fluences, but some observations 

are important.  The relative intensity of the spike at zero time delay is considerably more 

sensitive to excitation fluence than the long lifetime decay component.  The comparative 

invariance of the long-lived feature suggests that the transition was saturated until the fluences 

dropped down to those used in the experiment shown by the black trace.  Reduction of fluence 

from “high” to “medium” may simply have reduced the number of excitons involved with the 

multiexciton state, thereby decreasing the emission stimulated by the last pulse.  Another 

important observation from this experiment is the shift of the sharp feature to longer delays as 

the pulse intensity decreases.  One potential explanation for the peak near zero delay is that it 

results from high non-resonant signal from the solvent and higher energy PbSe exciton states, 

which are only visible when the pulses are overlapped in time.  If the long delay component is 

constant over this time scale because it corresponds to a single exciton in each dot, then the 

relative intensity of the non-resonant signal could change as it continues to scale as a product of 

the excitation intensities.  However, if the sharp feature results only from intense non-resonant 

background, then its position in time should not have shifted as its relative intensity decreased.  
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The “medium power” trace then starts to reveal a slower multiexcitonic recombination rate than 

the “high power” trace.
 2
   

Alternatively, the different relaxation rates observed between “high” and “medium” 

intensities could correspond to different rates of relaxation to surface trap states.  Previous work 

has shown that variation of excitation fluence can have unexpected consequences for transient 

absorption decay profiles.
 3
  A two-dimensional delay scan taken at “low” intensity (see Figure 

5) reveals a slow increase in output intensity as the population is allowed to relax.  It also shows 

that the condition for maximum intensity occurs when τ2’1 > τ21. This shift is expected for an 

inhomogeneously broadened transition because the stimulated photon echo from the rephasing 

pathway creates a larger output signal.  This explanation is not definitive, however, because there 

was a problem in the delay calibration resulting from a failure to effectively include the required 

delay stage motor backlash correction.  Since the scans shown in Figure 4 were taken with τ2’1 = 

τ21, the signal intensity is low and the data have a lower signal-to-noise ratio.  In addition, later 

calculations and general practices at the time of these experiments suggest that the fluences far 

exceeded the usual saturation intensities.  (See Appendix E—Fluence Calculations.)  

Observations of sample damage support the possibility of an increasing number of surface 

defects, so it is likely that both effects contributed to the combination of behaviors observed in 

the data.   

The power dependence studies shown in Figure 4 revealed the shape of population 

lifetime scans collected with low pulse fluences.  Further studies adjusted excitation fluences so 

that this character could be observed until more careful calibration curves could be constructed 

and pulse fluences chosen with greater precision.  (See Appendix E—Fluence Calculations.)  
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The four weeks of exploratory experiments with high fluence beams were enough to 

significantly damage the sample.  Incomplete sample cell sealing may also have caused a slow 

leak of ambient atmosphere into the sample, accelerating oxidation, but the deterioration of the 

sample, revealed in Figure 6 by the dramatic blue-shift in the quantum-confined exciton peaks, is 

also characteristic of extreme photo-treatment.
 4
  The extent of the sample damage led to an 

abandonment of further investigation with this sample, so comparison with previous surface 

defect studies with the picosecond system
 5

 is not possible. 

6.2. Artifacts of the System 

 As control software problems were eliminated and sample exposure limits were better 

identified, some observed data abnormalities could be identified.  Some of these instrumentation 

artifacts could be corrected and eliminated and some required developing different strategies.  

The most disruptive artifacts arose from changes in ambient temperature, multiple reflections, 

and delay stage pitch and yaw. 

 As described in the Femtosecond Table Instrumentation section, under normal 

experimental conditions, the air conditioner units cycled on and off with a period of between 25 

and 28 minutes.  The temperature modulations created by this cycling resulted in small beam 

deflections and relative delay changes.  Figure 7 shows the manifestation of these effects clearly.  

The scan was collected as a sequence of vertical slices, each requiring a little less than seven 

minutes.  The τ2’1 increment was 20fs, so the 80fs undulations correspond very closely to the 

pattern of air conditioner cycling.  These undulations appear in two ways—as an increase in 

observed scattered light (particularly visible on the logarithmic scale shown in Figure 7b) and a 

slight shift in the delay value corresponding to actual temporal overlap of the pulses.  The delay 
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shift is most visible along the τ2’1 axis (where signal depends on the temporal overlap of ω-2 and 

ω1), and does not appear significant along the negative τ2’1 = τ21 diagonal.  This observation 

reveals that the relative timing of ω-2 and ω2’ is not sensitive to the temperature changes, but the 

relative timing between at least ω-2 and ω1 is.  This sensitivity suggests that the temperature 

fluctuation influences the behavior of the OPAs, rather than changing individual optics further 

down the table.  The variations in scattered light intensity are likely due to small changes in 

beam direction, leading to varying overlap of beams with small PbSe deposits on the interior 

surface of the sample cell. 

 The effects of temperature-induced delay fluctuation usually are not undetected in 

experiments varying only excitation pulse frequencies.  If τ2’1 = τ21 = -200fs for one slice and -

210fs for another, the four-wave mixing signal intensity fluctuation in is negligibly more than 

simple point-to-point noise (consider those regions for Figures 3, 4, 5, and 7 as examples).  

However, if the pulses are overlapped in time for a frequency scan, then small fluctuations in 

relative delay can induce significant changes in observed intensity, as shown in the fast rising 

edges in Figure 3, Figure 4 (even in the low power experiment), and other delay scans.  Figure 8 

shows a scan collected over the course of about eight hours for which the pulses were overlapped 

in time.  The undulations that are clearly visible are the result of subtle repositionings on the 

steep population grow-in slope. 

 Shortly after realizing that the cause of these modulations was ambient temperature 

fluctuation, an additional enclosure for the OPAs was added to the table.  The additional barrier 

between laboratory air and the sensitive optics in the OPAs eliminated the relative delay 

fluctuations, as can be seen by their absence in later delay scans.  Any remaining changes in 
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pointing have not produced observable effects because a chopper has enabled active baseline 

subtraction, and hence elimination of all scatter other than that of a single ω2 beamline, and 

sample handling has reduced degradation, also reducing the prevalence of sample cell surface 

deposits. 

 The signal along the negative τ2’1 axis in Figure 7 is another experimental feature that 

does not directly reveal to PbSe quantum dot properties.  Figure 9 shows a similar faint feature 

along the positive τ2’1 = τ21 diagonal.  In each case signal appears in line with a long-lived 

population state.  Explorations revealed that this signal does not decrease as it is traced away 

from the delay origin, but rather increases slowly until it spikes, then disappears entirely about 

8ps away from zero delay.  Tests with a silicon wafer, which has a very short population lifetime, 

showed no long decay, but still revealed a small echo of the peak at τ2’1 = τ21 = 0, again about 

8ps away (as shown in Figure 10).  This peak has about 4% of the intensity of the main feature.   

The best explanation for this weak feature is that a faint reflection of each beam passes 

out of the OPAs, delayed by 8ps.  The weak delayed pulse can still probe a population, so if two 

pulses are sent in with longer delay relative to the beam line producing the echo (longer τ12’ and 

τ2,2’, and hence also longer -τ2’1, when waiting for the arrival of ω2’; longer τ2’1 and τ21, when 

waiting for the arrival of ω1), they overlap with the delayed pulse.  In the absence of a more 

intense feature, this weak signal is visible against the background.  The presence of the feature in 

scans with the silicon wafer reveals that it has nothing to do with PbSe, nor with the sample cell.  

The only optical surfaces on the table capable of multiple collinear reflections are those of the 

neutral density filters and the beam-splitter.  However, these filters are 2mm thick, so the delay 

between a transmitted pulse and a pulse that reflects off each surface should be closer to 20ps 
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(approximating the index of refraction as 1.5).  The beam-splitter would only induce a delay for 

ω-2, and the faint signal is observed for faint echoes of ω1 and ω2’.  Elimination of optical table 

elements leaves OPA components as the remaining possible reflection sources.  The 4% relative 

intensity suggests an element that does not produce the echo after a pair of simple air/glass 

interface reflections.  Though the particular element still has not been identified, its source in the 

OPA makes it difficult to remove the reflection.  The comparative rarity of seeing the faint 

population decay signal with an ω1 echo suggests that it may be easy to unintentionally align the 

system such that the echo and the main pulse travel in slightly different directions.  Reflections 

off the back surfaces of the bandpass filters attached to the outputs of the OPAs meet all of the 

observed requirements, but their source has not been confirmed. 

The last significant instrumentation artifact to be discovered and identified is a periodic 

shift in beam pointing resulting from delay stage irregularities.  Appearance of the artifact in 

only long delay scans caused it to go unobserved for the first several months of experiments.  

The shift in pointing leads to a decrease in observed signal intensity because of a combined loss 

of beam overlap and relative delay consistency.  Figure 11 shows a pair of population lifetime 

scans of Femtosecond Batch 4, collected two days apart.  The modulations not only persist from 

one day to the next, but also exist and retain their phase, even for long relative delay times.  Tests 

of this behavior showed that the frequency (see Figure 12) and phase (see Figure 13) of the 

undulation are dependent on neither OPA frequencies—absolute, relative to each other, or 

relative to the 1S exciton feature—nor delay step size (eliminating scatter interference theories).  

The small shifts in time delay that the software creates to compensate the changes caused by 

different OPA frequencies (seen in Appendix C—Daily Calibration Routine) are too small to 
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appear in scans observing this phenomenon.  Small phase shifts from one week to the next can be 

observed, as shown by the vertical dashed lines in Figure 13 (March 13) and Figure 14 (March 

21), but the period remains the same.  Ruling out OPA involvement left only delay stage 

behavior to explain the observed modulations. 

The screws on the delay stages have one full rotation for every ~500µm of travel.  Every 

500µm of travel changes the beam path length by 1mm, which corresponds to a delay change of 

3.3ps.  As the screw rotates, the stage resting on it experiences small changes in pitch and yaw 

depending on the phase of the screw rotation.  The stages were acquired with the goal of having 

optimal short-distance control and reproducibility, but the motor required to achieve those 

exacting standards suffers from angle changes over longer travel ranges.  Figures 11a and 12 

show a second repeated modulation (visible as a shoulder or a smaller peak to the right of each 

modulation peak) with the same frequency once the delay times are long enough for the four-

wave mixing signal to have diminished substantially.  The appearance of two peaks suggests 

that, over the course of translating the two stages, there are two phase ranges over which the 

beams are directed to more complete spatial overlap at the sample cell position.   

As only minor realignment is required from day to day, the absolute position of the 

motorized delay stages that corresponds to (τ21 = τ2’1 = 0) changes minimally.  If a full alignment 

is required after a couple days, then the positions of the two motorized delay stages will have to 

be adjusted to the new alignment.  This adjustment tends to result in the delay stage screws, and 

hence the 3ps modulation pattern, being at a different phase at zero delay.  The small phase 

differences visible between scans separated by multiple days result from changing the position of 

the ω1 beamline non-motorized stage.  The two motorized stages are adjusted to for temporal 
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overlap with ω1, so manual adjustment of ω1 also determines the screw phase range used over the 

course of experiments near zero delay.  Intentional selection of that range allowed most scans to 

avoid the sharp decrease in signal that comes from the screw phases that cause poorest overlap. 

These ~3ps modulations are very difficult to eliminate without additional hardware, but 

there are alignments for the retroreflectors that minimize the modulation.  No procedure has been 

developed to intentionally produce these optimal alignments, but the optimization has been 

observed several times.  The scans in Figures 11-14 show representative modulations.  For 

experiments requiring only short delay ranges, the position of the ω1 retroreflector stage was 

adjusted so that the sharp decline at the edge of every 3ps modulation did not occur in the 

featured scan range.  Experiments performed prior to this identification may contain dips over 

the course of scans that are the result of this delay stage behavior.  Future experiments will 

incorporate a coupled nanosecond delay stage designed to cover long-range delay scans, in part 

to eliminate this phenomenon. 

6.3. Fast Dynamics Around Zero Delay 

 The PbSe quantum dot dynamics seen in Figures 2, 3, 4, and 7 exhibit several effects that 

arise from a combination of multiexcitonic effects, shifts due to inhomogeneous broadening, 

non-resonant signal from the solvent and higher energy PbSe excited electronic states, and 

interference effects from different excitation pulse time orderings.  Simulations based on 

Domcke’s approach 
6
 that directly integrate the Schrodinger equation elucidate the effects.  The 

simulations include the excitonic four-wave mixing dynamics, but have not yet incorporated 

higher order processes and purely driven processes.  These calculations provide the qualitative 

interpretations of data that assess the femtosecond system capabilities.  Table 1 shows the 
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parameters used in the simulations—each chosen to be indicative of common experimental 

conditions or previously-determined PbSe quantum dot characteristics.
 7
   

 Figure 15 reveals the effects of inhomogeneous broadening.  In Figure 15a, no 

broadening effects are added.  A slight dip at zero delay results from the interference of 

polarizations created by fully coherent processes with short lifetimes.  Figure 15b shows the 

result of a simulation adaptation created by Blaise Thompson in which the signal from a 

Gaussian distribution of quantum dot 1S exciton peaks is allowed to interfere.  The result of this 

interference is a preferential weighting of rephasing pathways that appear to cause a shift to 

lower τ21 values.  This shift also moves the apparent origin away from temporal overlap, so some 

of the fully coherent processes weaken, so their interfering contribution diminishes.  Figure 16 

shows the effects of inhomogeneous-broadening-induced shifts on population lifetime cross-

sections.  Scans collected along the τ21 = τ2’1 diagonal (the boundary between time-orderings 5 

and 6) show similar behavior with and without broadening contributions, but the signal intensity 

diminishes unless the slice is collected along the shifted ridge.  Scans tracing along the τ21 = 0 

axis (or parallel) show only a slightly early grow-in because of the absence of fully coherent 

process interference. 

 Non-resonant transitions from higher energy states in both the solvent and analyte can 

contribute non-linear polarization signal even when all excitation lasers are significantly detuned 

from their central transition frequencies because the associated dipole moments are strong and 

the oscillator concentration tends to be high.  Fast dephasing rates, combined with the large shift 

from resonance, ensure that this signal exists only while all three excitation pulses are 

overlapped in time.  Further, because the excitation frequencies are so far from those resonances, 
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only the real part of their polarization (which depends on the inverse of the detuning instead of 

the imaginary part’s dependence on the square of the inverse of the detuning) tends to be 

significant, and that tends to be effectively constant over frequency ranges in the infrared.  The 

energy of the non-quantum-confined excited electronic states of PbSe is low enough to 

contribute a small imaginary component.
 7
  Figure 17 shows the contributions of (a) no constant 

background, (b) constructively interfering background, and (c) destructively interfering 

background to simulations of a typical two-dimensional delay scan.  Figure 18 shows cross-

sections of these scans revealing the corresponding common population lifetime scan behavior.  

The interference can cause the appearance of faster population grow-in by counteracting the 

destructive interference of the fully coherent process contributions or it can induce the creation 

of an apparent shoulder in the population formation.   

Because the non-resonant signal is constant, it is the sign of the real part of the 

polarization created by resonant transitions that determines whether the background signal will 

interfere constructively or destructively.  Frequency domain simulations can provide insight into 

this behavior by showing the sign of the real part of ���
���

 at different excitation frequencies (see 

Figure 19, and for further explanation and examples see Appendix A—Frequency Domain 

Simulations).  The center of this resonant feature is intense and minimally influenced by the 

background, but its tails and other portions of the scan range are influenced more noticeably.  

Figure 19 shows that the resonant feature is not symmetric about the ω1 = ω2 diagonal.  This 

asymmetry means that moving away from the diagonal may reveal different relative background 

signal intensity when blue-shifting one excitation than when red shifting it.  Figures 24 and 25, 

discussed in greater detail later, illustrate this effect by showing qualitatively different behavior 
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when ω1 is 300cm
-1

 to the blue of the center of the 1S exciton feature and when it is about 

300cm
-1

 to red. 

 As the relative contributions of the resonant and non-resonant signal change, the 

qualitative character of delay profiles can also change dramatically.  Figures 20 and 21 show 

two-dimensional delay scan and population lifetime scan behaviors for different contribution 

ratios.  As the relative resonant signal contribution decreases, the appearance of the background 

signal grows from a dip to a shoulder to a peak and finally to the most prominent feature.   

 Because of the short lifetime of solvent and high energy PbSe transition signals, any 

particularly intense fast dynamics signatures that last longer than the duration of the excitation 

pulses are attributed to multiphoton effects.  Careful monitoring of pulse fluences limited, but did 

not eliminate the appearance of these features. 

 Understanding the behavior of non-resonant background, inhomogeneous broadening, 

and multiphoton effects allows meaningful qualitative interpretation of the short-delay behavior.  

For example, two population lifetime traces of Femtosecond Batch 3 PbSe quantum dots are 

shown in Figure 22.  The black trace was generated when all three pulses were resonant with the 

strong 1S exciton transition.  The blue trace was generated when ω-2 and ω2’ were resonant with 

the weaker 1P exciton transition.  The relative intensities of the longer-delay tails are 6:1, 

suggesting the possibility of significant qualitative behavior changes.  The dip after the peak at 

zero delay confirmed the presence of the anticipated non-resonant background interference.  The 

presence of an intense fast decay component in the 1S exciton profile, which nevertheless lasts 

somewhat longer than the excitation pulse duration, suggests contributions from multiexciton 

relaxation.   
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 Figure 23 shows a collection of population lifetime scans collected at different excitation 

frequencies from Femtosecond Batch 8.  As the lasers become increasingly detuned from the 1S 

exciton transition, the non-resonant feature becomes more apparent.  Though the noise from 

scattered light makes it difficult to assess with confidence, the various patterns of negligible 

interference (ω1 = ω2 = ωm = ω1S = 6800cm
-1

), small shoulder (ω1 = ω2 = ωm = 6900cm
-1

; 

shoulder at -40fs when compared to the same delay at 6800cm
-1

), and peak followed by a dip (ω1 

= ω2 = ωm = 6950cm
-1

; peak at -40fs, dip at -80fs) may all be present in such a scan.  The 

delayed grow-in of the resonant feature matches the behavior predicted by simulations, as shown 

in Figures 18 and 21.  Figure 24 shows a similar scan on Femtosecond Batch 4, but only ω2 is 

varied from lifetime scan to lifetime scan.  ω1 is held on the blue edge of the 1S exciton feature 

(where Figure 19 suggests that the detuning will result in even more significant loss of resonant 

intensity).  The qualitative character of the scan is striking—horizontal cross sections of this scan 

show the same interference pattern as seen in Figure 20d and Figure 22.  The slow-rising 

resonant signal is brightest when ω2 can be tuned to a frequency that compromises between 

interacting with the highest number of dots in the sample distribution (at the center of the 1S 

exciton feature near 6900cm
-1

) and interacting with the dots most efficiently probed by ω1 (at 

7200cm
-1

).  The non-resonant signal is likely dependent on ω2 only because when ω1 = ω2, the 

simultaneous interaction with ω1 and ω-2 allows the creation of a ground state population, similar 

to the interactions in gamma pathways.  Figure 25 shows an experiment similar to Figure 24, but 

ω1 is shifted to the red of the center of the 1S exciton distribution of Femtosecond Batch 4.  The 

red shift in ω1 for the resonant feature (shown in Figure 19) helps interpret the absence of a non-

resonant feature in this scan.  The intense resonant signal overwhelms contributions from the 
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non-resonant states.  ω2 shows the same compromise behavior between ω1 and ω1S here as in 

Figure 24. 

6.4. General Femtosecond System Experimental Capabilities 

 While dynamics observable at very short time delays are complicated, most of the 

capabilities of the femtosecond laser system have now been adapted to successfully use the 

techniques first developed on vibrational systems with long coherence lifetimes. 

 Incoherent dynamics were observable on the picosecond system and, while elementary, 

the ability to measure these dynamics is important for future CMDS work.  Figure 26 shows a 

typical 1S exciton population decay profile for Femtosecond Batch 8 PbSe quantum dots.  The 

biexponential fit reveals two contributions—a primary contribution with an 11ps lifetime and a 

secondary contribution with a 70ps lifetime.  Although longer delay times are needed to better 

define the longer lifetime, it is consistent with that observed by others for PbSe quantum dots. 

The shorter lifetime has also been observed, but has not been unidentified.
 5, 7

   

Incoherent intraband transfer dynamics can be observed and measured with femtosecond 

instrumentation.  Figure 27 shows a population lifetime scan for which ω2 was tuned to 

resonance with the 1P exciton transition and ω1 probed the 1S exciton transition.  The increase in 

intensity over two picoseconds corresponds to relaxation between the 1P and 1S exciton states.  

Figure 27b shows a single exponential fir with a lifetime of 1.4ps.  This lifetime agrees well with 

the range of reported values.
 8, 9, 10

  Here again the weak resonant signal allows non-resonant 

background contributions to be relatively significant at zero delay. 

The primary capabilities of MR-CMDS that were inaccessible to picosecond quantum dot 

studies pertain to coherence lifetimes and fully coherent processes.  Figure 28a shows a two-
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dimensional delay scan of Femtosecond Batch 8 quantum dots collected at low pulse fluence 

with all lasers tuned to the center of the 1S exciton transition.  At first glance, the scan appears 

qualitatively identical to those collected under similar conditions with the picosecond system.  

The fit shown in Figure 28b uses excitation pulse profiles measured on the day the scan was 

collected.  It is strongly dependent on the coherence dephasing rate.  Unlike simulations of 

picosecond data, the fit error is at a clear minimum when the single exciton coherence lifetime 

(Γeg) is 45fs and the biexciton double-quantum coherence lifetime (Γ2e,g) is 17fs.  Addition of a 

small amount of destructively interfering non-resonant background at zero delay improves the fit 

further.  Table 1 shows the particular parameters used for the fit.  The population lifetime value 

(~1.1ps) used for the fit is artificially low.  Figure 29 compares the cross-sections along the τ21 = 

τ2’1 axis and suggests that the noise in the data obscures what is probably a slow decay.  The scan 

in Figure 26a directly traces the decay of the same spectral feature (collected earlier that same 

day) over a longer range.  The fit population lifetime decay rate minimizes the error between the 

simulation and the data, but does not reflect this slower trend. 

The coherence lifetimes from Figure 28 are reproducible under different excitation 

frequency conditions, as well.  Figure 30 shows the data and fit for a two-dimensional delay scan 

of Femtosecond Batch 8 quantum dots.  Here ω1 is shifted from ω2 and the center of the 1S 

exciton distribution by 200cm
-1

, dramatically decreasing the efficiency for creating 1S 

populations with ω1 and ω-2 when τ2’1 > 0.  While the intensity difference between the diagonal 

and τ2’1 > 0 parts of Figure 30 do not match, the qualitative agreement is consistent.  Further, the 

coherence lifetimes used in the fit for Figure 28a also describe the data in Figure 30. 
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The femtosecond system increased the temporal resolution, but degraded the spectral 

resolution of experiments.  The decreased spectral resolution, however, did not eliminate direct 

exploration of energetic structure.  For example, Figure 31 shows a frequency domain spectrum 

of Femtosecond Batch 4 quantum dots and a corresponding simulation used to fit the data.  Fit 

parameters are summarized in Table 2.  The spectrum was collected at delays where ω-2 and ω2’ 

created a population (τ21 = τ2’1 = -40fs) and ω1 probed that population.  The central frequency of 

the 1S exciton transition corresponds very closely to the center of the linear absorption profile 

and the lifetimes match those of delay scans.  The fit quality was improved by small 

contributions from pathways 1 and 3 and from non-resonant background.  Both contributions are 

expected from  the proximity to zero delay relative to the pulse duration.   

Two-dimensional frequency scans at longer population lifetime settings did frequently 

produce one feature that is currently without explanation—a small dip in intensity at a single ω1 

value in the middle of the exciton peak.  Figure 32 shows four scans, collected at different 

delays, on different days, from different batches that show this partial node.  The behavior does 

not always appear at the same frequency, but does always divide the 1S exciton peak (data 

pertaining to the 1P peak is not available).  The dip corresponds to neither OPA output powers, 

nor frequency accuracy, nor the appearance of a biexciton feature.  It does seem to only appear 

after a significant delay from establishing the 1S state population.  The dip is also only observed 

when the spectral feature is not elongated along the ω1 = ω2 diagonal, but broadened into a round 

feature whose width in ω2 space does not match the expected inhomogeneous line width. 

A cross-peak between the 1S and 1P exciton is also accessible.  Figure 33 shows a 

frequency scan of Femtosecond Batch 3 quantum dots for which the lasers are tuned across the 
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1P exciton and a portion of the 1S exciton.  For this scan, τ21 = τ2’1 = -600fs, so features can 

result from population relaxation events.  The dominance of the feature that is shown to grow in 

over time in Figure 27 suggests that the off-diagonal feature is the result of a relaxation from the 

1P exciton to a state with either a 1S electron or 1S hole.  Figure 22 shows that 1S exciton 

features are present, but the tuning range available on the day this two-dimensional scan was 

collected could not access it. 

One advantage of MR-CMDS is the ability to gain clearer understanding of energetic 

structure by isolating particular pulse sequences that distinguish between different coherent 

pathways.  Scans described so far focus on either experiments with all pulses overlapped in time 

or ω-2 and ω2’ overlapped in time.  The narrow diagonal feature resulting from frequency scans 

where ω-2 and ω1 are similar can be seen in Figure 34 (from Femtosecond Batch 4).  The 

character of this feature results from the domination of processes where ω-2 and ω1 create a 

population.  Scans of this kind show extreme line-narrowing near ω1 = ω2 because their intensity 

depends inversely on ω2-ω1-iΓee, and Γee is very small.  Use of continuous wave lasers can 

resolve this long lifetime contribution, but pulsed lasers are broad enough that the spectra 

resulting from this process reveal only the convolution of the Gaussian distributions of ω1 and 

ω2.   

Pulse sequences that access only fully coherent processes can isolate coherence transfer 

signal and direct coupling between states by eliminating population relaxation, though the signal 

they produce is typically far weaker.  Because of the relative strengths of fully- and partially-

coherent processes, excitation pulses must be short enough that their tails do not efficiently 

access the brighter partially-coherent pathways, but close enough to overlapping in time to be 
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within the lifetimes of the coherences accessed.  While complete temporal resolution of different 

pulse sequences does not yield a measurable signal when pulse durations and coherence lifetimes 

are approximately equal, the regime does allow for the relative emphasis of one time ordering 

over another.  Figure 35 shows a two-dimensional frequency scan collected from Femtosecond 

Batch 8.  For this experiment, ω2’ and ω1 are overlapped in time, creating a double-quantum 

coherence (1S+1S,g coherence) that is later probed by ω-2 according to patterns shown in 

Chapter 1: Theory Overview for time-ordered pathways II and IV.  The high population of 

acoustic phonon modes at room temperature increases the dephasing rate, so the fully-coherent 

process cannot be completely isolated and contributions from partially-coherent processes are 

still important.  Simulations with and without contributions from fully-coherent processes (see 

Figures 35b and c), however, reveal that preferential emphasis of these weaker processes is 

possible even at room temperature.  The intended introduction of cryogenic cooling will extend 

coherence lifetimes by depopulating phonon modes.  Longer coherence lifetimes will allow 

resolution of each distinct pulse sequence.  Further, while the separation is not complete in the 

room temperature experiments reported here, the ability to selectively emphasize a weak fully-

coherent process is a strong indication that the aspects of MR-CMDS techniques lost in 

picosecond experiments have been restored with the use of femtosecond laser pulses. 
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Figure 1—Linear absorption plots of the three primary samples used for this work.  

Samples are labeled according to the numbering records of Dan Kohler.  Discussion of 

results refers to these samples according to these numbers.  Absorption profiles were 

recorded for each batch on different dates to provide an indication of sample degradation 

rates.  Images used with permission from Dan Kohler. 
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Figure 2—Early delay scan results.  Here ωωωω1 = ωωωω2 = ωωωωm = 6620cm
-1

 = ωωωω1S.  Long population 

lifetimes are visible for ττττ2’1 = ττττ21 < 0 and ττττ2’1 > 0, ττττ21 = 0, but appear faint and narrow 

compared to the sharp peak when all pulses are overlapped in time. 
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Figure 3—Population lifetime slices.  ωωωω1 = ωωωω2 = ωωωωm = 6620 ± 50cm
-1

 = ωωωω1S.  Notice that the 

sharp peaks have slightly different positions from the calibrations on different days and 

that the relative size of the sharp peak and the long lifetime signal differ, likely according 

to undocumented precise neutral density filter position and OPA output power. 
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Figure 4-- Power dependence of population lifetime scans.  ωωωω1 = ωωωω2 = ωωωωm = 6900cm
-1

.  

These excitation frequencies are equal to the central frequency of the 1S exciton 

transition according to its drift over time.  Only qualitative information regarding 

excitation intensity is available. 
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Figure 5—Delay scan at “low” intensities taken after the scans shown in Figure 3.  Again 

ωωωω1 = ωωωω2 = ωωωωm = 6900cm
-1

.  The significant shift of signal away from the ττττ2’1 = ττττ21 diagonal is 

due to a calibration error briefly discussed in the text.  The low signal along the ττττ2’1 > 0, ττττ21 

= 0 axis is the result of low ωωωω1 intensity, and the creation of a proportionally small excited 

state population in the sample.  The apparent increase in intensity at longer population 

lifetimes may be due to relaxation to a surface trap state. 
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Figure 6—Femtosecond Batch 1 quantum dot absorption profiles over time.  The 

horizontal axis is in units of wavenumbers and the vertical axis is the sample absorbance.  

Though experiments on this batch of quantum dots ended in early November (2011), the 

sample was still occasionally used for alignment, and was otherwise allowed to continue 

aging.  The blue shift is evidence of oxidation of selenium and subsequent loss of PbSe dot 

volume from collisions.  Image used with permission from Dan Kohler. 
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Figure 7— Two-dimensional delay scans of PbSe quantum dot Femtosecond Batch 3.  

Here excitation frequencies are tuned as close to the center of the 1S exciton transition 

frequency as tuning curves allowed: ωωωω1 = ωωωω2 = ωωωωm = 6350cm
-1

.  Plots show the impacts of 

28-minute air-conditioner cycles, resulting in changes in relative ωωωω1 and ωωωω-2 timing and 

scattered light intensity.  (a) Intensity shown on a linear scale.  (b) The same scan shown 

on a logarithmic intensity scale.  Scans were collected as a sequence of vertical (fixed 

ττττ2’1) slices. 
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Figure 8—Two-dimensional frequency scan of PbSe quantum dot Femtosecond Batch 4.  

Here ττττ2’1 = ττττ21 = 0, but small temperature fluctuations cause those delay values to vary.  As 

the delay varies, the amount of time allowed for populations to be formed changes; the 

sensitivity of the intensity to this grow in time is revealed by the modulations.  The scan was 

collected as a sequence of vertical (fixed ωωωω1, ωωωωm) slices. 
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Figure 9—A two-dimensional delay scan of Femtosecond Batch 4 PbSe quantum dots.  The 

scale shown is logarithmic to emphasize the weak signal at positive ττττ2’1 and ττττ21.  Here ωωωω1 = 

ωωωωm = 7400cm
-1

 and ωωωω2 = 6600cm
-1

.  Using the two excitation frequencies to interact with 

opposite tails of the 1S exciton peak strongly suppresses contributions from processes 

requiring ωωωω1 and ωωωω-2 to create a population (strongest when ττττ2’1 > 0 and ττττ21 = 0).  Further 

overall signal decreases increased the visibility of the signal resulting from the ωωωω1 echo. 
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Figure 10—One-dimensional delay scan of a thin silicon wafer.  Here ωωωω1 = ωωωω2 = ωωωωm = 

7690cm
-1

 and ττττ21 = 0.  Temporal overlap of all pulses is shown at ττττ2’1 = 0 and the signal due 

to the faint reflection of ωωωω2’ is visible near ττττ2’1 = -8ps.  The small negative offset is due to the 

integrator box power supply, but the relative heights of the two peaks are still visibly about 

1:20. 
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Figure 11—Population lifetime scans on Femtosecond Batch 4 revealing ~3.2ps 

periodic undulations.  (a) ωωωω1 = ωωωω2 = ωωωωm = 6850cm
-1

. This scan was collected on 

March 14, 2012.  (b) ωωωω1 = ωωωω2 = ωωωωm = 6900cm
-1

. This scan was collected on March 

16, 2012.  Both scans show the same artifact.  Daily alignment procedures did 

not seem to disrupt the pattern. 
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Figure 12—Population lifetime scans taken of Femtosecond Batch 4 on March 13, 2012.  

The modulation frequency shows no dependence on excitation frequency or step size.  

Vertical offset and scaling were introduced as labeled to demonstrate the invariability to 

scan parameter alterations.  
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Figure 13—A subsection of the scan shown in Figure 12.  Here the modulation phase shows 

no dependence on excitation frequency or step size.  The vertical dashed line at ττττ2’1 = ττττ21 = -

4000fs serves to show the phase of the modulation at that delay for comparison with the 

phase shown in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14— Population lifetime scans on Femtosecond Batch 4 taken on March 21, 2012.  

Here ωωωω1 = ωωωω2 = ωωωωm = 6900cm
-1

.  Vertical dashed lines are included for ease of comparison 

with the modulation phase at the same delay values in Figure 13.  The shift of ~600fs can be 

produced by an ωωωω1 retroreflector actuator position change of 90µµµµm—well within the range 

that could be estimated from full realignment from one week to the next. 
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Table 1— Table showing delay simulation parameters used for qualitative comparison of 

various effects (middle column).  Values were chosen to match common PbSe quantum dot 

characteristics and femtosecond system instrumentation parameters.  (Right column) 

Parameter values used for the best fit of data shown in Figure 28a. 
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Figure 15—Two-dimensional delay scan simulations demonstrating the effects of 

inhomogeneous broadening.  Axes represent the time delay ranges commonly used in 

experiments (200fs to -300fs).  Delays corresponding to pulse overlap in time are shown by 

the added black lines for ωωωω-2/ωωωω2’ (diagonal) and ωωωω-2/ωωωω1 (horizontal).  (a) No inhomogeneous 

broadening.  Near zero delay (the intersection point of the two black lines), the intensity 

dips due to interference between multiple fully-coherent processes.  (b) Inhomogeneous 

broadening simulated by a Gaussian distribution of quantum dot transition energies (σσσσ = 

600cm
-1

) has been added.  The shift away from the lines indicating perfect pulse overlap 

reveals preference for rephasing pathways.  The dip near zero delay has disappeared 

because of the shift away from the pulse time-orderings that produce the fully coherent 

processes. 
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Figure 16—Cross-sections of the scans in Figure 15 showing population behavior.  Traces 

compare population behavior observed in the presence of inhomogeneous broadening shifts 

(black, red, and green) and in their absence (blue and orange).  The labels used correspond 

to the pulse time orderings described in the Theory section.  Traces also show the possible 

intensity difference between a population lifetime scan taken with ττττ21 = ττττ2’1 (black) and 

taken along the peak maximum, offset from the diagonal (red).  The grow-in times for 

pathway 5/6 scans are not significantly dependent on the presence or absence of 

broadening. 
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Figure 17—Two-dimensional delay scans comparing (a) the absence of non-resonant 

background signal with (b) constructive non-resonant contributions and (c) destructive 

non-resonant contributions. Axes represent the time delay ranges commonly used in 

experiments (200fs to -300fs).   
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Figure 18—Population lifetime profiles highlighting the effects of non-resonant four-wave 

mixing interference.  Vanishingly short state lifetimes for highly-detuned solvent and non-

confined PbSe electronic state transitions isolate contributions to delays that overlap all 

three pulses in time.  Constructive interference can give the appearance of reducing the 

population grow-in time.  Destructive interference suppresses early population-time signal, 

potentially producing a shoulder in the rising slope. 
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Figure 19—Two-dimensional frequency plots simulating a 1S exciton peak created when all 

pulses are overlapped in time.  (a) and (b) show the real portion of the sample polarization 

with and without the addition of non-resonant signal contributions.  (c) and (d) show the 

manifestation of these contributions on experiments that can only observe electric field 

intensities.  Signal produced near-resonance with the 1S transition experiences destructive 

interference with the constant background; some signal shifted away from the 1S feature 

experienced constructive interference. 
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Figure 20— Two-dimensional delay scans comparing relative influence of non-resonant 

signal contributions.  (a) The magnitude of the non-resonant signal matches that in Figure 

17c.  The relative intensity of the resonant signal is then decreased by a factor of (b) 4, (c) 8, 

and (d) 16.  Over the range of a frequency-domain experiment, the resonant signal 

intensities can change by these factors or more.  Axes again represent the time delay ranges 

commonly used in experiments (200fs to -300fs). 
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Figure 21— Population lifetime profiles revealing the qualitative effects of varying relative 

non-resonant/resonant four-wave mixing intensities, as shown in Figure 20.  Notice that the 

rising slope can have a shoulder (red), two shoulders as the non-resonant contribution 

becomes more significant (blue), or a distinct peak (green).  At very low resonant signal 

intensities, the delay profile can appear to decay quickly and grow back in. 
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Figure 22—A pair of population decay profiles for PbSe quantum dot Femtosecond Batch 

3.  ωωωω2’ and ωωωω-2 pulse energies were below the fluences required for significant multiexciton 

generation at both frequencies (at 6330cm
-1

 energies were 200nJ and 500nJ, respectively; at 

8000cm
-1

 they were 400nJ and 250nJ).  ωωωω1 pulse fluence was high enough for the average 

number of photons absorbed by each quantum dot to be 1.5 (pulse energy ~1000nJ), 

suggesting the possibility of some multiphoton absorption processes.  Here the delay 

calibration procedures were not yet optimized, so the location of the zero delay peak is 

shifted.   
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Figure 23—Population lifetime profiles near the 1S exciton transition of PbSe 

quantum dot Femtosecond Batch 8.  The weak signal high ωωωω1 = ωωωω2 = ωωωωm and ττττ21 = ττττ2’1 

= -40fs results from non-resonant contributions that stand out against the 

background when there is no appreciable resonant signal.  The 40fs shift results 

from an unknown delay miscalibration.   
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Figure 24— Population lifetime profiles to the blue of the 1S exciton transition of 

PbSe quantum dot Femtosecond Batch 4.  Here ωωωω1 = ωωωωm = 7200cm
-1

, more than 

300cm
-1

 higher than the center of the 1S exciton transition.  ωωωω2 values provide 

optimal signal at longer delays when compromising between interacting with a 

high number of dots (as revealed by the Gaussian distribution of the 1S exciton 

transition) and with the dots more efficiently accessed by ωωωω1.  Sharp non-

resonant signal is visible at short delays.  Positive delay times show scattered 

light when ωωωω2 = ωωωωm. 
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Figure 25— Population lifetime profiles to the red of the 1S exciton transition of 

PbSe quantum dot Femtosecond Batch 4.  Here ωωωω1 = ωωωωm = 6600cm
-1

, almost 300cm
-1

 

lower than the center of the 1S exciton transition.  Again, ωωωω2 values provide optimal 

signal at longer delays when compromising between interacting with a high number 

of dots and with the dots more efficiently accessed by ωωωω1.  Here no significant sharp 

non-resonant signal is visible at short delays, as predicted by the high resonant 

signal found when ωωωω1 is shifted to the red of ωωωω2 near a resonant feature (see Figure 

19).  Again, positive delay times show scattered light when ωωωω2 = ωωωωm. 
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Figure 26— A population decay profile for PbSe quantum dot Femtosecond Batch 8 (a) 

and the fit to that decay profile (b).  Here ωωωω1 = ωωωω2 = ωωωωm = 6900cm
-1

 and pulse fluences 

were chosen minimize multiphoton effects.  The alignment was such that the ~3ps 

modulation artifact was not significant.  The biexponential decay fit has a primary 

contribution with a lifetime of 11ps and a lesser contribution with a lifetime of 70ps 

(though slight adjustments of contribution magnitudes allow this second lifetime to be 

much longer without significant loss of fit quality). 
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Figure 27— A population transfer profile for PbSe quantum dot Femtosecond Batch 3 (a) 

and the fit to that profile (b).  Here ωωωω1 = ωωωωm = 6450cm
-1

 (near resonance with the 1S exciton 

transition) and ωωωω2 = 7840cm
-1

 (on resonance with the 1P exciton transition).  The sharp 

peak at early time delays corresponds to the appearance of non-resonant contributions, 

made visible by the weakness of the resonant feature at these excitation frequencies.  The 

grow-in (isolated and fit to a single exponential in (b)) corresponds to the relaxation of the 

1P exciton electron and/or hole to the 1S state and has a lifetime of 1.4ps.  The intensity 

decrease at ττττ21 = ττττ2’1 = -1800fs is likely due to the 3ps cycle of pitch/yaw on the delay stages.  

The exponential fit excludes these data points. 
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Figure 28— Two-dimensional delay scan (a) and simulation fit (b) of PbSe quantum dot 

Femtosecond Batch 8.  Here excitation frequencies are tuned to the center of the 1S exciton 

transition frequency: ωωωω1 = ωωωω2 = ωωωωm = 6950cm
-1

.  The fit quality is sensitive to the impact of 

contributions from coherence lifetimes, population lifetime, and non-resonant background.  

Fit parameters are included in Table 1.  The shift to negative ττττ21 values in the data is due to 

inhomogeneous broadening; the corresponding shift in the simulation is artificial.  For 

simplicity, inhomogeneous broadening was not included in this simulation.  The weak 

signal along the negative ττττ2’1 axis results from a double reflection artifact; no attempt is 

made to reproduce it in the fit. 
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Figure 29—Comparison of ττττ21 = ττττ2’1 cross-sections from Figure 28 data (black) 

and simulation (red). 
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Figure 30— Two-dimensional delay scan (a) and simulation fit (b) of PbSe quantum 

dot Femtosecond Batch 8.  Here excitation frequencies are tuned near to the center of 

the 1S exciton transition frequency: ωωωω2 = 6900cm
-1

 and ωωωω1 = ωωωωm = 6700cm
-1

.  The 

relative detuning suppresses signal along the positive ττττ2’1 axis, as seen in the simulated 

fit.  Coherence lifetime values are equal to those used to fit data in Figure 28. 
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Figure 31—Two-dimensional frequency scan of Femtosecond Batch 4 (a) and its 

corresponding frequency-domain simulation (b).  Here ττττ21 = ττττ2’1 = -40fs, so some 

contributions from other time-orderings and from non-resonant background signal can be 

expected.  Small additions of each improved the quality of the simulation fit.  Simulation 

parameters are shown in Table 2.  Black lines trace out the ωωωω1 = ωωωω2 diagonals. 
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Table 2—Frequency-domain simulation parameters for scans shown in Figures 31 and 35.  

Coherence dephasing rates were varied slightly around those measured in delay scans.  

Coulombic coupling and 1S exciton transition frequency values were also adjusted to 

optimize the fits. 
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Figure 32—Two-dimensional frequency scans showing division of the 1S exciton feature in 

a variety of conditions.  (a)-(c) Experiments measured 1S exciton structure of Femtosecond 

Batch 4 quantum dots; (d) measured that of Femtosecond Batch 8.  A variety of experiment 

dates and population times are represented: (a) March 15, 2012 4.5ps, (b) March 2, 2012 

1.0ps, (c) March 9, 2012 100fs, and (d) April 11, 2012 50fs.  The feature seems to broaden 

and lose some diagonal character as the population lifetime grows longer.  The relative 

intensity of the left part of the peak increases with population lifetime as well.  OPA power 

and alignment quality do not seem to correlate with the observed feature.  The proximity to 

any part of the phase of 3ps delay stage modulations is unknown. 
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Figure 33—Two-dimensional frequency scan of Femtosecond Batch 3 quantum dots at a 

population lifetime of -600fs.  Resonance with the 1P exciton transition increases the 

intensity of associated features.  The 1S exciton diagonal feature is present and real (see 

Figure 22), but not accessed in the scan range shown.  Though frequency-domain 

simulations do predict that resonant features will be shifted off the diagonal (shown by a 

black line), the magnitude of the shift for the 1P exciton diagonal feature is larger than 

expected. 
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Figure 34— Two-dimensional frequency scan of Femtosecond Batch 4 with ττττ21 = 0 and ττττ2’1 

= 100fs.  The diagonal character is characteristic of scans with this pulse sequencing 

because the strongest four-wave mixing signal results from processes in which ωωωω1 and ωωωω2’ 

create a population.  The cause of the shift to the left of the diagonal is unknown, but its 

magnitude is not appreciably larger than calibration fluctuations observed over the course 

of a day. 
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Figure 35—(a) A two-dimensional frequency scan of Femtosecond Batch 8 quantum dots 

with ττττ21 = 75fs and ττττ2’1 = 0.  (b) The best fit simulation of the 1S exciton peak scan shown 

in (a) featuring contributions from fully-coherent and partially-coherent processes and 

some non-resonant background.  (c) The same frequency domain simulation as shown in 

(b), but with all double quantum coherence contributions (those that pertain distinctly to 

ττττ21 > 0fs and ττττ2’1 = 0) removed.  The visible superiority of (b) to (c) reveals that fully 

coherent processes not observable with long excitation pulses are once again accessible. 
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Chapter 7: Outlook and Future Directions 

 The purpose of assembling a laser system with sub-50fs pulses was to adapt 

multiresonant coherent multidimensional spectroscopy methodologies developed on vibrational 

systems for use in the study of quantum-confined semiconductor systems.  Preliminary work 

performed with picosecond laser pulses provided important sample handling procedures, 

identified key experimental parameters, and produced frequency-domain data.  The inability to 

directly observe coherence lifetimes in explorations with picosecond pulses revealed a few 

critical limitations.  Without the ability to selectively study fully coherent phenomena, many of 

the questions pertaining to both fundamental quantum dot characteristics and the behavior of 

more-complicated nanostructures are unanswerable.  Preliminary experiments and developments 

with the femtosecond system suggest that the flexibility of MR-CMDS techniques is restored and 

available to contribute toward probing quantum-confined nanomaterials and guiding 

heterostructure synthesis for such applications as solar energy and solar fuel generation. 

 Studies performed with picosecond pulses provided an important picture of PbSe 

quantum structure and incoherent dynamics; the femtosecond system has now been shown to 

have those capabilities.  Earlier work demonstrated the coupling between the 1S and the 1P 

exciton states and measured the relaxation from the 1P to the band-edge.  Additionally, the long 

1S exciton population lifetime was directly measured and compared to results from the broader 

scientific community.  Fits to frequency-domain data provided coherence lifetimes and 

Coulombic coupling energies between two 1S excitons.  Femtosecond system experiments 

provided a similar measure of intraband relaxation and also showed the capability for use in 

tracing long population decay.  Though excitation pulses were spectrally broad, spectra exploring 
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basic excitonic structure revealed that none of the capabilities available to the picosecond system 

were lost in the transition. 

 Experiments using sub-50fs pulses improved upon the groundwork of the picosecond 

explorations by offering access to fully-coherent behavior.  Delay scans directly measured 

coherence lifetimes.  Frequency scans showed selective weighting of spectral features from 

specific coherence sequences. 

 Utilization of improved time resolution successfully improved upon initial experiments 

and sacrificed few, if any, previously enjoyed capabilities. 

7.1. Future Directions 

 Early experiments with the new laser system have not yet explored some of the loose 

ends left by the set of picosecond experiments.  Future research can move in two directions—

improvement of the existing technique and/or expansion to more complicated systems of study. 

 When first establishing the femtosecond system, pulse fluences damaged the quantum dot 

sample under study.  The damaged dots may display some of the surface trapping observed by 

the picosecond system, but may also observe the relaxation directly in the time domain.  

Intentional phototreatment of quantum dot samples may provide an opportunity to gain a greater 

understanding of that surface state and its associated dynamics.  Various surface passivation 

studies, akin to those performed by the Kambhampati group, may be beneficial as the project 

expands to characterization of interfaces and charge transfer. 

 Research featuring the 1P exciton state is currently indicative of the technique 

capabilities, but is still incomplete.  More extensive experiments studying the evolution of the 

hot exciton state may provide a comparison with hot electron transfer in later work.  
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Furthermore, higher energy quantum-confined exciton states currently are not thoroughly 

characterized.  Current instrumentation capabilities will allow larger tuning ranges, but some 

logistical barriers must be overcome.  Once those obstacles are removed, a more complete 

picture of quantum dot excitonic structure should be available.  Those scans will likely have to 

be performed in pieces, then stitched together, as the phase mismatch resulting from larger 

tuning ranges will certainly create anomalous spectral features. 

 Polarization rotation did not prove to be fruitful for the intended studies with the 

picosecond system.  The fast fine structure relaxation that eliminates the angular momentum 

grating created by two cross-polarized beams could not be observed by the picosecond pulses.  

Though some measurement of these states and their dynamics has already been performed, there 

may be merit in establishing further understanding of their behavior.  Those same states may be 

of interest in charge transfer studies, as the coupling between the fine structure of the quantum 

dots and the charge acceptor may be relevant.  

 The most broadly advantageous adaptation of the femtosecond system experiments is 

almost certainly the incorporation of cryogenic sample cooling.  The coherence lifetimes are 

currently long enough to be measured by the pulses, but decreasing the coherence dephasing rate 

will allow improved isolation of fully coherent pathways, help resolve multiexcitonic energetic 

structure, and increase the odds of observing coherent energy transfer in complicated 

nanostructure systems. 

 Indeed, the capabilities are now either in place or close at hand for studying those 

semiconductor structures that may prove to be invaluable contributions to solar energy and fuel 

technologies.  The structures themselves are fast becoming available, and multiresonant coherent 
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multidimensional spectroscopy is primed to provide the simultaneous structural and dynamical 

characterization required to inform and guide further synthetic strategies and developments. 
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Appendix A: Frequency Domain Simulations 

 The spectroscopy techniques developed for the experiments discussed in this work aim to 

use the advantages of both frequency- and time-domain approaches to isolate structural and 

dynamical properties of challenging systems.  An experiment in which excitation frequencies are 

scanned against each other while measuring output intensity provides information pertaining to 

the analyte energetic structure, but complicated interferences from different four-wave mixing 

processes can make it difficult to interpret spectra intuitively.  MR-CMDS chooses pulse 

sequences and timings to emphasize or isolate one set of processes from the others.   

Previous work has calculated the spectral signatures of each time-ordered pathway, but 

has done so for experiments with large scan ranges relative to transition and inhomogeneous line 

widths. 1  This appendix shows example calculated spectra using parameters and scan windows 

that better match PbSe quantum dot studies focusing on the 1S exciton and 1S+1S biexciton 

states.  Table 1 summarizes the parameters used.  The equations used to generate these images 

are taken from the Theory section and its description of the incorporation of inhomogeneous 

broadening (see Theory equations (32)-(34) for an example).  Pulse sequences are discussed 

according to their pathway labels shown in Theory Figure 1.  To better inform the interference 

patterns expected for scans only measuring non-linear signal intensity, pictures provided here 

show the real and imaginary portions of the emitted electric field in addition to the magnitude.  

Pathway pairs I/III and V/VI are shown only as combinations because experiments selecting 

either pair typically overlap the pulses in time in order to create a long-lived population state 

with minimal losses due to coherence dephasing. 
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Figures 1-3 show electric field contributions from the alpha, beta, and gamma pathways 

associated with each pulse time sequence.  Spectra for pathway I/III are very narrow because 

when ω1 = ω2 their excitations can create a long-lived population state when they are resonant 

with a transition.  The efficiency of creating this state is dependent on the amplitude of the 

convolution of the two excitation pulses.  Theory equations (17) and (19) inform this behavior, 

as their denominators depend on (ω - ω2) and Γgg or Γee.  With long population lifetimes (small 

decay rates), the sensitivity to the difference between excitation frequencies becomes all the 

more severe.  Because the simulations are performed in the continuous-wave limit, their 

frequency profiles are delta functions.  In real experiments, pulse widths broaden the diagonal 

feature, but the strong diagonal character is still evident.  Though pathways V and VI can also 

create populations, pulses from the same OPA create them, so ω - ω2 always equals zero and 

there is no additional diagonal line severity. 

The discussion of destructive interference between alpha/gamma and beta pathways in 

the Theory section can be seen clearly in contrasting Figures 1/3 and 2.  In the absence of 

Coulombic coupling, the resulting spectral line shape merely changes amplitude with the 

introduction of non-parametric pathways.  If the coupling is significantly larger than the 

homogeneous line widths, as is often the case in studies of vibrational modes, these beta 

pathways can be resolved as separate peaks.  As shown in Figure 4, when the line width is larger 

than the coupling, the signal from non-parametric processes appear to distort or shift the 

spectrum.  As a consequence, Coulombic coupling in PbSe quantum dots can be extracted from 

frequency domain data, but it can be difficult to do so by cursory inspection. 
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Figure 5a shows a frequency scan when all processes are allowed to contribute.  When all 

transitions are resonant, the decay rates are all that remain to determine polarization magnitudes 

(see Theory equations (16)-(19)).  As a consequence, the contributions of pathways with slow 

decay rates are more significant, as shown by the dominant character of pathways accessing 

long-lived populations (I/III and V/VI) in the overall spectrum. 

Figure 5b introduces non-resonant background to the combined PbSe 1S exciton signal.  

Most of the non-resonant contribution to spectra results from the high ultraviolet electronic 

transition χ(3) of the CCl4 solvent used in colloidal PbSe experiments.  The electronic transitions 

of the PbSe are closer to the wavelength range under study, but also contribute less because of 

the low quantum dot concentration relative to the solvent.  The real part of the non-resonant 

signal depends on the inverse of the detuning, whereas the imaginary part depends on the inverse 

of the detuning squared.  The large detuning from the CCl4 transitions then dictates that their 

contribution is mostly real, and the modest detuning of the PbSe suggests that a little imaginary 

contribution may still be present.  For each contribution, however, the magnitude of these 

frequency dependences changes very little across the frequency range featured in this work.  As a 

consequence of this reasoning, the simulation shown in Figure 5b treats the non-resonant signal 

as a constant with only a small imaginary component, as used in similar interference studies. 2  

Because of the sign information lost in the intensity spectrum, it is not intuitively clear how the 

addition of a constant background will distort and interfere with a spectrum, so careful 

calculation is important.  The high energy states accessed by the excitation beams are so far 

detuned that the state lifetimes are effectively zero, so the interference is only significantly 

present when all three pulses are overlapped in time. 
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Figure 1—The real contribution, imaginary contribution, and magnitude of the 
polarization created by the alpha processes of time orderings labeled above each column.  
The range of each spectrum was chosen to represent a common tuning range for 
experiments reported in this work—6550cm-1< ω1< 7750cm-1 and 6350cm-1< ω2< 7850cm-1.  
The thin lines through each picture other than those for pathway I/III (which are 
themselves little more than a thin line along this diagonal) show where ω1 = ω2; the spot 
marks the center frequency of the 1S exciton peak. 
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Figure 2— The real contribution, imaginary contribution, and magnitude of the 
polarization created by the beta processes of time orderings labeled above each column.  
The thin lines through each picture show where ω1 = ω2; the spot marks the center 
frequency of the 1S exciton peak. 
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Figure 3— The real contribution, imaginary contribution, and magnitude of the 
polarization created by the gamma processes of time orderings labeled above each column.  
The thin lines through the pathway V/VI spectra show where ω1 = ω2; the spot marks the 
center frequency of the 1S exciton peak. 
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Figure 4— The real contribution, imaginary contribution, and magnitude of the 
polarization created by the sum of alpha, beta, and gamma processes of time orderings 
labeled above each column.  The thin lines through each picture show where ω1 = ω2; the 
spot marks the center frequency of the 1S exciton peak. 
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Figure 5— (a) The real contribution, imaginary contribution, and magnitude of the 
polarization measured when all pathways contribute.  (b) The same spectra, but with a 
constant background added to simulate non-resonant background contribution.  The thin 
lines through each picture show where ω1 = ω2; the spot marks the center frequency of the 
1S exciton peak. 
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ωeg 6850 cm-1 

Coulombic coupling (2ωeg - ω2e,g) 120 cm-1 

μ2e,e/μeg 1.4 

Γeg = Γ2e,e 117 cm-1 

Γee = Γgg 4.8 cm-1 

Γ2e,g 304 cm-1 

σ 500 cm-1 

Table 1—Fitting parameters used in displayed plots.  Decay lifetimes used match those 
measured in PbSe time-domain spectra.  The 1S exciton frequency was chosen to match 
that of two batches featured in this work.  The ratio of transition dipole moments was 
taken from PbSe CMDS literature. 3  The inhomogeneous lifetime parameter was chosen to 
match common PbSe batch dispersity. 
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Appendix B: Phase Matching Near Absorptive Features 

 When working with samples that absorb strongly, it is important to consider the influence 

of perturbations to the index of refraction in the spectral vicinity of analyte resonances.  Such 

changes in the refractive index can diminish the intensity of four-wave mixing output by 

inducing or increasing a phase mismatch.  To calculate the magnitude of this impact, a rigorous 

investigation is required. 

 The experiments performed for this project make use of the following phase matching 

expression, where  is the wave vector of the electric field launched by the non-linear 

polarization created by , , and ′.  The phase-matching condition is met when ∆ 0. 

∆   ′  

 Initial alignment for the experiments of any given day involves optimizing the incident 

beam pointing to achieve phase-matching.  This alignment is performed with ω1 = ω2, leading 

the angles between each beam and the optical axis to be close to equal.  As various experiments 

are conducted, the difference between ω1 and ω2 changes.  Without realigning the system 

between data points, it is impossible to entirely avoid phase mismatch.  The intensity of the 

output field diminishes with mismatch and path length, , according to ∆ /2 . It 

becomes important, then, to choose experimental parameters that minimize this mismatch in the 

frequency range of any set of experiments. 

 To calculate the magnitude of the phase mismatch, ∆ , consider the following definition, 

   ′  so that ∆  .  Using column vectors to characterize the x-, y-, 

and z-axis components of the vectors, with the z-axis defining the optical axis,  
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  0  
0

 0   

where  is the angle between each vector and the optical axis and the vector representations of 

each incident beam correspond to the orientation chosen during lab alignment.  Calculating 

intensity losses from phase mismatch requires determination of the magnitude of ∆ .  According 

to the law of cosines, 

∆   2 cos  

Here  is simply the relative angle between  and .  As all vector magnitudes are non-

negative, it is apparent upon inspection that the highest intensity light, which corresponding to a 

 direction with minimized ∆ , occurs when 0.  Then 

∆   2    

This value can, in turn, be calculated directly by recalling that we use a monochromator to isolate 

output light with frequency equal to ω1, as that output frequency is expected for all processes in 

which electric field energy is conserved between the incident fields and the excited oscillator.  

Hence  .  The magnitude of  can be calculated from its vector representation 

above: 

2 cos φ

2  
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Notice that, when  ,   and ∆ 0.  In all other cases, it is important to 

calculate  and . 

 As 2  and the frequency, , is already well known for each beam from 

calibration, only refractive index requires further attention.  Of particular interest over the 

frequency ranges of these experiments is the rapidly-varying change in index of refraction in the 

spectral vicinity of a resonance, as opposed to the slow variation due to the high energy 

electronic resonances of the solvent.  Because both absorption coefficient (α) and index of 

refraction are characteristics of the linear susceptibility ( ), one can be calculated from the 

other by use of the Kramers-Kronig transformation.  In the case of a pure substance—a decent 

approximation for case of an effectively constant solvent index of refraction—the change in 

index of refraction due to a resonance is 

Δ  2 Γ
 

 
2 Γ

ln 10  

where  is the difference between the transition frequency and the frequency of the observation, 

 is the speed of light,  is the linear absorbance of the sample,  is the pathlength of the sample, 

 is the frequency of observation, and Γ is the dephasing rate of a coherence between the state of 

interest and the ground state. 

 Using the above equations for index of refraction and phase mismatch, it is then possible 

to use a linear absorbance spectrum, in concert with lifetimes measured in four-wave mixing 

experiments and common beam alignment angles, to calculate the loss of output intensity due to 

imperfect phase-matching.  An example of the magnitude of this effect using  .02 (an upper 

limit for the value used for the line of experiments discussed here), an ω2 frequency resonant 
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with the transition, and the absorption profile of PbSe quantum dot sample “fs Batch 8” 

(included as a dashed line) is shown in Figure 1.  Earlier experimental designs made use of faster 

focusing optics, increasing the angle by a factor of two or more.  For comparison, Figure 2 shows 

the intensity loss incurred by phase mismatch when the angle is increased to  .05. 
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Figure 1—Index of refraction impacts on four-wave mixing intensity.  With ω2 tuned to 
resonance at 7017cm-1, the solid curve shows the fraction of the intensity that could have 
been seen if phase matching angles had been optimized at that pair of frequencies.  The 
dashed line shows the absorbance of the sample (1mm path length) over the frequency 
range of interest.  (Inset) The perturbation to the index of refraction owing to the exciton 
resonance. 
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Figure 2—Index of refraction impacts on four-wave mixing intensity as the angle is 
changed.  The solid line shows the fluctuation in output intensity as laser frequencies vary 
when using the low angle alignment featured in this line of experiments.  The dashed line 
shows the same fluctuations when the angles between the input beams and the optical axis 
are increased, as corresponds to one of the shallower focuses of the alternative alignment 
schemes considered. 
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Appendix C: Daily Calibration Routine 

 The femtosecond laser system is particularly sensitive to ambient laboratory temperature 

drift and air currents.  As the environment can and does fluctuate, careful daily (and sometimes 

twice daily) calibration is important for confidence in experimental results.  The following 

instructions should allow a reproduction of the routine that was used as the standard procedure.  

All optical component designations correspond to labeling shown in Figures A-C (at the end of 

this appendix). 

 With a well-aligned Spitfire Pro 4W regenerative amplifier, use the Spitfire operation 

software to turn on the Empower and turn its current up to the most recent operating setting.   If 

not already activated, turn on Pockels cells channels 1, 2, and 3 by opening the Channels Step 

window from the View menu (see Figure 1) and pressing the buttons to the right of each 

channel’s name (they will be green and illuminated when the cells are turned on, as shown in 

Figure 2).  At the time of the writing of this document, the timings were set at 107.00ns, 

126.00ns, and 238.00ns for the three channels, respectively.  The Spitfire requires a solid 30 

minutes to stabilize.  This waiting time is well-spent filling any detector dewars, turning on any 

choppers that will be used during the day, and starting COLORS, the femtosecond system 

operation LabVIEW program developed by Schuyler Kain.  Once the amplifier has warmed up, 

measure the output power with a 407A Spectra Physics power meter in the beamline going to 

OPA2 (between BS1 and M1).  The power measured should be 1.80±0.02W.  If the output power 

is too low, small changes in seed routing mirrors can sometimes restore the loss.  If the measured 

power is still too low, the Empower current may have to be increased.  Increasing the current, 
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however, is only a temporary fix and can greatly affect OPA tuning curves.  Eventually, a 

realignment of the Spitfire will be required to restore output power at lower pump current. 

 Light from the optimized Spitfire is used to pump a pair of matching optical parametric 

amplifiers (TOPAS C).  Internal alignment changes are seldom required, and the details of those 

alterations are not included in this document.  Please refer to the manual or documentation from 

Schuyler Kain for details.  Daily operation and optimization requires the OPA actuators to be set 

to positions known to produce efficient pulse generation.  For studies performed in the near-

infrared, 1300nm was commonly used as the daily reference point for much of the alignment 

process.  For consistency, begin optimization with OPA1.  Position the 407A behind Wi2.  

Adjust the pointing into OPA1 using M5 to maximize output power.  From that local power 

maximum, adjust the pulse compression setting from the main window of the Spitfire software to 

further increase the OPA output power.  This pair of actions should be repeated iteratively until 

there is no further improvement.  Practically, the changes brought about by these actions are 

usually small enough to see no improvement from iterations beyond the first.  Optimization of 

OPA2 is performed in a similar manner, but the 407A should (obviously) be positioned behind 

Wi3 and only the input pointing (using M3) should be adjusted.  A BK7 window, Wi1, has been 

placed in the beam path before OPA2 in order to closely reproduce the chirp in the beamline sent 

to OPA1 produced by being transmitted through BS1.  Because of this compensation, optimal 

compression for one OPA has been shown to be optimal for the other once tuning curves are 

established with any particular set of optics. 

 The next calibration step seeks to test and correct the OPA tuning curves.  This process 

begins by closing OPA2.  If the system was used in the past week, there should be no need to 

fully realign the table.  If the beam is passing through the optical path of the table (easily 
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determined by adjusting ND1 or ND2 to pass all light and checking for obstructions with a white 

note card), the tuning process will only require adjustment of M27 to pass the beam through the 

entrance slit of the monochromator.  Monitor the detector voltage in LabVIEW to ascertain when 

the light is passing through the entrance slit.  Adjust ND1 to ensure that voltage reported by 

Labview, multiplied by the integrator box scale setting (usually 1 or 0.5), does not exceed the 

maximum of the linear detection range of 0-2V of the currently-employed InSb detector.  When 

adjusting this filter, be sure that you can see the back reflection of the beam on the black metal 

shield on the edge of the table.  Rotate the filter to the point where the back-reflected spot hits 

the shield, but if rotated any more would be clipping the M12 mirror mount.  If monochromator 

slits must be closed in order to achieve the desired voltage, close the exit slit.  The entrance slit is 

usually set to 100µm for this step.  If it is closed further, deflections caused by chromatic 

aberration from L1 may prevent light from other wavelengths from entering the monochromator.  

If L1 is achromatic, close both entrance and exit slits until the voltage levels return to the desired 

range. 

From the COLORS main window (see Figure D, at the end of this appendix), in the 

ColorTune window accessed from the TUNE button, choose the “Test” tab, as circled in Figure 

3.  For the first investigation, leave the “Use tune points” box checked and run the module.  The 

file produced provides spectral pulse profile Gaussian fit information for each tuning curve point.  

If the test results reveal that the tuning curve points all have nice Gaussian profiles (fit values all 

above 0.97), wavelength correction is sufficient.  Simply substitute the value of the fit center for 

the corresponding wavelength entry in the tuning curve file.  Once this substitution is complete, 

save the adjusted tuning curve file and close the TUNING window.  Reload the OPA by going to 
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the Advanced Controls window (ADV button) for the OPAs (Figure 4), and the ADV menu for 

that window (Figure 5).  Reload OPA1, verifying that tuning curve file pathways still display.  

Close the most advanced window, then press the CAL ALL button in the first Advanced 

Controls window to reset the locations of the OPA actuators, making sure that the desired OPA 

is being calibrated, as indicated by the “OPA1…” or “OPA2…” in the upper left corner of this 

window.  With the new tuning curve file now loaded, return to the TuneTest module, now 

running through the tuning curve in even intervals (instead of only at the tuning points), usually 

of 25nm.  Check the TuneTest fit file to verify that the interpolated wavelength values are 

accurate. 

If the TuneTest results reveal that  the tuning curve has many points that have a poor fit 

to a Gaussian profile (less than 0.90 should certainly receive attention; more than half of the 

points below a fit quality of 0.95 should also draw some attention), an additional optimization 

step may be required.  A poor Gaussian fit, particularly when accompanied by common 

amplitudes, is often an indication of wings in the pulse profile.  The appearance of the plotted 

data points relative to the curve fit should confirm or deny this possibility.  Many times, the 

presence of wings is an indicator of poor internal timing in the OPA.  The addition of an offset to 

the D2 column of the tuning curve file may help correct this problem.  With the beam directed 

into the monochromator and neutral density levels set as one would choose for a TuneTest, open 

the OPA advanced control window.  Apply changes to the D2 actuator position to optimize the 

voltage reading from the detector connected to the output of the monochromator.  Note the 

difference between the angles (as opposed to the microstep values) of the initial and final D2 

positions.  Enter this value into the tuning curve file and run a TuneTest to see if the wings have 

disappeared or the fits improved. 
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Repeat this tuning procedure with OPA2.  It is advisable to block delay 1 for this process.  

The beamline coming from delay 2 is deflected vertically by chromatic aberration, so a more 

uniform pulse energy profile can be expected.  With either of these two OPA2 beamlines, 

however, the spectral dependence of the beamsplitter (BS2) will lead to significant variation in 

power from one end of the tuning curve to the other.  When adjusting ND2, send the back 

reflection through aperture A1.  The reflected beam is already angled slightly upward, so there is 

little risk of sending the beam back into the OPA. 

To avoid the appearance of beam power related artifacts in scans, it is important to ensure 

that there are no major variations in power as an OPA scans across its tuning range.  To avoid the 

appearance of peaks and dips in data that are due solely to OPA intensity at specific 

wavelengths, run power smoothness tests for each OPA before attempting any experiments.  

These tests are run after the accuracy of the tuning curves have been tested and confirmed.  

Simply watch the voltage from the 407A as the OPA in study is scanned from one end of the 

tuning curve to the other.  To avoid cross talk in BNC connector block (NI-BNC-2110), close 

one of the shutters for the monochromator before doing this scan.  If the resultant scan shows any 

strong local dips or peaks (see Figure 6 for an example), then some optimization will be required.  

It is common for beam intensity to diminish significantly at the edges of a tuning range, for 

example as the BBO’s signal beam draws close to the degeneracy point; such power precipices 

may be difficult to correct.   

The COLORS software includes a powerful tuning curve optimization routine called the 

SmartTune module.  This module will iteratively optimize actuators in the OPAs at a single 

wavelength or for each point in the tuning curve.  To make the most efficient use of this 

capability, it is important to perform some preliminary investigations.  As in the procedure for 
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determining a D2 offset, direct the beam into the monochromator and apply appropriate neutral 

density levels, then open the OPA advanced control window.  Apply changes to each of the 

actuator positions in turn while watching the voltage reading from the detector connected to the 

output of the monochromator.  C1 and D1 control the crystal angle and delay pertaining to the 

generation of the pre-amplified signal and idler beams.  D1 ensures that the seed and pump are 

overlapped in time at the crystal; C1 is changes to ensure correct phase-matching for desired 

signal and idler outputs.  C2 and D2 control the phase-matching and temporal overlap of the pre-

amplified signal and the power-amplification pump.  If changes of 50 microsteps in any of the 

four actuators yield an increase of detected light, make a note of it.  Access the smart module via 

its tab in the TUNING window, as circled in Figure 7.  Select the actuators in need of change in 

the order they are best optimized (usually D2 first, then either C2 or D1; C1 should rarely be 

changed) and two or three iterations.  A color tolerance of 1% is preferable if you’re trying to 

optimize the power of tuning curve points that already output light very near to their stated 

wavelength.  After the module has been run to completion, the position of the OPA should reflect 

the best position discovered.  Substitute those angle values for the corresponding values in the 

tuning curve file and rerun the power smoothness test.  Variations of 10-15% or less from point 

to point are acceptable. 

General table alignment follows OPA calibration.  If major changes to the table were 

made since the last alignment, it may be necessary to repeat the procedure used when the table 

was first arranged (see Femtosecond Table Instrumentation in the Instrumentation chapter).  To 

generate reproducible experimental conditions, it should only be necessary to vary alignment 

into retroreflectors, pointing into the focusing mirror, and overlap at the sample cell position. 
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Alignment into the retroreflectors is both important and simple.  If the beams are not 

parallel to the translation axis of the delay stages, then any movement of the stages will result in 

pointing changes.  A series of irises have been positioned such that, if aligned to, the desired 

angles can be achieved.  Use W1 to align to A1 and M6 to align to A2.  Verify that the 

corresponding beamline also passes through the center of A3.  Similarly, adjust W2 to direct the 

beam through A4 and M14 to direct through A5.  The OPAs emit light intensely at the calibrated 

wavelength and weakly at various other sum frequencies and harmonics.  Near-IR experiments 

commonly use 1300nm for this alignment step.  At this setting, a small red dot at about 650nm 

(the doubled signal light) is spatially aligned with the desired 1300nm light (an IR viewer and the 

power meter verify this claim).  Align the red spot, not the white/blue/green blur. 

A mounted metal plate with graph paper is used to reproduce beam pointing into the 

spherical focusing mirror, FM1.  The graph paper has dots drawn on to indicate the desired 

position of the beams.  At the first mask position (MP1), use the actuators on the retroreflector 

stages to align to the inner perimeter of dots.  Loosen the knobs that are used to hold the stages 

firmly in place before adjusting the corresponding actuators.  Move the mask to its second 

location (MP2) and use M8, M10, and M16 to overlap the beams with the outer ring of dots.  

Iterate between these two steps until each beam is overlapped with its dot at both MP1 and MP2.  

Tighten the translation stage knobs again; slight vibrations can dramatically change temporal 

overlap if those stages are not fixed in place.  The motorized delay controls work on different 

stages that are significantly more stable. 

When the pulses differ in frequency by hundreds of wavenumbers, the change in index of 

refraction in quartz (as found in the sample cell windows) will induce a shift in the relative delay 

up to 15fs.  In order to eventually account for this shift, insert into the beam paths, just after 
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M22, a piece of quartz with thickness about 1mm.  This insertion may cause slight pointing 

changes, so it is important to perform all spatial alignments with this quartz in place.     

The preceding procedure brings the beams close to spatial overlap at the sample cell 

position.  To further improve the overlap, place a pinhole (50 or 100µm should be small enough) 

in the sample cell position.  Note the z-axis position of the translation stage, as its position in 

future alignment and calibration steps will be chosen relative to this point.  It has been common 

to choose “5.00” (as in 500/1000 of an inch) as the position for the pinhole.  Adjust the x- and y-

axis positions of the sample cell stage to allow as much intensity from the three beams as 

possible.  Then, using either a power meter or visual inspection, again adjust mirrors M8, M10, 

and M16 until all three beams pass through the pinhole as efficiently as possible.  Final overlap 

optimization will be performed in the next step. 

Once the beams are overlapped in space, it is possible to calibrate their overlap in time.  

Place the BBO in the sample stage perpendicular to the z-axis and move the z-axis position 0.200 

inches closer to the laser source.  If an actuator reading of “5.00” was used for the pinhole, move 

the stage to the “7.00” position.  Adjust the neutral density filters ND1 and ND2 to let most light 

pass.  The signal-to-noise ratio improves dramatically when working with pulses of energy 8-

10mJ instead of the hundreds of nanojoules used in careful PbSe nanocrystal experiments.  

Performing the initial calibration with OPAs set to 1300nm should make most of the nonlinear 

processes of interest visible to the naked eye.  Place a note card or white beam stop far enough 

from the crystal to see the three transmitted (and spatially-overlapped frequency-doubled) beams 

separated from each other; immediately before mirror M25 is a good location.  Double check to 

ensure that the beams are passing through BBO material, as there are cracks in the crystal (from 
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overheating when initial delay calibration was being performed) and gaps where the crystal no 

longer is.  Though the rotation of the crystal should be adjusted to minimize scatter and optimize 

sum frequency light, if no non-linear light is visible, a starting angle reading of 40 degrees has 

worked for vertically polarized light in the past.  If the delays were calibrated the day before, 

sum frequency peaks located between any pair of the transmitted beam spots may already be 

visible.  If no such delay dependent spots are visible, note the position of the z-axis actuator 

controlling the w1 beamline retroreflector (RR3), loosen its tightening screw, and use it to 

translate that delay stage slowly.  Perfectly spatially-aligned beams will overlap in time for less 

than 10µm of delay stage translation, so it can be easy to miss.  As soon as some sum frequency 

light has been seen for both ω1/ω2 combinations, tighten the delay stage and use the main 

window of COLORS to provide the delay adjustments needed to easily see light from each 

combination of beams. 

In order to obtain a reliable calibration of the relative pulse delays and characterize their 

temporal profiles, it is important to fit the intensity of each sum frequency peak as it changes 

with delay.  It is complicated to coordinate monochromator settings for each delay scan in an 

upcoming alignment step, so use the ThorLabs PM100D detector for this process instead of the 

InSb.  Remove the BNC cable connected to the “Last Sample” output or “Averaged Output” on 

the boxcar integrator, shown in Figure 8 and connect it to the output from the ThorLabs detector 

control box.  Make sure that the settings of the ThorLabs detector are set to 675nm sensitivity (or 

even further to the red) with a scale maximized at 1.10µW.  If the OD1 neutral density filter had 

been attached to the detector head, remove it.  The detector will power down after a while if the 

AC power adapter is not plugged in.  Because of the possibility of drifting “ground” between 
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different power outlets, be sure to have the BNC cabling in electric contact with some other 

device, or a high DC voltage may be the only reading to appear from the ThorLabs detector in 

the COLORS software.  Pulse delays are very sensitive to air currents in lab, so if experiments 

will be making use of a chopper, make sure that it has been on for at least 30 minutes so that the 

ambient conditions are in a steady state.  Position the detector directly in front of aperture A7 

with a small iris immediately after mirror M26.  Adjust the height and lateral location of each of 

these objects to select and isolate each sum frequency beam, in turn.  Begin by isolating the 

beam located between ω1 and ω2’, controlled by D1 (and placing a card in front of A3 to block 

the ω-2 beamline).   

Before scanning the delays, it is important to establish reasonably stable lighting 

conditions.  This can be done by turning the lights off and standing very still to avoid casting a 

shadow on the detector, or by covering part of the table with black felt to prevent ambient light 

from hitting the detector.  Once lighting conditions are stabilized, open the PulseScan module in 

COLORS and select D1 as the scanning variable.  Start the scan about 200fs higher than the best 

estimate for the delay of overlap (which may be 0fs, if you were already close to calibrated), and 

end it 200fs lower.  20fs steps should be sufficient for this stage of the procedure.  When the scan 

has completed, there should be a Gaussian fit profile overlaying the data points and a value for 

the full width at half max, as shown in Figure 9.  Click on the ZERO button at the bottom of the 

screen to set the center of this distribution as the location of zero delay.  This act should also 

move the delay to that position.  Watching the signal strength on the main window, adjust the 

pointing of M16 until the SFG light is maximized.  This procedure should verify that the spatial 

overlap is optimal.  As this pointing change may induce slight timing adjustment, it will be 
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necessary to reset the zero position, but this will be accomplished after accounting for the pulse 

timing variations due to spectral tuning. 

Calibration of D2 and verification of pulse widths will follow, but if scans are to be 

performed at any laser frequencies other than those used to calibrate delays, it will be necessary 

to run the ZeroTune module.  This process accounts for changes in delay caused by varying 

crystal angles in the OPAs and the changes in quartz refractive index mentioned earlier—which 

together can introduce an error of the same order as the laser pulsewidth.  While aligned to 

calibrate D1, open the module and select OPA1 corrections.  This routine will measure the delay 

at different laser wavelengths and use that information to adjust the physical location of “zero” 

any time the wavelength is moved.  Verify that the settings match the desired delay and 

wavelength range, then run the module.  When it is complete, the main COLORS window should 

indicate that the correction array has been created.  Run the module again, but do so for OPA2 

D1, instead.   

Reposition the iris and the detector to measure the SFG beam created by ω1 and ω-2 (D2).  

Repeat the procedure above to find a rough zero, optimize overlap (now using mirror M10), and 

measure the delay corrections needed by OPA2 D2. 

With all of the spectral correction arrays created and loaded into COLORS, set the OPAs 

back to 1300nm and set the zero points for D1 and D2.  Lastly, position the detector between the 

beamlines for ω2’ and ω-2 and use the pulse module to plot sum frequency intensity as a function 

of relative delay with one of the delays set at 0fs.  This scan should confirm the calibration and 

serve as an autocorrelation plot for purposes of divining pulse temporal width. 
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The last stage of alignment couples the desired four-wave mixing output into the 

monochromator.  Reconnect the BNC cable from the ThorLabs detector to the boxcar (“Last 

Sample” when no chopper is used, “Averaged Output” when using active background 

subtraction).  Verify that the Polarity Control AVERAGED OUTPUT switch on the back of the 

boxcar averager is set to “toggle” for active baseline subtraction experiments.  Close A7 until it 

blocks all three laser lines, but passes any light that might be four-wave mixing light.  Silicon 

produces strong four-wave mixing signal from wavelengths in the near-infrared out to several 

microns.  Place the silicon plate in the sample cell position and move the stage to a z-axis 

position of “9”.  At D1 = D2 = 0fs and ω1 = ω-2 = ω1, there will be plenty of light.  Increase the 

neutral density until each beam has no more than the energy desired for subsequent experiments.  

Adjust the pointing of M27 until the signal is optimally pointed into the monochromator and 

verify that it is signal by testing its dependence on each beamline.  Next close A7 until the 

aperture is as small as it can be without constant pressure.  Change the height and horizontal 

position of this aperture until the most light passes through, then open it back up to as much as 

1cm in diameter.  In similar fashion, but using the positioning screws whenever possible, 

optimize the position of A6.  Leave A6 no more than 2 or 3mm open.  These two apertures do 

much to limit the amount of scatter reaching the detector from transmitted beams. 

Finally, place the sample cell into its mount and remove the piece of quartz between M22 

and the sample cell.  The z-axis position should be adequately close to that used for the silicon 

wafer.  For PbSe quantum dot samples, a monochromator front slit width of 200µm and a back 

slit width of 350µm have been found to be suitable for minimizing scatter and retaining 

sufficient spectral resolution.  If the scatter-to-signal ratio is still high, adjust the horizontal and 
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vertical position of the sample cell to move away from any regions that might have scratches or 

laser-induced salt deposits.  All the rest is in the experimental design. 
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Figure 1— Spitfire Main window.  Notice the Empower current set at 22.1A.  Notice the 

oscillator frequency at 76.13MHz.  Notice the indicator lights on the left revealing that the 

amplifier, the Timing Delay Generator, the Empower, and the Temperature Control Unit 

are all powered.  Notice from the grayed-out “Run” button and the illuminated red 

“Emission” indicator that the Empower is on.  Notice that the two photodiode indicator 

lights (labeled PD1 and PD2) are illuminated, indicating that the seed is mode-locked and 

at least close to correctly aligned.  In cases where the seed alignment is poor, the observed 

oscillator frequency will fluctuate and the grayed-out “OSC FREQ LOCKED” button will 

be yellow and the cavity will be sealed-off.  Correct alignment and press the yellow button 

to reset the error and enable amplifier activity.  In cases where the seed alignment is poor 

or has lost mode-locking, the bandwidth detector (BWD) will close the cavity and the 

grayed-out “BWD OK” will be yellow.  Reestablish mode-locking, ensure that the two 

photodiode indicators are illuminated, and press the yellow button to reset the error.  

Lastly, notice in the top right corner the controls for the compressor mirror delay.  These 

controls are not optimal, but are functional.  The button will not appear to be depressed 

when using the right-click action, but the delay is still moving.  Do not use the “jog” 

buttons during regular alignment; the movement speed is too high.  After amplifier 

realignment, large adjustment may be needed.  Slide the MOTOR SPEED setting from 

MIN to SLOW or NORMAL by left-clicking and dragging the yellow pin to the desired 

setting, then quickly left-clicking on the new setting again to confirm that the move was 

intentional. 
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Figure 2—Spitfire Channels Setup window.  Notice that all Pockels cells channels are 

currently turned on, as indicated by the depressed and illuminated green buttons to the 

right of each channel name. 
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Figure 3—Running a TuneTest from the ColorTune window “Test” tab (indicated by the 

red oval). 
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Figure 4—Topas “Advanced” controls.  Common uses in alignment are described in the 

main text.  To manually change an actuator, enter the desired microstep value in the 

appropriate row of the “New” column and press the “MOVE!” button.    Alternatively, 

press the “CONT” button for continuous reading of the “New” column and either enter the 

desired new position or place the cursor after any digit in the existing entry and use the up 

and down arrows on the keyboard to change the values.  In each case, the change will have 

taken place by the time the value shown in the “Microsteps” updates.  The “Geometric” 

column is the physical position or angle of the corresponding OPA element.  The “Affix” is 

a static offset.  The geometric angle is calculated by multiplying the Microsteps value and a 

conversion constant, then adding the affix. 
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Figure 5—Topas Advanced Advanced window.  When adjusting tuning curve files, this 

window can be used to reload the curves into LabVIEW.  Simply press the appropriate 

RELOAD button.  If the file path still appears on the left-hand side of this window, then 

the reload was successful. 
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Figure 6—The influence of the Smart module correction.  Shown above is the pulse energy at 

the output of OPA1.  Before applying the correction algorithm, the output power profile 

(black) shows an abysmal dip near 7400cm
-1

.  After actuator optimization, the profile (red) 

has been smoothed nicely. 
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Figure 7—Running the Smart module from the ColorTune window “Smart” tab (indicated 

by the red oval). 
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Figure 8—Boxcar averager.  Notice in particular the output cable (shown with red tape) 

connected to the “AVERAGED OUTPUT” BNC, used when active background subtraction 
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functionality is enabled.  In experiments without a chopper, the LAST SAMPLE output 

(two rows below AVERAGED OUTPUT) is used. 

  

Figure 9—PulseScan module, shown after a delay calibration scan.  Notice the Gaussian fit 

and the displayed Center and FWHM values. 
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Figure A1—Optical table arrangement with element labels. 
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Figure A2—Optical table arrangement with beam traces.  Blue traces show the paths of ωωωω2 

and ωωωω2’.  Red traces show the path of ωωωω1. 
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Figure B1— Optical table arrangement continued down-stream.  The PM100D is shown 

out of beam paths.  The BBO is shown in the sample cell position. 
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Figure B2— Optical table arrangement continued down-stream with beam traces.  Blue 

traces show the paths of ωωωω2 and ωωωω2’.  Red traces show the path of ωωωω1. 
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Figure C1— Optical table near the OPAs with element labels.  The figure shows the area 

after the OPA area enclosure was completed and the chirp compensation window (Wi1) 

was placed before OPA2. 
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Figure C2—Optical table near the OPAs with beam traces.  Blue traces show the paths of 

ωωωω2 and ωωωω2’.  Red traces show the path of ωωωω1.  Violet traces show the amplifier output as it 

pumps the OPAs. 
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Figure D—COLORS main window.  Scan parameters are set in the upper left corner.  

Simple OPA, monochromator, and delay controls are shown at the bottom of the window.  

ColorTune and PulseScan modules are accessed by the TUNE and PULSE buttons in the 

lower right corner.  An active report of voltages for various channels is shown across the 

top.  The tabs below this voltage screen also provide the option of watching the scan in 

progress (“Current Scan”) or plotting and processing existing data (“Post Processing”).  
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Appendix D: Power Measurement With “The Pig” 
 Calibrating pyroelectric detectors can be fun and educational, but before you decide to do 

so, there are a few things you should know.   

First of all, the voltmeter requires that two leads find their way from the meter to the pig.  

The pig, however, has plugs for four tails, so you must choose wisely.  In this case, the two black 

plugs are the signal plugs; connect the pig to the voltmeter by plugging the two leads into the two 

black plugs.  Just leave the red ones alone.  I know… but leave them alone anyway.  The 

appropriate sockets have been labeled.  Are you happy now?  The other two plugs were simply 

used for calibrating the pig—run a known current through a known resistor… produce a known 

heating. 

Next, verify that the 9V batteries still have sufficient charge for effective use.  Switch the 

voltmeter box to the “battery check” setting.  If the needle passes into the green region when the 

setting is on volts, then life is good (~9V is very good). 

To ensure that you and the voltmeter are on good terms, switch the voltmeter to “zero 

check” and verify that it is reading zero when everything is shorted out inside.  Once that is done, 

you’re ready to step into the world of pyro calibration. 

Line up the opening to the pig without actually letting the tracer beam hit the detector 

much.  The detector in the pig takes a long time to cool down, so minimizing the amount of 

energy it gets is key.  This alignment may require shorter legs or use of various stands; be 

creative if need be.  When the pig is aligned such that the beam travels down the cavity of the pig 

perpendicular to the detector, turn off the HeNe and get the OPAs ready.   

To calibrate pyros, it is important to make use of two polarizers—one to provide 

continuous adjustment of power and one to make sure that the polarization running through the 
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system is always vertical by the time it reaches the beam splitters (it will be horizontal coming 

out of the OPAs, and rotated by periscopes).  For more information as to why this is the case, 

look up information about Brewster’s angle and/or reflected and transmitted energy as it relates 

to polarization.  See pp73-78 in Guenther’s Modern Optics text (John Wiley, 1990) for some 

explanation.  Anywho, leave the pig blocked for a bit as you get the polarizers set up; you’ll use 

the pyros to find the initial setting of these polarizers.  Put the last polarizer (last meaning the one 

that encounters the beam last) into place.  Adjust the polarization angle to allow the maximum 

amount of light through possible.  Now put in the second polarizer and set it to block out all light 

entirely.   

 If any light was allowed into the pig, it may still be warm.  Make sure that it is allowed 

plenty of time to stop its decline (often 30 minutes or more if you gave it a good zap with the 

HeNe).  Once it seems to have stopped moving (as visible on the 3 or 1 microvolt scale), set the 

zero level.  Now is the time to open up the OPA to be used for pyrocalibration.  Your initial 

reading should be close to zero, both on the voltmeter and in Labview (reading the setting for the 

appropriate pyro).  Record data points at intervals as you slowly rotate the polarization of the 

first polarizer (according to beam path, again).  Once you’ve reached the maximum in this 

manner, take another datum by removing the first polarizer.  The last datum should follow by 

removing the last polarizer (the setting angle of which should not have been changed throughout 

this process).  If done correctly, a linear plot of pyro voltage vs. pig signal should follow.  Note 

pig voltage-to-power conversion factors.  Sample data handling can be found in the TRIVE 

folder “pyro calibration” (at the time of this writing).   
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E1 1000:= E2 700:= E2p 450:= Values (in nJ) pulled from chart,

accounting for neutral density

attenuation

ν1 6950:= ν2 6950:= ν2p 6950:= Beam frequencies in wavenumbers

Ea E( ) E .972
6

⋅ .96⋅:=

Adjusted pulse energy accounting for

losses from the last 6 mirrors and

quartz cuvette surface

E1a Ea E1( ):= E2a Ea E2( ):= E2pa Ea E2p( ):=

E1a 809.597= E2a 566.718= E2pa 364.319=

E1s
7060

8065
:= E1s 0.875= The central energy of the 1S

absorption distribution, converted into

eV (see table at right)

the standard deviation of the

Gaussian fit to the 1S absorption

peak, converted to meV (see right)

s
263.5

8.065
:= s 32.672=

x E1s 0.278−:= For convenience only

diameter calculation adapted from

formulation in Moreelsd
0.209− x⋅ .209 x⋅( )

2
4 .016⋅ x⋅ .45 x⋅ 1−( )⋅−+

2 .016⋅ x⋅
:=

d 4.385= in nm

εstar 3.1 d
.9

⋅:= Integrated molar absorptivity in

meV/(cm*µM) from Moreels paper
εstar 11.724=

ε
εstar

s 2 π⋅⋅

:=

Absorptive cross section in cm^2

(conversion factor adjusts from moles

to molecules and liters to cubic

centimeters)

σ
ε

6.022
10

14−
⋅:=

σ 10
16

⋅ 2.377=

Fluence (nJ/cm^2) required to

average one photon (at 1S energy)

per dot
F

6.626 10
25−

⋅ 3⋅ 10
10

⋅ E1s⋅ 8065⋅

σ
:= F 5.903 10

5
×=

Pulse energy (nJ) required to average

one photon per dot (500µm beam)F .025
2

⋅ π⋅ 1.159 10
3

×=
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F1

E1a

π .0315
2

⋅

:= F2

E2a

π .0245
2

⋅

:= F2p

E2pa

π .0235
2

⋅

:=

Pulse fluences (nJ/cm^2) using

measured beam FWHM values from

Dec 2011
F1 2.597 10

5
×= F2 3.005 10

5
×= F2p 2.1 10

5
×=

flux ν F, ( )
F σ⋅

6.626 10
25−

⋅ 3⋅ 10
10

⋅ ν⋅

:=
Converting fluence to photons/dot

flux1 flux ν1 F1, ( ):= flux1 0.447=

flux2 flux ν2 F2, ( ):= flux2 0.517=

flux2p flux ν2p F2p, ( ):= flux2p 0.361=

f k λ, ( )
λ

k
exp λ−( )⋅

k!
:= Poisson Distribution probability

density

ratio λ( )
f 3 λ, ( )

f 1 λ, ( )
:=

ratio flux1( ) 0.033=

Ratios of three-photon events to

one-photon events for each pulse
ratio flux2( ) 0.045=

ratio flux2p( ) 0.022=
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Quantum Dot Sample Characteristics and Parameters

BatchNumber

fs1

fs2

fs3

fs4

fs8

fs10

Center

7027

6378

6277

6912

7060

7828

StandardDeviation

221.6

208.1

202.6

253.6

263.5

308.5
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Appendix F: Ultrafast Coherent Multidimensional Spectroscopy of Quantum 

Dots for a Non-Technical Audience 

 The Wisconsin Initiative for Science Literacy (WISL) has established a program that 

provides incentives for graduating PhD students to include a non-technical description of their 

research in their dissertations.  As much of the work done in doctoral programs interacts only 

indirectly with participants outside the individual sub-fields, the WISL objective is admirable.  I 

welcome their invitation to include such content in this document and am grateful for the award 

WISL offers for participation in this part of their programming.  The research I have conducted 

over the course of the past few years under the direction of John Wright is fundamental 

research—a step or two (if I’m generous) removed from commercial or industrial applications.  

Such foundational research, however, feeds into the growing body of knowledge possessed by 

the scientific community and is essential for the development of new technologies.  Over the 

course of this overview, I intend to provide you with a general description of both my research 

and some of the connections these insights have and may come to have within the broader 

technological and scientific world.  In a nutshell, I (and the members of the Wright group with 

whom I have worked) have developed a technique that uses pulsed lasers to interrogate the 

energetic structure and behavior of molecules and have adapted that technique so that it can be 

used to study semiconductor materials that are of potential use in solar energy collection devices. 

Introduction to Spectroscopy 

 Spectroscopy is the study of the interaction between light and matter.  Any discussion of 

why a substance reflects, absorbs, or emits a certain color of light stems from an understanding 

of spectroscopic phenomena.  For example, the ozone layer is known to absorb harmful 
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ultraviolet radiation, which has a shorter wavelength, and thus more energy per photon, than 

visible light or infrared light.  Ozone accomplishes this task because light in that range of 

wavelengths matches the separation between energy levels in the ozone molecules (we would 

say that the light is resonant with the transition) and the probability of the molecule absorbing the 

right-colored light that happens to hit it is high (we would say that the transition dipole moment 

is large).  A blue shirt contains molecules that absorb light in the red and green ranges of the 

spectrum, but still reflect and transmit blue.  A microwave oven works because the long 

wavelength microwaves emitted by the device are absorbed by molecules in the food.  That 

transfer of energy causes the food to heat up.  The wavelengths of light absorbed by a substance 

are characteristic of the components of the substance—its atoms and their bonding arrangement.  

With the right tools, it is possible to learn about an unidentified substance by measuring the 

colors of light it absorbs. 

 Spectroscopy studies not only the energetic structure of a molecule, but also how each of 

its high energy states behaves.  Consider a car left in the sun on a summer day.  Sunlight is 

absorbed by the upholstery in the car because it is less than perfectly reflective; in fact it is often 

dark, which means that it absorbs light very effectively.  The light that is absorbed doesn’t just 

leave the molecules in their excited states forever.  The molecules bump into their neighbors and 

have a chance of transferring some of their energy.  Over the course of these collisions, energy is 

often dispersed from high energy states to many low energy states, such as molecular vibrations 

and bends.  Given enough time, any of these states can relax back down to its initial state (the 

ground state) by emitting light again.  Excited vibrational states tend to live longer than the 

higher excited electronic states.  If any excited state has enough interactions with its 
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surroundings, or even other parts of the molecule, then it doesn’t emit light of the same color it 

absorbed.  Rather it emits at the lower energy wavelengths of the vibrational modes (infrared 

instead of visible, for example).  In the case of the car, the infrared light, which our skin detects 

as heat, rather than our eyes detecting it as light, is not transmitted by the windows of the car.  

Hence, visible light passes through the windows and is absorbed by molecules that relax to 

molecular vibrations before they can reemit at the same color they absorbed.  The molecules then 

emit infrared radiation that is reflected by the windows and stays trapped in the car.  Over time, 

the infrared radiation builds up and the car’s interior temperature rises to an uncomfortably high 

level.  Spectroscopy studies not only the color the upholstery absorbs (and hence the high energy 

states present in the molecules), but also the color it emits (the low energy states present), as well 

as how long it takes for a molecule to relax down from high to low energy and any states that the 

molecule may have passed through on its way down. 

Why Use Lasers for Spectroscopy? 

 In order to learn about the structure and dynamics of molecules with certainty, a great 

deal of precision is required, and there is frequently no better source of well-defined light than 

lasers.  Laser beams can be made to travel with very little divergence so you can direct all of the 

energy of the beams to the specific destinations desired.  Lasers can be tuned to access 

wavelengths across the infrared, the visible, and the ultraviolet regions of the spectrum.  Further, 

laser systems can be constructed so that they are not continuous beams, but rather pulses that are 

short enough in time to be used to measure phenomena as brief as the movement of an electron 

from one part of a molecule to another (this is the attosecond time scale—one billionth of a 

billionth of a second).  Lasers also have well-defined phase, which is important for any 
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experiments that need to observe phenomena that can only be described with the wave functions 

of quantum mechanics. 

Spectroscopy in the Wright Group 

 The particular brand of spectroscopy used in my research is a type of non-linear 

spectroscopy.  Linear spectroscopies are techniques that study interactions with a single light 

source.  Our experiments use three laser pulses to gain a more complete picture of the structure 

and dynamics of the system.  A schematic of the systems we use is shown in Figure 1, along with 

a photograph of one of the optical tables, at the end of this document.  The schematic starts at a 

part of our laser system after the main laser pulse is created.  That main pulse is split into two 

paths and directed into the boxes labeled “Optical Parametric Amplifier” (OPA).  OPAs are 

devices that allow the wavelength of light to be changed.  Once we’ve chosen the color of light 

that we want to use, we split one of them again and focus all three beams into the sample.   

In order to observe and measure any behavior that is time-dependent, it is important to 

control the sequence and separation in time between the pulses.  The schematic also shows a 

couple of delay stages.  These stages have retroreflectors (a combination of mirrors that send 

incoming beams out exactly parallel to their angle of entrance) and precise motors that control 

their positions.  By changing the position of a stage, we control the length of the path that each 

pulse takes to the sample.  As we shorten the path, the pulse arrives earlier.  I mentioned above 

that precision is required.  The phenomena we wish to observe take place on time scales between 

ten femtoseconds (ten millionths of a billionth of a second) and ten picoseconds (ten millionths 

of a millionth of a second).  To change the relative timing of something slow-moving by such a 

small amount of time, you would have to change its path by an absurdly small amount.  
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Conveniently, light is fast.  Still, the 93 million mile journey from the sun to Earth takes light 

only eight minutes.  If we want the light pulses to arrive at the sample one picosecond earlier, we 

have to make the path just 300 microns shorter (less than a third of a millimeter).  To measure 

some of the faster dynamics, we need reliable control over delay stage position down to a few 

microns—about the spacing between the grooves on a CD. 

The Basics of Non-Linear Spectroscopy Investigated in the Wright Group 

I mentioned above that our type of spectroscopy is a non-linear spectroscopy, which 

means that we measure sample behavior as it interacts with multiple light sources.  In particular, 

the three beams we focus into our samples each interact with the sample, and the effects 

produced by each beam interfere with each other to produce the complicated effects we measure.  

To get a feel for this kind of interference, consider dropping small rocks into a perfectly still 

pond.  A single rock will create a ripple pattern that spreads out from the place it landed.  If two 

rocks were dropped into the pond next to one another, their ripple patterns would interfere with 

each other—in some locations the waves they create would combine to make larger waves 

(constructive interference); in other places they would cancel each other out (destructive 

interference).  If the second rock was dropped into the pond a short while after the first, the 

overall pattern would be the same, but the locations of each type of interference would be 

shifted.   

The pond is similar to our sample and each rock dropped is like the interaction between a 

laser pulse and a molecule.  As the pulses travel through the sample, it’s as if they’re dropping 

rocks across stretches of the pond.  Connecting to an earlier idea, working with either a more 

intense laser or a larger transition dipole moment is like dropping a heavier rock in the pond.  
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Working with a resonant transition is like dropping rocks in the same location with timing set to 

make the ripple larger with every drop.  So choosing resonant transitions with large dipole 

moments makes large waves.  If the beam angles and wavelengths are chosen well, then the 

interference from multiple beam lines will cooperate to create large waves that travel out in 

certain directions.  This process of cooperation is called phase matching.  The red beam coming 

out of the sample in Figure 1 is one such “large wave” direction.  It only appears when each 

beam’s interaction with the sample is strong and they all cooperate with each other.  We block 

the portions of each other beam that are transmitted through the sample after they’ve interacted 

with it so that we only measure this one phase-matched output. 

The non-linear output beam we choose is directed into a monochromator before reaching 

the detector.  The monochromator spreads the incoming light into its component colors in an 

effect that appears like a prism separating sunlight into a rainbow.  The mechanics of this 

spectral dispersion are more like the interference effects described in the pond analogy (or letting 

a shaft of sunlight reflect off a CD) than they are like a prism, but the final effects are similar.  

By adjusting the angles of a grating inside the monochromator (like changing the angle of the 

CD relative to the beam of light), we choose which color of light reaches the detector. 

Experimental Overview and Technique Development on RDC 

I have now summarized the primary variables used in each of our experiments—the two 

colors of light generated by the OPAs, the relative pulse timing (controlled by the pair of delay 

stages), and the color observed by our detector as selected by the monochromator.  By changing 

one or two of these variables and fixing the rest we generate the spectra that give us insight into 

the structure and dynamics of our system.  Additionally, we can change the intensity of the 
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beams or rotate their polarization (loosely like swishing water back and forth instead of dropping 

a rock into the water from above) to study additional effects.  The technique was developed over 

the course of a couple graduate student generations of investigation on molecules with 

interesting vibrations.  I’ll tell you about some of the primary capabilities of the technique using 

some of those experiments as examples. 

Rhodium Dicarbonyl Acetylacetonate (RDC) was one of the molecules we studied when 

developing our technique.  A picture of this molecule is shown in Figure 2a.  We studied the 

behavior of this molecule’s vibrational modes, specifically those involving the stretching and 

compressing of bonds in the carbonyl groups (carbon/oxygen pairs that aren’t in the ring 

structure) connected to the rhodium atom.  The two stretching modes of interest were the 

symmetric stretch and the antisymmetric stretch, as cartooned in Figure 2b.  For RDC to start 

vibrating in these modes, the molecule must absorb infrared light that is resonant with the 

transitions.  The simple linear absorption scan for RDC in this range of the infrared is shown in 

Figure 2c.  These scans provide little more than the basic energetic structure of the molecule and 

the relative strengths of the transitions, but they also tell us the frequency ranges to use for our 

more complex experiments.  The frequency of light is simply the multiplicative inverse of the 

wavelength, so the higher frequency corresponds to higher energy and shorter wavelengths. 

The result of one of these more complex experiments is shown in Figure 3.  Here the axes 

are the frequencies of the two lasers, as chosen by the OPAs.  The relative delay between the 

pulses is fixed such that what are called ω-2 and ω2’ (the two beams that come from the same 

OPA output) arrive at the sample first.  (Note that ω-2 is shown as ω2 in Figure 1; the added 

negative sign reminds us how this pulse interacts in the particular alignment scheme used in 
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these experiments.)  They create an interference pattern (like the two different sequences of 

rocks dropped in the pond).  Where the electric field intensity is high (where the waves are the 

strongest), these two beams can together put the molecule in an excited vibrational state, but only 

if their frequency/wavelength is resonant with a transition.  That frequency—the frequency of the 

pulses that can be used to put the molecule into an excited state—is shown along the vertical 

axis.  The horizontal axis is the ω1 frequency (the beam that is not split again after being 

produced by the OPA).  This laser interacts with the population states created by the other two 

beams, either triggering relaxation (stimulated emission) or adding to the molecular vibrations.  

To the left of the plot and above it, I’ve juxtaposed the linear absorption spectrum from Figure 2c 

for comparison. 

It is immediately apparent that the spectrum in Figure 3 has more information than the 

spectrum in Figure 2c.  When both lasers are tuned to the same frequency (along the diagonal), 

peaks appear at the same frequencies as appear in the linear absorption plot.  On these peaks, all 

pulses interact with the same vibrational mode, either putting the molecule in its fundamental 

excited state or stimulating emission of light from that mode.  The peaks that are not along the 

diagonal start to provide new information.  When one laser is resonant with one transition and 

the other laser is resonant with the other transition (when ω2 = 2015cm
-1

 and ω1 = 2084cm
-1

, for 

example), a peak may appear, but only if the two modes are coupled.  In this case, a peak does 

appear, indicating that the vibrational modes are coupled (which isn’t surprising, given that they 

involve the same atoms).  To say that the two modes are coupled simply means that one mode 

behaves differently when the other mode is populated.  When the symmetric stretch of the 

molecule is excited, the amount of energy required to also get the molecule in the excited 
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antisymmetric stretching mode decreases.  Consider an analogy of two people in a room.  Each 

person can be put into a good mood if they hear a certain amount of good news.  Suppose one of 

the two hears enough good news for him/her to become rather giddy.  If the other person in the 

room can be made happy more (or less) easily because the other person is in a good mood, then 

their moods are coupled like these two vibrational modes are coupled.  If the second person is 

perfectly indifferent to the mood of the first, then their moods are not coupled.  In this 

spectroscopy, no peak would appear on the cross peak of their moods. 

For each of the four fundamental peaks visible in Figure 3 (peaks for which both lasers 

are resonant with one of the transitions visible in the linear absorption plot), there is also a 

second peak shifted to the left.  These red-shifted peaks appear at the frequency required to 

create an overtone (the same type of vibration, but roughly two-times faster) or a combination 

band state (both types of vibration active at the same time).  The peaks appear at lower energies 

than the fundamental transitions because it takes less energy to make the molecule vibrate more 

than it did to get it vibrating in the first place.  An imperfect spring can be imagined to work the 

same way.  When you first try to stretch a really tight spring, it takes a lot of force.  If that spring 

is already loosened up, it’s easier to stretch it more because the metal starts to get a little bent out 

of its original shape.  Here as the bonded atoms vibrate more, the increase of energy means that 

the bond is getting closer and closer to breaking, so it isn’t holding the atoms together as tightly.  

So each of the additional peaks in this spectrum appear when ω1 can jump from the excited state 

created by ω-2 and ω2’ to an even higher excited state.  From scans like this one, then, we can 

learn which modes interact with each other and we can start to learn about higher energy modes 

than just the fundamental transitions.  In some cases, a linear absorption scan can have many 
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peaks next to each other so that it is hard to identify which modes are present and what their 

energies are.  When cross peaks only appear for coupled modes, it is much easier to resolve 

complicated portions of an absorption spectrum. 

Dynamics and Coherences 

Figure 3 shows one way that we access more energetic structure information.  To study 

the behavior of any of these combinations of modes, we keep the frequencies of the lasers fixed, 

but scan the delays between them, producing plots like the one shown in Figure 4.  Here the 

origin of the plot corresponds to all three pulses being overlapped in time.  As ω-2 and ω2’ arrive 

at the sample before or after ω1, the axis value becomes negative or positive, respectively.  An 

example pulse ordering is shown above the plot; the timing corresponds to the delay values 

indicated in the plot by the black circle.  Any type of molecular behavior in time can be shown in 

plots like this, but this one shows plainly a couple of important basic types of information.  The 

signal stays bright (the red color on the plot) the furthest away from (0,0) when the two delay 

values are equal and negative.  These values correspond to pulse sequences where ω-2 and ω2’ 

arrive at the sample simultaneously and create a population state.  As we travel away from the 

origin in other directions, we instead measure the coherence lifetimes.   

Coherences are quantum-mechanical superpositions between two different states.  Being 

able to selectively create these superpositions and watch their behavior gives this technique a lot 

of its specificity.  When populations relax (as in the case of a high-energy state dispersing its 

energy to low-energy states as a car heats up in the sun), the third pulse we send in to explore the 

state can still generate signal, even if the state we created with the first two pulses isn’t the same 

as the state present when the third arrives.  When we work with coherences only, any disruption 
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of the energy level of the participating states either makes the signal disappear entirely or in 

certain circumstances makes it appear at a different wavelength, which we choose for or against 

with the monochromator setting.   

As with many concepts in quantum mechanics, the nature of coherences isn’t 

immediately intuitive.  One way to think about a coherence is by considering a light with a 

dimmer switch.  For the purposes of this analogy, suppose lights are normally thought of as 

either off or fully illuminated—those settings would correspond to population states.  

Coherences could be any of the partially illuminated settings from very dim (mostly “off” 

character) to rather bright (mostly “on” character).  Signal from coherences is short lived because 

it is easy to disrupt.  Unlike populations, coherences oscillate.  When one thinks about molecular 

vibrational modes on a quantum mechanical level, they are regarded as stationary states—the 

probability of finding electrons in certain locations doesn’t change for as long as the molecule is 

in that state.  The probability of finding electrons in certain locations when the system is in a 

coherent superposition state does change in time.  It’s as if the light on the dimmer switch also 

flickered at a well-known rate whenever it was set to something other than “off” or “on”.  The 

signal from coherences disappears so quickly because while not every collision may be able to 

rearrange the energy of the molecule (like the collisions in the upholstery of the car on a summer 

day), collisions are able to easily disrupt the phase of the oscillation, making the molecules get 

out of sync with each other.  So if many lights on dimmer switches are blinking in time with each 

other, it is easy to see the flicker.  If they are out of sync with each other, then they all average 

out and you don’t really see the flickering at all.   
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The added complexity of coherences may seem needless for research studying the 

behavior of excited states, but there are some very important phenomena that can only be 

described at the quantum mechanical level of coherences.  Though this topic will arise in later 

descriptions, an example of behavior that can only be described on a quantum mechanical level 

is the energy transfer from light-absorbing molecules in plants to the parts of the cells that use 

the energy to convert carbon dioxide to sugars and oxygen.  In order to have a detailed 

understanding of the molecules we study, it is important for us to be able to watch both 

population- and coherence-based phenomena.  Coherent and incoherent behaviors create 

different effects in our data.  Figure 4 shows a basic picture of lifetime measurements.  Figure 5 

shows the same type of scan, but then we changed the monochromator settings to watch output 

from a different state—a type of result that can only be observed when coherences retain their 

phase, but change to a different state.  It’s as if those blinking lights all changed from flickering 

at one rate to another rate, but did so in sync.  The take-home message from scans like the one 

shown in Figure 5 is that we can detect coherent energy transfer, and the pattern that appears in 

scans detecting it tells us the energy separation between the initial and final states of that 

transfer. 

Semiconductors and Quantum-Confinement 

All of the research described above relates to vibrational transitions and modes.  Over 

time, it became clear that the techniques developed provided a powerful and unique way to learn 

about different molecules.  Our attention turned, then, to systems that have become of interest to 

the field of materials science—quantum-confined semiconductors.  Before explaining the 

specifics of our results, I’ll explain what quantum-confinement is and the aspects of 
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semiconductors to which quantum-confinement is relevant.  I will also provide something of an 

explanation of one (of many) important possible applications of these materials—dye-sensitized 

solar cells. 

Semiconductors are given their designation because they can be electrical insulators or 

conductors, depending on their energetic condition and elemental composition.  Instead of 

discussing individual states, such as the symmetric and anti-symmetric stretching modes of RDC, 

the identifying features of semiconductors revolve around two collections of electronic states—

each of which blur into an effective continuum of states called the valence and conduction bands.  

The valence band is comprised of electronic states that are localized on the atoms in the material.  

Any electrons in the conduction band are in energetic states that are delocalized across the lattice 

of the material, like the electrons in metals that are free to flow around a wire.  The energetic 

separation between the valence and conduction bands is called the bandgap, and can be changed 

by changing the composition of the semiconductor or, in some interesting cases, by changing the 

physical size and shape of the material. 

If all electrons in a semiconductor structure are in the valence band, then the structure 

does not conduct electricity.  If by injection of energy (be it in the form of light or voltage or 

another) equal to or greater than the bandgap, an electron is promoted to the conduction band, 

then the material will conduct… at least a little.  When that electron is promoted, however, it is 

leaving its ground state localized orbital behind.  The absence of the negative charge of the 

electron leaves a positive charge behind.  This vacancy carries the positive charge and is called a 

hole.  (I say that it carries the charge because the actual positive charge is in the nucleus of the 

atom, but if another electron fills in the hole, then the vacancy is associated with a different 
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orbital, possibly on a different atom.)  Even though the electron is now free to roam about the 

lattice, it still feels attraction to the positive charge it left behind, so it never wanders far.  The 

electron/hole pair is called an “exciton”.  How far the electron will wander is a function of the 

atoms and bonds that make up the semiconductor, so each different material has a native exciton 

size, called the “Bohr radius”. 

Semiconductors can be synthesized in such a way that the actual lattice of atoms is 

smaller than the exciton Bohr radius of the material in at least one dimension.  In this situation, 

the semiconductor is said to be quantum-confined and starts to take on new properties.  First, an 

exciton has a native size in the first place because that size is the lowest energy configuration.  

By making the material smaller than the lowest energy exciton Bohr radius, the system can no 

longer access the lowest energy configuration and is forced to be in a higher energy state.  This 

manifests as an increase in the bandgap energy.  As the exciton container size decreases further, 

the bandgap energy increases further.  With enough synthetic customizability, materials can be 

made with tunable bandgaps.  Another effect of reducing the number of atoms (and hence also 

reducing the container size) in the semiconductor is that the number of electron states decreases.  

Quantum-confined materials tend to have a few clumps of states at low energies before the 

continuous band structure of the bulk material reappears.  Because these are the quantum-

confined excitonic states, the exciton fills the container and hence takes on the shape of the 

material.   

Figure 6 shows a number of the characteristics of quantum-confined semiconductors 

described above.  In Figure 6a, the band structure of a generic bulk semiconductor is shown next 

to the energetic structure of a hypothetical quantum-confined structure of the same material.  The 
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quantum-confined structure has a larger bandgap and discrete states.  A diagram of a quantum 

dot—a spherical semiconductor that is smaller than the Bohr radius in all three dimensions—is 

shown in Figure 6b with a partially-transparent sphere representing the exciton Bohr radius.  

Data showing the effect of different amounts of confinement are shown in Figure 6c.  Here a 

series of linear absorption scans shows the increasing energy of the first absorption peak of lead 

selenide (PbSe) quantum dots of decreasing radius. 

Solar Cells and Quantum-Confined Semiconductors 

I have described how changing the size of a semiconductor can change its energetic 

properties and that the ability to change those properties is important, but I have not yet 

explained why this flexibility is so important.  Before I do, it is important to note that these 

structures can be made from very abundant and inexpensive materials.  Some semiconductors 

have rare elements in the composition like indium or gallium; others require a great deal of 

energy to purify—silicon is ubiquitous in the form of silicon dioxide (glass, sand, quartz), but 

requires processing to reduce to pure silicon.  Alternatively, iron oxide (rust, hematite) and 

titanium dioxide (TiO2, present in such luxurious consumer products as white paint and 

sunscreen) can gain additional high tech uses when their energetic structure is tuned to meet a 

particular need.  One such need is the development of devices that can be used to efficiently 

harvest solar energy. 

Dye-sensitized solar cells make use of a molecule that can efficiently absorb some 

portion of the solar spectrum and transfer an electron into a conducting material.  Figure 7 shows 

a basic schematic of such an assembly at a molecular level.  TiO2 is shown as the electron 

acceptor because it is well-suited to the task—it has a large bandgap so it is statistically unlikely 
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for enough collisions to cooperate to get it to relax down to distant vibrational modes and it has 

many vacant electronic states in its conduction band, so there’s always room for donation of 

electrons.  With the right dye molecule attached to the surface of the electron acceptor, solar cells 

with low efficiencies can be constructed.  The dyes, though, require some means of binding to 

the TiO2 and have to be able to move an electron across that additional assembly before relaxing 

back down to their own ground state.  Additionally these molecules must absorb as much of the 

solar spectrum as possible in order to avoid wasting the energy in the transmitted/reflected 

wavelength ranges. 

It is in the creation of a donor/acceptor assembly that the use of quantum-confined 

materials is anticipated to shine.  Quantum dots can be grown to sizes that absorb light all across 

the solar spectrum; in a full solar cell, if one size of dot only absorbs a portion of the spectrum, 

another size can absorb much of the rest.  These dots can be grown directly onto the surface of an 

electron accepting material (and have been—see Figure 8a), meaning that there is no need for 

additional bridging assemblies.  Additionally, as the exciton already wants to be larger than the 

quantum dot, the electron will already be stretching into the acceptor (diagrammed in Figure 8b), 

making transfer all the faster and more efficient.  If both the donor and acceptor can be adapted 

to match energetically, then the transfer itself shouldn’t require significant loss in energy.  The 

alignment shown in Figure 8c, for example, would waste a lot of energy in the transfer. 

The synthetic flexibility and energetic properties of quantum-confined materials already 

make their use for prototype dye-sensitized solar cells appealing.  The question remains how to 

optimize their creation, and the answer lies in understanding the details of the charge transfer.  

What states are involved in the transfer?  Are there additional electronic states formed at the 
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interface between the two material types?  What kind of synthesis produces the least disruptive 

interfaces?  These are the types of questions that our type of spectroscopy can address. 

Coherent and Incoherent Electron Transfer 

Before providing an overview of our progress toward answering the questions above, 

there is one additional line of distinction I would like to draw regarding the nature of the change 

transfer.  Earlier I discussed coherent energy transfer and said that the distinction between 

incoherent and coherent dynamics would be important; it is in this discussion that the distinction 

becomes critical.  One way to think about this distinction is to consider a swimming pool with a 

shallow end and a deep end.  If a bunch of water is added to the empty pool, it rather quickly 

ends up in the deep end.  The water spreads out under the influence of gravity until it finds that it 

can continue to drop down until none of the water is in the shallow end of the pool.  This 

scenario is like coherent electron transfer.  The electron orbit is larger than the quantum dot 

(remember Figure 8b), and the electron acceptor has lower energy states for the electron to fall 

into, so the electron cloud just flows right into the proverbial deep end.  Incoherent energy 

transfer is more like putting a beach ball in the same pool—it will roll into the deep end and stay 

there, but it may bounce around for a while first; how quickly it gets to the deep end depends on 

the slope of the shallow end of the pool (or how much other pull there may be to the deep end), 

and one could definitively say “now it’s in the shallow end; now it’s in the deep end”.  Because 

coherent energy transfer happens by spreading out and simultaneously exploring the options, the 

fastest charge transfer phenomena end up being describable in only this way. 

Most non-linear spectroscopy techniques (pump-probe and transient absorption are the 

names of the two most common) establish an excited state population and observe where that 
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energy is at a later time.  These techniques can be very good at determining initial and final 

states of a system, but they usually cannot provide any information about short-lived 

intermediate states and they cannot discriminate between different paths the system had taken to 

reach its final state.  Experiments like the one that produced the plot in Figure 5 show the states 

involved in the transfer, and any intermediate state would contribute to the interference pattern 

created.  So if we are able to measure coherence lifetimes and selectively excite different states, 

then we can explore every possible situation that could lead to charge transfer.  But there’s a lot 

of tailoring and development that must be done first. 

Initial Wright Group Spectroscopy of Quantum Dots 

Our first forays into the spectroscopy of quantum-confined semiconductor systems 

focused on PbSe quantum dots.  PbSe dots have exciton states that are in an easily accessible 

wavelength range for our lasers, their synthesis is well-known, and other spectroscopy 

techniques have already been used to study them, so there is a body of work in existence for 

comparison.  After making some changes to our OPAs to allow them to access the correct 

ranges, we collected frequency scans (see Figure 9) from a few different batches of dots.  We 

found that we could resolve the peaks and gain some decent structural information about the 

system.  We could confirm coupling between two different quantum-confined exciton states by 

noting the presence of a cross-peak.  When we tried to study dynamics, however, we found that 

our one-picosecond pulses were too long to measure any coherent phenomena.  Figure 10 shows 

a delay scan like the one in Figure 4.  The population lifetimes are certainly long enough for us 

to measure (along the negative portion of the x = y diagonal and along the positive x-axis of 

Figure 10), but as soon as the pulses that create the population state aren’t overlapped, we have 
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no non-linear signal light at all.  To confirm, we tried simulating our data from quantum 

mechanical calculations and we found that we could recreate the data with a wide range of 

coherence lifetimes—only the laser pulse duration mattered.  Frequency scans can be matched in 

a similar way and yield lifetime information with some analysis and processing, but without the 

ability to select fully coherent processes with our pulses, much of the technique that was 

available to studies of molecular vibrations was no longer usable.  

Quantum Dot Spectroscopy With Femtosecond Pulses 

At the end of the line of picosecond system experiments, it became clear that we needed 

to use much shorter pulses if we wanted to observe any coherent phenomena.  The next step, 

then, was to assemble a laser system that could give us tunable 40-femtosecond pulses—25 times 

shorter than one picosecond.  (That duration was selected to be a match to the coherence 

lifetimes calculated from the frequency scans on the older system, which are also in accord with 

measurements from around the scientific community.)  We used an experimental setup 

functionally the same as the one shown in Figure 1.  Pulses this short are difficult to create and 

keep stable, so the optical table had to be designed with all high-end reflective optics on mounts 

that would dampen any vibrations that might run through the heavy steel table.  As of late Spring 

2012, we confirmed that we can collect the frequency scans that were available from the 

picosecond system (Figure 11 provides an example) and measure coherence lifetimes.  Figure 12 

shows a delay scan that seems similar to the one shown in Figure 10 (with picosecond pulses), 

but here the width of the peaks is larger than the pulses, which means that we are measuring 

coherence lifetimes directly.  To confirm that we could generate signal from pulse sequences that 

did not create an intermediate population, we did another frequency scan at a different time 
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ordering.  Figure 13a shows the data next to two simulations (13b and 13c) that include and 

exclude signal from the fully coherent processes.  The fact that the main peak area has a shape 

that appears more like the simulation with fully coherent contributions than the one without 

means that we are able to suppress the processes that have intermediate populations in favor of 

those that do not. 

The signs that we have restored our technique’s functionality are subtle.  For example, 

Figure 12 (femtosecond system, quantum dots) still looks more like Figure 10 (picosecond 

system, quantum dots) than Figure 4 (picosecond system, RDC), even though it contains the 

same information as Figure 4 and more than Figure 10.  Even so, the results are conclusive—we 

can once again selectively measure both energetic structure and excited state dynamics, be they 

coherent or incoherent.  This restoration means that we are now positioned to start characterizing 

the types of charge transfer events that are essential for any efficient quantum-dot-sensitized 

solar cell cores.  Future Wright group research directions include investigation of charge transfer 

systems and improvements to the technique, including cryogenic cooling (which increases the 

coherence lifetimes, making resolution of fully coherent dynamics easier) and OPA tuning range 

extension (which allows the investigation of a wider range of energy levels and materials). 
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Figure 1—Diagram and photograph of the optical table used in non-linear 

spectroscopy experiments.  OPAs change laser pulse color.  Delay stages 

change the relative timing of the pulses at the sample cell position.  The red 

line traces the path of the non-linear signal whose intensity we measure. 
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Figure 2—(a) Rhodium dicarbonyl acetylacetonate (RDC) molecular structure.  

Bonds are indicated by straight lines.  (b) The symmetric (left) and anti-

symmetric (right) stretching modes of the carbonyl groups. (c) The linear 

absorption profile of RDC carbonyl stretches.  The absorption increases at the 

frequencies of light that are resonant with the two stretching modes. 
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Figure 3—A multi-dimensional frequency scan of RDC with linear absorption scans 

juxtaposed for comparison.  ωωωω-2 and ωωωω2’ create an excited state at the frequency shown 

on the y-axis.  ωωωω1 (x-axis) interacts with that population.  Signal appears when each 

laser is resonant with an available transition.  The z-axis (see color bar to the right) 

shows the intensity of signal light; this plot shows a logarithmic scale.  The presence of 

off-diagonal peaks indicates coupling between the modes.  Peaks that are shifted to the 

left of primary peaks appear at frequencies matching the transition to overtones 

(same mode, vibrating faster) and combination bands (both modes vibrating). 
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Figure 4—A multi-dimensional delay scan of RDC on a logarithmic scale.  Here the laser 

frequencies correspond to the lower-rightmost peak in Figure 3.  At the origin all the 

pulses are overlapped in time.  The black ring shows the time-ordering shown in the 

diagram above the scan.  Interpretation of x-axis and y-axis values is also available 

pictorially in the diagram.  The decrease in signal in such directions as the positive x-axis 

traces out coherence relaxation (explained later in the main text).  The steady signal along 

the negative x = y diagonal shows the long-lived population lifetime. 
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Figure 5—A multidimensional delay scan with all lasers tuned to the same 

frequencies as those used in Figure 4, but with the monochromator set to 

pass a different wavelength of light.  Here signal only appears when there is 

coherent energy transfer from one mode to another.  The beating pattern has 

a frequency corresponding to the different between the initial and final states 

of the transfer. 
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Figure 6—Depicting the effects of quantum-confinement.  (a) The energetic structure of a 

non-confined semiconductor (bulk) and a quantum-confined structure (nanocrystal) of the 

same material.  Notice in particular (1) the development of discrete states and (2) the 

increased separation between highest energy valence and lowest energy conducting states 

in the confined structure. (b) A graphical depiction of a quantum dot (inner sphere) 

compared to the native exciton orbital size (partially-transparent larger sphere). (c) 

Absorption scans of PbSe quantum dots of different diameters, collected by Rachel 

Selinsky.  Notice that as the dots get smaller, the absorption profile shifts to higher energy.  

Greater confinement leads to higher energy states. 
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Figure 7—A simplified schematic of a dye-sensitized solar cell 

core.  Here the chromophore absorbs incident sun light.  The 

excited state electron transfers into the conduction band of the 

electron-accepting titanium dioxide (TiO2).  To make the 

transfer, the electron must pass the anchor that holds the dye 

molecule on the surface of the TiO2.  The transferred electron 

then moves through the TiO2 to a device and completes the 

circuit by eventually replenishing the chromophore. 
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Figure 8—Using quantum dots as the “dyes” for solar cells.  (a) A microscope 

(transmission electron microscope) image of PbSe quantum dots grown onto the surface of 

iron (III) oxide, Fe2O3 (image taken from the work of Rachel Selinsky and Mark 

Lukowski).  (b) Conceptual image of a quantum dot on the surface of an electron-accepting 

material.  Recall the exciton size relative to the quantum dot and consider the ease with 

which an electron might relocate into the TiO2 (the blue solid).  (c) An energy level diagram 

corresponding to the electron transfer event.  An incident photon moves an electron from 

the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) into an excited state.  The excited electron 

then relaxes into the conduction band of the electron-acceptor.   
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Figure 9—Multidimensional frequency scans taken of PbSe quantum dots with the 

picoseconds laser system.  These two scans have been aligned to show their relative 

locations.  Together they are analogous to the lower half of the scan of RDC shown in 

Figure 3.  The peak on the left appears when all lasers are tuned to the lowest energy 

feature in Figure 6c (called the 1S exciton).  The peak on the right is a cross peak between 

the lowest energy exciton feature and the higher energy hump (called the 1P exciton) on the 

rising hill in those absorption scans.  The rising hill itself does not appear in this scan 

because those states are not coupled to the low energy feature, but the 1P exciton is. 
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Figure 10—Multidimensional delay scan of PbSe quantum dots collected with picosecond 

pulses.  All lasers are tuned to the wavelength of the 1S exciton (see Figure 9 caption for 

explanation).  The population lifetime traces (here shown along the negative x = y diagonal 

and the positive x-axis) show long-lived signal, but coherence dephasing processes cannot 

be measured because the pulses are too long.  The width of the peak indicated by the two 

black arrows should depend on the coherence dephasing rate, but instead it corresponds 

only to the width of the pulses. 
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Figure 11—A multidimensional frequency scan of PbSe quantum dots collected on the 

newer femtosecond laser system.  The two peaks shown would match the top half of the 

scan shown in Figure 3.  The feature near the diagonal appears when all lasers are tuned to 

the 1P exciton (see Figure 9 caption for explanation).  The upper left peak appears when a 

population is created in the 1P exciton and the 1S exciton is coupled to the state that exists 

when it reaches the sample (which was 600fs later in this scan). 
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Figure 12—A multidimensional delay scan of PbSe quantum dots collected with 

45fs pulses.  As in Figure 10, lasers are tuned to the 1S exciton transition.  The 

long population lifetimes are still apparent, but now the widths of these features 

can measure the coherence lifetimes—they are sufficiently wider than the 

excitation pulses. 
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Figure 13—Multidimensional frequency scans verifying the measurable contribution of 

fully-coherent processes. (a) The data collected.  (b) A simulation of (a) with signal 

contributions from fully-coherent processes. (c) A simulation of (a) without signal 

contributions from fully-coherent processes.  The purpose of comparing the data to these 

two simulations is that the lobe in the spectral data located at (x,y) = (7050,6800) does not 

appear when no fully-coherent processes are allowed to contribute (c), but does appear 

when they are allowed (b).  This subtle appearance confirms that we are able to once again 

access the full range of capabilities demonstrated in vibrational mode experiments like 

those of RDC. 
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